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THE LEDGER & TIMES
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"I.NFw erie. 2A3 
BELOVED ELDERLY
CITIZEN CALLED
Nathan Madison. "Uncle Jake"
Lassiter, 83, Lived Entire
We in County.
Nathan Madison "Uncle Jake"
Lassiter, one of the highest regard-
ed elderly citizens of Calloway
county, died Friday at the home
of his son, Albert • Lassiter, on
North Fifth street of the infirmi-
ties of age, following a three
week's illness.
Mr. Lassiter wos one of the old:
est native-born citizens of Callo-
way county and resided tiarough-
out all his life on the east 'Ode of
the county-, near Murray. His
parents moved to Callowayscounty
from North Carolina, among., the
earliest settlers here, more than
80 years ago and Mr. Lassiter was
born just west of Pine Bluff, where
his father settled.
Mr Lassiter was a member of
the Missionary Baptist Chgrch of
Murray. Throughout-Mg -life he
was neereplary Christian
character. He was a man of even
temper and sunny. disposition with
always a word of friendliness and
cheer for all whom he met. He
took an interest in all Sings bene-
ficial to his community and his
neighbors and was always fore-
most on the moral side of public
issete. Hie _influence was wide
with friends and acquaintances in
all walks of life.
He was a member of a large
family and leaves numerous,
nephews and nieces in addition to
his daughter. Mrs. Anlin Bran-
don. Fulbright, Texas, and two
sons. Albert Lassiter. Murray mer-
chant and A. B. Lassiter, well-
known farmer, just east of. tors
" Mr. Lassiter particularly had
warm friends in the ministry and
six took part in the funeral ser-
vices which were conducted St
urday afternoon from the First
Baptist Church. Murray. in the
presence of a large crowd.
Those assisting the pastor, tilt"
Rev. J. E. Skinner were Rev. A.
E. Lassiter, Paducah; Rev. R. F.
Gregory, Rev. J. H. Thurman. Rev.
N. S. Castleberry, , Benton. and
Presiding Elder Wells Lassiter of
the ,Lexington district. Lexington,
Tenn.
Burial was in the Lassiter Grave-
yard. this county.
• JURY, IIST AUGUST
COURT IS NAMED
Grand jury Will Be Called on
Monday. August 6th; Petit
Jury Called Aug. 7th.
The jury list for the August term
of the Calloway County Circuit
court has been drawn. The grand
jury Will be called Monday, August
8, and the petit jury will be irn-
panelled- Tuesday. August 7.
Grand Jury
• 0.,Armstrong, Leroy Cooper,
J. N. Reed, Q. T. Settler,
s Moore, M. G. Parker. Wilson Far-
ley. H. ,B. Fulton. Van L. Clark,
Herman Cathy., Ogie Greenfield,
Latnon Falwell.- •
- Chas. R.- Johrietni. Alsey Cooper'
Clareece Stubblefield, Robert Lax.
Dewey C. Jones, A. 0. Butter-
worth. W. L. Morton, B. F. All-
britten. Lee H. Gingles. Muncie
Steely. • E. Errett Grogan. I. .L.
Barnett.
Petit Jury
R. B. Mathis, J. N. Treas. C. R.
'Orr. 0. L .Broach. Refus A.
' Rhea, R.' S. :Elkins, D. M. potts.
L. D. Solman, C. Glen Harris.
B W. Story. G. R. Hargrove,
Oscar S Jones, C. F. Evans. Par-
vin Blaylock. Joe A. Morgan, M.
E. Wall, R. M. Miller. W. C. Os-
borne.
N. H. Wicker, Craig T Outland,
Otho J. Glendenon, W. A. Ross,
, R. A. Owen, H. G. Gingies, Lewis
H. Seamans_ John M. Emerson, R
 le Brandon.
John H. Peterson, Gus Robert-
son, M. F. Graham, Tom W. Nes:
'hitt, Noble Fuqua. Pettie Work-
man, C E Clark, Homer Chester,
Ben' Cain.
METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday School at 9:45.
'Worship and sermon-all A. NU
Subject of sermon: "What is
Right- With the World:.
Evening worship 7:45. ,
Young People's meeting 7 RM.
Interesting program has been ar-
ranged.
Monday evening at 8 o'clock, on
the parsonage lawn, the young
people of the church will have a
party. All the young people of
the church, and their friends are
invited nes
0. A. Marrs. Pastor
Mr and Mrs. Porter White are
the parents Qf a daughter, born
- Saturday.
•
paintim
T. A. Sanford Named Principal
of Danville, Ky., High School
Is Splendid Promotion
Able Young Murray
Educator
for°
Murray loses one of its ablest
and most energetic community,
educational and church leaders in
the election of Theodore A. San-
ford as principal of the Danville.
Ky., high school and his resigna-
tion as principal of Murray high
school tcreaccept -Mir-new "position,
Mr. Sanford will receive con-
siderably more salary in Danville
than here, the only consideration
that would have taken him away
from Murray. Mr. Sanford was
elected on the Murray high school
faculty nine years ago. He was
shortly afterward promoted to
principal and his work in that
capacity has been, outstanding since
that time.
He is a young man of exceeding-
ly engaging personality, energy
and ability as well as an outstand-
ing student. • In- hie undergieskiaie
days at Centre College. Mr. San-
ford was an "A" student through-
out and upon graduation there in
1922 he was given his diploma
with one of the highest ranks in
the history of that famous school,
more than 119 years old. During
his Centre days. Mr. Sanford was
the editor of the school paper,
-The Cento". a leading member of
SK. Sigrna iklpha Et:onion fraternity
one of the highest grades in the
history of the graduate school. He
was offered considerably more by
the Danville school authorities but
refused to accept for the differ-
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July.19, 1934
MANY MOURN FOR
CLIFFORD DORAN
Popular Young BUSIIIINIS Man DIN
Saturday After Two Weeks
Critical Ithaca&
Clifford Doran. 23 years old, one
of the county's most popular young
business men. died Saturday at
the hospital following a two week's
illness of typhoid fever and =im-
plications. Despite the fact that
his death was Lewd ICKJICYMIg
- days before the end his until:Illy
death was a great shock to his
faintly and, host of friends.
Young Doran was formerly a
star athlete at Murray High
School. he and his twin-brother,
Clifton, who resembled each other
so nearly, that they were often
mistaken in identity by acquaint-
ances, were a perfectly co-orei-
stated pair on the court and form-
ed the keystone of one of Mur-
rays outstanding teams. liels
brother now lies Ill at the hos-
pital.
Mr. Peeeti engaged in the .reitt.._me* 
first
 etreeed• The Denville' tiurant business in Murray forboard again raised its bid and the
salary inducement was such that 
some, time. where he made many
Mr. Sanford felt thatlhe could not 
friends in all sections of the cows-
turn it down. ty. After -444•434""i tb•e're gah in the torner. Barber Ed-Sanford has been extremely he engaged ih the mail order to- wards and Ibry Palmer favored theactive in church, community and
athletic circles as well as in edu-
cation. He is a member of the
boards of stewarts and treasurer of
the First Methodist Church, a
member of the Young Businessand one of the outstanding leaden Men's Club, where he has takenon the campus. 
in active lead.
'He is an amateur musician of He and Mrs. Sanford will re-note, and Sa the author of a fra- turn to Murray at the eitel-t theternity song, music for which was
written by his mother, Mrs. D. P.
Sanford, Milburn,
Mr Sanford has many friends
and admirers in Danville but the
attention of the superintendent of
schools was recently directed to
him by virtue of his outstanding
work on his Master's degree at the
University of Kentucky. On final
examinations, Mr. Sanford received
summer session at the Univereffy
to visit their parents, Mr. and Mrs:
D. P. Sanford. Milburn, and Dr.
and Mrs. C. E. Howard. Benton,
and friends here, before moving
to Danville. Many friends are
congratulating him on his deserved
promotion but many expressions
of regret are being voiced at Mr.
and Mrs. Sanford's leaving Mur-
ray. ,
$100 Reward Posted Musical Program At '
Collett* Friday Morningfor Benton Veteran
Relatives at Benton have of-
fered a $100 reward for informa-
tion leading to the finding of
Herman Smith, shell - shocked
veteran Of the world war who
walked away feom the horTe of
his father, H. B. Smith, veteran
Benton merchant. Tuesday morn-
ing and has not been/ seen since.
Smith is 41 yeare old, five feet
and nine incited in heighth and
weighs only 105 pounds. He
wore a ten coat and tan trousers
but tkpy do not match. He was
ended and wearing dark sun-
glasses.
He has been a patient at the U.
S. Veteran's hospital, Lexington,
but was brought home for a visit
by his sister, Mrs. Clint Fields,
James Fouch Held
- in Marshall County
James Fouch was given a 'hear-
ing in Marshall county court last
Wednesdey on a' charge with rob-
bery. Fouch's bond was set at
$300 to await the action of the
grand jury. Gilbert Lamb. held
on a joint charge was released.
The two were charged with strik-
ing Lewis Ross and taking $15
from his person Saturday night,
June 7. The incident occurred
near Eggner's 'Ferry bridge after
Ross had hired Sam Kelly to take
him home and Fouch and Lamb
accompanied them.
Mayor W. S. Swann and George
Hart attended the ceremony and
qlaque dedication in honor of
Highway Comieissioner Tom Rhea
at Russellville today.
Your News Wanted
Frequently someone brings
Iii a personal or news note to
The Ledger & Times office and
inquired how much it will cost
to have the same inserted.
The Ledger & Times desires
to state that no charge are
made on personal* or news
notes, of any • kind and that
these are more than appreci-
ated. It Is Impossible for this
paper ttentaintain a foree large
enough to ask everyone for
news bet anyone Is at liberty
to bring, send or phone yaws
En . You. do not-have to be a
subscriber.
Items will be deefilY appre-
ciated and you will be doing
your part to help make this'
a betts. ...id 'Jeweler news-
paper.
• And, please, oh please, get
It In EARLY.
**40~kii•••••••••••••••••••
!Sips'
Felitabeth McSwaih, Paris, Tenn.
Miss McSwain is a talented musician
and has many admirers here. She
is a graduate of theeChicago.Con-
servatory of Music. The public
Is cordially invited and many Mur-
ray music loveri are expected to
attend.
County Aided By
Wednesday's Rain
Wednesday's rain was fairly
general and fell in heavy down-
pours in many sections. Reports
from several sections indicate that
the rain was more or less general.
From the Concord- section, farm-
ers report a heavy downpour and
from Murray to Hazel was, re-
- tcr have- reretved - Yilte
rain as did the west side, of the
county to Lynn Grove.
Reports, however, were that but
little rain fall near cherry and
other dry spots have been re-
ported near -Lynn Grove. The
heavy shower, needless to say,
was worth much to Calloway crops
in the sections touched. ,
Acie Edwards Dies
at Calloway Farm
Acie Edwards. 83 years of age,
died at the county farm Saturday,
July 14. following an extended
Illness. Mr. Edwards had been
an inmate of the county farm for
sometime and had been in ill
health about two years. Burial
was at the county farm Saturday.
PRESBYTERIAN NOTES
Dr. J. C. Barr, minister to the
Murray Presbyterian Church, has
been invited to attlend the con-
ference of University pastors in
the Chicago Theologleal Seminary,
July 30 to August 4, Inclusive,
Dr. Barr will accept the invita-
tion.
A. B. Keeler, head of-the Church
Extension Department, who was in
Murray June 28. indicated that he
was highly pleased with progress
being made in this community
and outlined plans for early erec-
tion of a $10,000 chapel on the
church's lot, just across from the
college campus. •
Next preaching services will be
held August 19 in the court !milk
at 11 a. m. In the meantime
Sunday School will be held each
Sunday morning as usual in the
circuit court room at 9:45._
Head the 0=W:fled Cohlam.
  eneWeneesesessso.....---
.The South Howard baseball team
will meet Pine Bluff Friday in an
effort to win its third' game. Sat-
urday, Murray defeated South
Howard, 12 to 3. Brown pitched
well for the losers but was poorly
supported.
Saturday, the South !Howard
team will _play on en__
Ex-Murray Students
Now Attend Peabody
Among the former students and
teachers of Murray State College
who are attending George Peabody
College for the summer are: Coach
John Miller, freshman athletic
coach, who is now .on a leave of
absence; W. C. Inman, who taught
In Murray State one Summer term
and is now superintendent of the
public graded scheteresof Paris.
Tenn.; E. Filbeck, former Murray
College Latin teacher; Miss Mil-
dred Graves, Murray, and Helen
Houton, Paris, Tenn., former stu-
dents; and Charles Todd, Madison-
ville, Ky., and Jesse Holland,
Murray, graduates of Murray
State.
Monroe Scott Is
Hurt in Cur Wreck
Monroe Scott received painful
injuries Wednesday wheq the car
owned and driven by R. B. Hole
land left the highway at a culvert
on a levee near Concord Wednes-
day morning. Stitches were taken
In Holland's itp, scalp, and fore-
head., Holland escaped with only
bruises. The car was badly wreck-
ed, turning over and tearing down
the front wheels.
4 Calloway Lads
Attending CM:LC
_Four Calloway yonth are attend-
ing the Citizens Military Training
Camp at Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Indiana. They are•Pet P. Rogers,
J. C Kemp, Harlan W. Bowden
and Leslie Boggess.
Bowden is asseened to D Com-
pany' while the other- three are
members a the Signet Company.
-
bacco business.
He is survived ley his broken-
hearted young wife, who was Miss
Laurine outland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. D. Outland, •before
her marriage and their young
son, Dallas T., one year old; his
parmats,-Mr. and Mrs. Tom Doran,
four miles west of Murray; one
sister. Mrs. Lottye Doran Sum-
mers.. Floridal-Mgr two brothers,
Clifton and A. F. "Bub" Doran.
He was a member of the Lynn
Grove Methodist church.
A huge throng of relatives end
friends gathered at the First Bap-
tist Church at four o'clock Sun-
day afternoon to pay the last
tributes of love and affection at
the funeral services. The rites
were conducted by the 'Rev. J. E.
Skinner and the Rev. 0. A.
Marrs. Burial was in the city
cemetery.
The pall-bearers were:
A musical program for the cob- Active: J. B. Wilson. Lavern*
lees chapel how' has been t3gutianci GThome&as ReddW il' 
Purdnsn
en. Hillmanned for Friday morning with Miss
Thurman, Ted Ross, Wilbert Out-
land. .
Honorary: Geo. Hart, Wells
Purdom, H. T. Waldrop, C. A.
Hale. R. H. Falwell Sr., T. H.
Stokes, John Rowlett, Robt. S.
Jones, Wade Crawford, Marvin
Whitnell. Carlos Elkins, T. Sledd
Jr.
SOUTH HOWARD TEAM
ous sections of the country gath-
ered at the home of Uncle Pink
McCuiston on July 11 and spent a
happy day of renewing friendship
and affection in honor of the birth-
day of Walter Hamlin. The guests
errived early and were cordially
greeted by Mr Hamlin and 'his
good wile as active hosts to the
many Hamlin relatives all descend-
ed from Peter Steinback Hamlin,
the builder of the old brick man-
slop which still stands to welcome
and shelter the scores of his kins-
men and friends.
The forenoon was spent in jolly
conversation and in exploring the
quaint old mansion which was the
first brick house constructed in
Calloway County. At noon a boun-
tiful luncheon was served under
'the shade of the giant shade trees
that have so generously shaded the
old lawn for three generations.
Atter dinner the old-fashioned
parlor was filled with guests who
joined in singing a number 'of
songs accompanied by the old or-
group with vocal duets and with
arrangements of quartets from
among the many good !ringers in
the crowd. Ivan McCuiston kept
things lively with his string
band.
"Uncle Pink- Plays the Violin
A very remarkable situation was
observed in that at several differ-
ent timer throughout the day dif-
ferent persons and groups of per-
sons were making music and it
was recalled that the Hamlin fam-
ily has been a noted family of
musicians.' An outstanding mus-
ical feature was the rendition of
several numbers on his old violin
by Uncle Pink McCuiston.
,Uncle Pink is the oldest Con-
federate Veteran living in Callo-
way County. He was his jolly
old self to all the visitors and as
the 88-year-old musician drew his
bow across the quaint old violin
he brought to the ears and hearts
af his listeners, the joys and ten-
•dier aelnarfes of .the -years SW
by. Uncle Pink's 'father helped to
build the old home almost 100
years ago and he takes great pride
in ownership of this landmark of
sturdy pioneer thrift and manual
art.
House Built- in '39
The old Hamlin house was con-
structed about 1839. It was built
by David and Billie Brewer. All
of the woodwork was carved by
TO PLAY PINE BLUFF  Drainage
Begins
Project
Next Week
Work on the Murray drainage
project is expected to begin next
week, H. C. Broach, supervisor
for the work states. The drainage
project was started under the T.
V. A as a malaria control project„
.The council recently -named Tifi.
Broach superviSO‘ Labor for the
project will be furnished by the
K. E. R. A. and six weeks is ex-
pected to be required to complete
the projects which are on the two
streams that pass through Murray.
'Laborers are not to exceed $4.80
per week and consequently work-
men will receive only one or two
days each Week. Only those on
direct relief and in dire need
will be employed.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday: Sunday School opens
promptly at 9:30 A. M. with train-
ed teachers in charge of classes
for all ages-Dr. H. M. McElrath,
superintendent. The Training
Union meets at 6:45 P. M.-R. W.
Churchill, superintendent. The
pastor will be in his pulpit at both
hilitirs-11 A. M.• and -7:45:i17-14.
Tuesday: The Woman'a, Mis-
sionary Society will meet as usual
at 2:30 P. M., Mrs. W. T. Sledd,
president.
-Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
7:45 P. M. will be conducted by
Dr. M. E. Wooldridge and will be
'followed by the Quarterly Work,
ers•Council of the Sunday School.
A cordial invitation is extended
to all to ,-Come. Worship and
They."
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
ALMO CIRCUIT' '-
A revival meeting will begin at
Temple Hill Methodist Church, of
near Alms Sunday night. The
. J. N. Wilford. pastor of
Camden' Station church. Camden.
Tenn., will do the preaching:
Services at 8:00 o'clock each night
and MOO each morning. Let us
ohrass, our appreciation for the
visiting preacher by giving him
our presence:
Jas. E Wilford, Pastor
Read the Cbuialfted Calmat&
--"Clirapa 4-F5T;ERTils'5"17-A .CAL-
LOWAY COUNTY 14rS trimly WEEK
Hamlin Homecoming in Historic
Old Mansion Draws Great Throng
By Max B. Hart hand. The doors are two and one-
half inches thick and today theyFriends and relatives from van- show no signs of sagging. The win-
dows originally' were of very small
panes, having 12 in the upper
sash and 8 in the lower. _in the
front they have been replaced by
larger panes. The house is entered
through a spacious hallway open-
ing on either side into very large
and airy rooms. From the hall a
stitirway ascends to the second
story which also has a hall and
two large rooms. This stairway is
especially interesting in that it has
the hand-casved walnut hind-rail
with goose neck and tueeted volute.
Each room is provided with com-
modious closets secreted by doors
of beautiful carved woodwork and
on every hand is the evidence of
careful planning on the part of the
bunder for comfort and conven-
ience.
Kitchen Is Historic
An especial attraction of the
building is the old kitchen with
it's original cherry mantel. From
the kitchen a stairway leads down
into a stone floored and stone
walled haserhitsit. At the entrance
of this stairway hung an old Can-
teen brought home fronesthe 'Civil
War by Will Hamlin on his re-
turn. It was interesting to re-
call in this connection that grand-
mother Hamlin on bidding her
sons goodbye for army service
told them, "Don't come home with
a hole in your back-face the
enemy!" And, it was in this base-
ment that Geurillas made a no-
torious raid and confiscated $800.00
that had been _Placed in hiding by
grandmother Hamlin.
The outside walls of the house
still stand almost intact • against
the ravages of the .element's
throughout the century. The brick
for this wall was burned on the
Hamlin farm. The original plan
of the building provided for a
porch with large pillars and wood-
work of 'Cherry wood. The wood
was being dried in the kiln and
caught fire and burned. The porch
was never eonstructed. Many of
the cone-shaped brick intended
for use in the pillars are - yet about
etie eeld yard apel some of Diennare
used to mark the old driveway
which was a semi-circle through
a lane of cedars leading up to the
front door for convenience in car-
riage travel of the day.
"Aunt Belle" McCuiston Present
This old mansion and the lives
of the famous Hamlins who en-
joyed, its comforts in days gone
by provides a day of delightful
study in local history for the
guests who gathered. Chief among
the guests and linking the past to
the present in a delightful and
charming manner was "Aunt Belle"
McCuiston, Mrs. McCuiston iss'91
years old and still active.. It was
an inspiration to all psesent to
see her enjoy the occasion and to
have her present as hit eye-witness
to tell the stories that have the
old mansion and the Old Hamlin
shleCoistost neighborhood of
North Concord for their setting:
Others among the guests present
were:
Mrs. Sarah Parker, Route Three,
Kirkland, Texas, Mrs. Maude Bras-
well Prince. and Miss Mary Kath-
ryn Prince:- Of Kuttawa, Ky.. Mr.
and Mrs. Ibry Palmer, Mr. and
Mrs. Ibry Palmer. Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hargrove and son, Joseph;
Mr. and Mrs. Norvie Riley, Mr.
and Mrs. Montie McCuiston, Mrs.
M. D. • Holton, Dr. P. A. Hart and
Mrs. Hart and Master Jim Hart;
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores and
family; Ed Lovins, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Hamlin. Miss Myrtle
Outland', Miss Julia McCuiston,
Mrs. Selma McCuiston. Mr. and.
Mrs. Randolph Braswell, Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin McCuiston, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Ellison, Mr. and Mrs.
Christopher - McCuiston, Mr. Her-
bert McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs.
Max B. Hin't.11,11d daughter, petal-
dine.
-B, Ellison, Mr. John
Braswell, Mrs. Ada Smith, Miss
Hilda McCuiston; Macon and Pat
McCuiston, Mr. Barber 'Edwards,
Edwin Clayton Doores, Mint Fay
Smith, Mr. Tremon McCuiston,
Mr. Ovil McClure, Miss Opal Mc-
Clure, Mr. Clayborn McCuiston,
Mr. Richard Hamlin. Misses LOVerle
and Lavell McClure, Mr. Joe Win-
chester, Mr. Dillard Elkint, Mr.
Billie Darnell, Mr. Chas. E. Bras-
il, Jr.: Mrs. Flora *ate:yell,
Misses Nora and Nora Pearl Bras-
well, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn,
Mr. Alton Michaux, Miss Myrtle
Henry, Mrs. Ina Nesbit, Mr. Luther
McCuiston, Mr. grid Mrs., Chris Mc-
Cuiston. Misses Robbie and Hilda
Berlene McCuiston.
Many records and extracts from
Virginia and Kentueley pioneer
history are hiteresting to the Ham-
lin relatives by reason of the
prominent part this pioneer fam-
ily and its descendants have had
in the civic and social life .of the
county and state.
n[' $1.n a year in Calloway,
s's  Marshall. Grave*, Hen-
ry and Stewart Opuntia&$1.50 a year elsewhere la
..State of Kentucky.
$2 nn a year to any address'•'•••• other Orr) above.
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SCHOOL TRUSTEES ARE NAMED
IN 25 DISTRICTS OF THE COUNTY
0
Women To Play Softball
Monday Evening
` The City Woman's Softball learn
and the College Woman's Softball
team will meet in .a spirited con-
test on the High School field Mon-
day evening, July 23. The event
Is sponsored by the local Club of
University Walesa of which Mrs
J. W. Carr is chairman PartPAll
the funds for the evening will go
to a scholarship -fund - -
Emergency -Work
Is Now Open to
Ex-Service Men
H. H. Hood, commander of the
Calloway Post of the American
Legion, announces this week that
he has a limited number of appli-
cation blanks for ex-service men
to apply for emergency conserve-
tiqn work.
These positions are open to un-
employed ex-service men only.
Ma-Mood- pointed eret-that it is
not necessary for a veteran to be
a member of the American Legion
to be 'considered for this work.
.41M2 11-ellntS will please call on Mr.
Hood at his_ office in the court
house.
The American Legion. however,
took the initiative in creating
these positions for veterans and
restricting them to former service
men.
Officers Hold
Missouri Man
Buster Gallion. 27 years of age.
is being held by Calloway authosi-
ties for Lebanon. Mo.. officers.
Gallion is wanted on several felony
charges in that state Sheriff Carl
Kingins states. Gallion was ar-
rested here Saturday night by
Deputy Sheriff Ira Fox. He was
sought by Calloway officials for
several months as he was known
to have relatives here and to make
his home here at intervals. Gal-
lion was implicated in the robbery
of the Mayfield postoffice several
years ago. He was formerly a
resident of Cottage Grove. Tenn.
. Gallion wasle taken to Missouris
Wednesday by offerers.
Many Here Attend
Mrs. Greif Rites
The funeral' of Mrs. A. S. Greif
of New Yoek City, was helk Tues-
day, July 10. at Paducah. Ky.
Mrs. Grell was a native Ken-'
tuckian, and was well known and
much loved by many of our Mur-
ray people, quite a large delega-
tion of whom attended the ser-
vices. Bro. E B. Motley officiated,
-and- the pallbearers were her
Murray relatives and friends: J.
R Qlsesen Warren 5WanEl., _
Swartn, H. P. Wear, Harding C.
Williams. R. M. Pollard, Diltz
Holton, and Godwin Humphreys.
Laff-oon Vetoes -
Liquor Tax Raise
FRANKFORT, Ky.. July 12-
Because, he said, he believed his
action to be "to the best interest
of the state." Gov. Ruby Laffoon
late today vetoed the act of the
recent special session of the Gen-
eral Assembly that would have
increased the whisky production
tax from five cents to ten cents
a gallon.
IMES APPOINTED COLONEL
ALMO, jty., July 18-I Special)
-J. M, Imes of Almo. has been
appointed Aide-de-Camp on the
Governors staff with the rank
and grade of Colonel.
It Pans to Read the Clamitieds
Phone 55
Please
IF ANYONE
-Elopes
-Dies
-Gets Married
-Has Guests
-Hal, a Party
-Goes Away
-Has a Fire
-Is Ill
-Has an Operation--
.e-Has an Accident
--Buys a Home
-Wins a Prize
-Receives an Award
-Build., House . •
-Makes a Speech
-Holds a Meeting .
-Or Takes Part in Any
Other Unusual Event
That's • News and We Want It
Some Races Are Close
in Heated Election
Saturday
35 TO BE NAMED
The election of trustees for Cal-
loway county schribls was held
Saturday -in M. distriets while nib
election was held in 35 districts
chie to the fact thit that, were
no candidates. The county board"
of education will appoint trustees
in districts in which no elections
were held.
The election was conducted
quietly in all the districts although
heated races were held in some
districts. The counting of bal-
lots was completed Monday with
election commissioners. Deputy
Sheriff J. I. Fox, 'Mrs. M. 0.
Wrather and Miee Eva Grey Ward
conducting the coenting.
F The districts with returns foreach candidate are:Almo, Jeff Edwards, 51: Blakely,
R. L. Donelson, 2; Coldwater'. W.
P. Sledd. 80. W. F. Hargrove, 3/1;
Elm Grove. L. U. _elate. 19; Edge
Hill, John Windsor, 26. Elmus. Ty-
ler. le; Flint, W. B. Suiter. 22, S.
M. Brittain, 4. H. Boggess, 1: Fax-
on, Joe S. Colson, 45; Green
Plains, W. G. Scarbrough, 13;
Grindstone. Roy Hamlin, 25, J. W.
sWinceagters 19.
- Guntere F11, Herman Hill, 38,
Herman Holland, 37, D. M. Parks,
20; Independence. J. A. Chapman,
34; Kirksey, Ed Palmer, 17; Mar-
tires Chapel. E. L. Richardson. 6.
X' T.' Pane& 3: Maiory. Rice Fu-
trell. 29, A. B. Jewell. 11: Outland.
,O.olin Cohoon. 50, Claude Miller,
28, G. C. Vinson. 24; Pottertown,
J. D. Roberts, 5: Pleasant Grove.
It L Parker, 12; Palestine, Niue-
ray Ross. 25, Calvin Billington,
10.
Russell's Chapel, W. Y. Russell,
4/, J. M. Lawrence, 18, C. E. Wal-
ker, 0; Shiloh, J. 'M. Perry, 11;
Stone, T. A. Winchester. 27, Gory
Hurt, 28; Utterback, J. Is Mahan,
4; Vancleave, Guy Downs, 53, E.
B. Brandon, 51. Herbert Miller, 48.
SEWERAGE SYSTEM
PLANS DEVELOPING
City Accepts Loan and Grant
Contract of P. W. A.; Several
Weeks to Be Required.
The Murray city council accept
ed the loan and grant contract of
the P. W. A. for funds for the
purchase and developing of the
Murray Sewerage system at a
special meeting last Friday night.
The council authorized by ordin-
ance the isstiance of $83.000 in
bonds for the funds for the pro-
ject...and 117.0e(l.will be included
in the grant through the P. W. A., .,
Engineers have made surveys
and studied the system and their
work. is expected to be complete
wi Liu .the-next-few weeks. 'how=
ever, actual construction will ,not
begIn• for several weeks yet as
routine procedure is necessary
ender the P. W. A. contract.
The question of purchasing and
extending the Murray sewerage
system has been before the Mur-
ray council for several months.
Application was made to the C.
W. A. last year but the CWA was
discontinued before the project
was approved and accepted.
Tobacco Is Stolen
From Kelsie Peeler
kelsie Peeler lost about MO
rounds of tobacco last Tuesday
morning. The tobacco was re-
moved during, the night from the
Peeler barn. East of Dexter,' and
was from last year's crop. Paul
Hill and Zelner Ross, of that vi-
cinity were arrested and given ex-
amining trial Wednesday afternoon.
Ross was released and Hell was
held to the grand jury. A por-
tion of the tobeeco was recovered.
College Musicians
Join Big Orchestra
Don -Phillips and Teetum Win-
*Av. trumpet players, and Howard
Swyers, violinist, have accepted
positions as members of Richard
Cole's natfonally known M. ,C. A.
orchestras They are former snem-
hers of the 1,c4i Cannon dente bend
which has been a fereure of the
Hotel Ritz Wednesday and Satur-
day night- club this season.
The men will join -Cole's aggre-
gation in Memphis where he has
concluded an engagement at the
Claridge Hotel itpot .seef
there will go with hila tit*
port. La. •
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NIL aee
unk Mrs. Burroulda go-
bun Ching, te der hums
Miss. Viresta Intresmet Chica-
go. es nein her Mee Mrs.
* Issease. aset kisktlito. brier Weer *mak tart -Snow
,,Greenea name left gesease gee ikairatral it NW 'POtbartOWIL and
lhavedera's Chime& ea- twee cesty,
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0 CALL It ,,.........,...... of whom
, Ivor are we ashaneed, views-
01110•11 thrall for this column
't ;mom res...antsweeewreeres.
The Young Peoples general as-
sembly of the Cogwheel* Pres-
Wariest Gurgle. oesivened Tuee-
deg at Ovoca Tenn. the the Na-
tional home at. the Knights ot
welly oty,Neas steeled te repropeat
Mayfield Penshylery_ Bev: Arnett
trap sans et . Mt. Pelasent C. P.
Ann/ be_ Oillsimay county- .
lbee Cania LI* '4•/••••• Mr
Murray ans. admitted to the
lilline Hospital this week foe
ritarletrY
hbre. It L. Daii.csn and little soas.
Kohl* and Neal. of Houstoss-Tensa
se vete" her parels.• Ilk leatt
Mrs. K. ltutefrtson
Kit CRLAM SVPPLIL---Siturilasr
Want- AO 11. heoetn Vasielesti
thmillay_ Sees,/  Illeetry et lee Rob B. Rieke III. was horn at
- .srar aid SW- iiiii. the Mese Rentellikt w
9101"1., ASIS--1110/-_-- --.. _ tigunitit the scales at 1
- rvinurnia. .Ir . fed au aim- peralla laseer Ricks is the sas
Una tar Ow rengreat -sit his-isentb
al. die, Kers-Bousteli Tesegibel
• ihmereday - .
The revival at Ili Phinetst- C.
P. Cliureti in Calllowegr misty
bleat Arky lit fire G T Arnett
ia-111* ebta weber- as is to be as-
shell la Ale erriricite by H K.
Mein of Poidocati liversterne
wellorior at all 'WNW** -11
awe a Christie remire__eil hen un
a
Hospital this with ter treeunient
FRIENDSIDP; gritireygni clean-
ing. Sataseday. MP- IL ewe esey:
everyone interested.-ead ha
Prilies?4, IMP.11111110111116, to *am
. Miss Lucelie-lblatossis. ad Tampa.
Fkirida. visaing her peramen.
Mr and Mrs Hatter V Ildnierria
"near New Concord. Miss 11111ftends
will return to Fkiticia In Amgen
Fred Caen. a- iniseher&vit-lhe
-"Murray hasettell lase this year.
has been signed with-the Mid-west
ate. Jettison. T. Crow wan-
'algid a team et Alhambra* the twat
et the year sad beer pieced with
*Wm reveled weeks.
Hatallkin Sianneneett. e0•110,
sederviest ee ellettalle at the
011111-31bmittel Seturday.
Tbe 111 I! Weirs had as guests
II Usk bilk /et. week Met T. P.
ltyaa. Upper klantokair. N. J. and
Mrs. .k Long se Somorrille,
aen are reported ening along
d net eine geed let us help :COW. P.M nal
Metres Caret ef Soeservilla It. Raid Vernon Finney a vting
J was the house goes: at'Agin lt. friends in Maiterine thzs week.
- Wend Vex Hesaseril Alien ell
we literier for Nalittille whore,
they will. .eidelte theu hank
Howard will begin .lus diens as
tiisels-aUlli- it A. Amen
Mr, tad Mkt_ Thanes McChimena
sad Miry Ser. at
Illighted Park. Ilecia_ hese re-
neged hien after a It days
Mr. Kelly was esdrited in the Uni-
versity of Kentucky for work *
Ve agriculfiiral college' har:_,Ildlif
Mrs. Kelly will locale in Hue
where he will tee vocational ag-
riculture Mrs. Kelle) was form-
erly Miss Anne Washer
Mr. and Mrs,„ Fulton Farmer.
Pendant. are visiUng relatives and
Mende here and in Mayfield. Mrs
Farmer is visiting her parents in
lieffitakitleh tree. • '
Little -Met Margaret Way Hol-
land. of Luling Treas. visiting
her grandfather. O. H. Holland
and family hero She Was ac-
convened Pere be her grandmother.
Mrs.. 1C., Glack who is visiting
Toledn '
Mrs. Robert Route. of Route 1.
is improving after an ogreetein
at Use amic-Hospnal Saturday
L L._ Vela and IL / *said
were ease Is Mayeaki Wednes-
day anening.
Mrs. N. H. McDonahl
villa, need& her
brother. liebert Seat* and tinny
este Ws_ ash
Mr.- sozt-Ilte itelt T. Nut Tuba
Otani ant litr. And Km bow
"- 11310ibiki&--4100,-tori einsbnot
. WItly bad PAM err
-pasuatt---/eig -mot
Mire Don Wiz et Mimi pretinct.
..talt Ills Is a cingeselleg• eat bra
bees away ham Anis teneadttret hlr. sad Men litsh Key Mints. air 3.veers and bire„ Nix is inJr. and deleinee Me- end-charge of the assamating depart-
/4m Re Mew elk Kurt Mei mese at Cardapvestag Printeebob Rey Hien Jr. was formerlY company
lila • 14641 -14- at Mass Panes Beflett. Paducah.
tbe Waruital 1150 Je•°at seen the week end -.with Mr. and
I" Ma a 6* CPNIIIII" B*1.1411 L amuse and Mr. seaSanitarium% Colorado Stir 1 L Aiwa gaigisew
Cato- Is chortle at the Patrtio- - Maroc Britwer..-Jet Pennilifslthetand pernskiug Itiers-lbsuesea
Illespitat
Mira C holden and little "IL
Hised. nee returned to Akre
aesitt a -two necks viset wins -Me
pareats. mod Mrs. R. 11 Whist
litispey loan P. •
Dialeing-ferener- roach
- Nene Centend leigh Senna has
covapieent • lesielog weer* a
the Unavermte Iliniteetiltir. Be
onapiete WS week in the
villedy arra tate up his debit at
liegla...seheol__St. A Sew
days Mr Dieraing laracb we-
ageineinath.4***' '
Alba W ••S Siemiii-111* beer can-
alise to tier tame en Wait Main
die pea tors weeks with-ea .111-
areas et"eintscis.
Mr -said Mrs One Roberts at
Dr and Mrs aim Hire had se
their musts last week Dr Iffee's
Imallink Dirt Awes C *in
Sadie A. Scott and family.
Mrs. Charity PDXIC•Ir and these
children. Mary Like Joshua. and
Wilie R. Jell iNgaday fee St.
LOWS yaw* they well Mudd the
menatailer at the week with Mrs.
Parker's sew Oka Thomas Par-
ker. milt tangy.
Dr. Charlie Moms of West
Poplar street returned to.: the
Mason Hospatal- the tinge-et the
work ver.....)* Virle ItaldWtfiketteed
to his bed Dr Morris is tailing
his friends be dunks be is slow.
ly improving
Carlos Roberta was a patient at
the Kayselleteosi Hospital this
wank Isilemieg a laceration of the
rigid kg when kicked by ...pule.
Slieira stitches were near:ems
to close the weed.
Mrs. H L. Dater and ekildies.
Mrs K Robertson. Mrs Baker
Lassiter left Thursday for a vlsit
with relauves in Detroit_ They
will ale attend The Century of
Piritpore. -toMiens.
Illet.41sisme Msg. ilopekl. tem.
Seat aeon set
Mies Dixie Mae ificks -
Tha rosidsooe at Mrs. Rosa Rus-
sell. just west of the city Hsiang
on Main which
damaged by fire the middle at
June has been repaired and Mrs.
Russell and family have moved
hack in.
K W. Riley, former Kirksey mer-
chant, has almost completed a- twe-
eter' hunlana at inieggention
ItereCrarboolor asetrz11111,11011 mit&
.on the L A. I- Langston property.
west of the city. Mr Riley will
operate a general snare there as
soon as the building is ready for
occupancy
Mrs. Shelton Cannady. of MotieL
Tenn_ was admitted to the Clinic-
Hospital Tuesday for medical
treatment •
hilt. and Mrs. Pat----o. Morris.
(M-sego, errand - Monday for a
tan days seciffee with Mr. Mor-
ris* parents. Mr and-Mrs. at T.
Morris. They are nending.sernal
days on Tenneinie-kier
hare tamping and fishing.
Misit Carrie Lee Johnson - of
••• 
rev
am Ft Wayne. tag. end Mr bed .1T. atiux ihgeotex" seems t
Mrs 11111111dh-Iftt end sees treat ten et the 5VaLattimore Ohm . AIPOKIIKAND. WU bx.i•sr•CZMu mg tarsi Chew Hobbs. tire Timor citylue,„1" aZler-ethos hada ef blturner are the
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lib and lees Henry C Wear:1 Pa Sim Crackers • Ilt • jacit Jen Pee . at allelvenne ' ini..hint...1k•C_ ania Jack. vetal he ,Pooket he Creek Mx Ite
-,1 Qt Dark Case Her - Tin.
4 ite, Sorer. ..x. nois 4...-a • Se
....;k_gai--Klars-Smenewe . ..,
4 Guam Sonitrups alt . Worteesteigl v4szued thew gli_ilido.___, Wks.. Anne wow- raesisia;14h- Can Omen -esflec 7."-,  Mr. arii Wks-. C it BrathirY.'ailill I. D.  ers=es. rtemaie 4- lad t._•.1 . De Wen tan- Mr he amid We. Meet Lae eas vestlk I teheas. itseeseseg in cgs,.a .., -Iihr--iiiid Ins - Jan •KeiZr hole asepitet ageeekt. ,Son -,-- .--.-., -- - -- tax-- I. • whim _Oar _ sow - amigo: oat Iwo,  ---4\03,
, aim et eke senit aandhar
- reeds in alit aim& Saes sant ;
Weil ittnikt ismer alien reamed I
Lingerie. See we be-
rme . Mac Moe Famor.
Bit ear ansit dace lis
Seard-Lanlikre_ -. -
Moe Ortear _Iliay at Illidel
- - - -ase Ina week week Mrs.
* Robt. SNA &
1•11.1. 
Inset had ha tem* seavosed at
the Keesallkaustres Mompluil
ems. -
Tiri-f---aosT Lidweed Itrodikey.
CHOICE MEATS
For Cool Summer Meals
.FRIDAY and SATURDAY
lb- LIVER _ _  Sc
2 lbs. MINCED HAllie 25c
2 lb& AMERICAN CHEESE 25c
2 lbs. REEF STEAK 25c
SAUSAGE. 10c
PORK HAM, half or whole 16c
-PORK SHOULDER. WI ofewihoie.
posscl   13 1•2c
REEF CHUCK ROAST. lb. 8c
BEEF RIB ROAST. lb.
MUTTON, lb. loc and 1 -2c
LARD, 6.
BACON BUTTS, lb. 7 1-2c
-SALT BUTTS. Id, 6c
FRYERS. Dressed4‘, 25c
HENS, I8c
N'1A5 Cfn ,TEALS
Highest Market Price in Cash forClickefts and Eggs
SHROAT BROS.
MEAT- MARKET
Deivirre Phnom /14
^.4 .tr --4".••••....4•••••
•
Point Nebr. ler and Mrs- W.....
ihrtle awl saa gni Centime%
were tie rests Illtst-
11-1 Itrets Waage ar..
DL
CUltegractier
Senor, en Menne. Hem Hee
Mein" mawsaa.
. ia...11•11 as
' Mel find #ut QUALIT•
vou writ in Our Marie-
--11W11:16141,111r..Z
• • •
_ W. Seingptiod-Cir=rt
iMURRAY MEAT
;MARW
 PHow L2
MURRAY AND HAZEL
SUGAR, pure cane,
2544. colth beg $1.38
LARD, Pere Hog.
23-1k. can $2-0
SODA, Labia/. bulk,
3 Ids. for . 10c
SALT. Table,
104b. bag ISc
ICE CREAM POW-
DER, 3 for 25c
VINEGAR. Bulk,
g&flos .II
SPICES, 3 hoses for 36c
CHEESE, Lesiglera.
peeled 19c
GREEN BEANS,
Ka. 1 Us Sc
PEACHES, Mo.
2 1-2 size can 14c
PIMENTOES..
7-oz. can 9c
TOMATO JUICE.
Van Camp. can Sc
WASH! NC POWDER.
II for
FLY SPRAT,
_ Mem. bale
FLOUR. Sambreeze,
FLOUR, Roil Bird,
24 lbs.  Ine
SORGHUIM, best
gallon 39c,
PEACHES, Evaporated.
3 gismads 25c
BAK1MG rowuuk
_
YEA, istiorter pawl
  22c
(-Gls.*3 FREE)
COMM iroakberry,
2 ireamils  35c
PEANUT-BUTTER.
Pilot 12c
CRACKERS,
2-1b. boar . 18c
CORN, -Pride el DJ,
Rs. It can 9c
TOMATOES. No. 2 can.
3 for 25c
SOAP, Lammoiry. Oc-
tavos. 1/1bars 25s
Apluccrrs, Did Moult.'
26c No. 2 1-2 cam 19c
RELLSH SPREAD.
21c pine . 15c
IMIATOPIALSE, 13-4sz.
- Blue Iblzbeer- I Se
LATE SEED POTATOES--
75pound bag . $1.40 oc $1.20 Bu.
_
Dawson Wings aerie student at in Paducah. Leo came beck id* week end here with relatives.the collealL„yme ailletted to the threugh Murray Sunday *vein g They were evens home train*aeon filsapital Mon..weave them went home thgt_ ; Canada where they 
hen,
t an - Mira Lee Gamer. of Fort H enry, :spending several weeks.
The Mirka" rell IMW T. an operative patient at I Mr. and Mrs. Pat Black and
the Keys-Houston Hospital this
week.
areg avelg=gbuthe state highwayet iceawarsent.
ting in drive-ways this week after
which the road will be marked
"completed".
.011adhs _Mercer mos
leave the Keys-Heston Hospital
Saturday for her . home on West
Main street._ •
Miss Flo Imes. Alen will leave
this week end for a tour with a
party of school leachers. They
will_ visit 110.11•11111 painis at interest
in the North and wS go into
Canada and Mara by Ow way of
Chicago.
Mart 3. and G. L Drage, Cal-
vert City. mad J. Gone Bodes. Roy
Boyd and Amos fleeing. Beaton.
were helms viziers -In Murray
Tends/ Minnow , . .
Ito T. Lent end aaamwails Thamas. and JDamild.
and Mai ACladalaw,today tatp--Onsia. Metztembe-where
they Wtri speed a weft Wilk
Lovett's parents Dr. and Mrs-
-T- Irette • A/. WAN- is
back at his desk as mural min-
sel ter the Woadeaaa at the World
Itee/vireo am erratum at MayoBevis;Mils Ainslie Busby will arrive
here this tweet and from Loads-
eine to speed about three weeks
with her nasiber. Mrs. May Sone
Steby and frieeda Miss Sccby ha
been teem training as a nurse
in the Southern Baptist Hospital
there eine let August
Mr. and sem:- oYIiansiss
soak. Ades .and Joh. see
through Mery Saturday morn-
sag awes* to Wriussetlle to visit
Mr: Mellen's marler. gtessemather.
brothers and sneers They left
Sunday morning to mach the bus
Master Frank Hart. young son of
Mr. and Mra .Jim Hart of Heel
eesarenffir. who was operated on
'-filif"Mlimitelikswissa Flospilal
ler appendicitis July 4. is con-
valescing at the home of his uncle,
George Hart., West Olive street.
Mr and Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright,
.1
Mrs 0 Et. Guerin and Mrs. It B.
Arnold were in Paducah Tuesday
attending the bedside of J. r.
Boatwright who is confined in a
hospital there.
Ben Hood and Nix Harris, Lynn
Grove, left-likeday for Columbus.
Kentucky. where • they have post-
e= as superviaers with the work
to be done at the Columbus State
Part by • C. C. C. company.
Mrs. Gold* licKeel Dunn re-
turned last Thursday from a three-
weeks visit and sight-seeing trip
to Detroit Niagara Falls and
rhiego .
Melt J. a  _cowl= and 41c-sad
Mrs. G. B. Scott have let contract
tor ranassive - eltaralpseer and ises
pre:nemesia an Malt home at
Kisddb end Ms*. Mk residence.
fannerly am Mtilnith home before
being purchased by the late Mr.
Owen a wed musty years ago,
one of the better banns
I the city.
Coach Preston Holland returned
=free Lexington where he
smanter school at the
Kintuckx-__-Mr.
land tool the short courses in foot-
hill and basketball offered by
lIfinsucky's • coaches. ow! Wynne,
football. mid .Adolph Rupp bas-
hed:ea •
Mr god _Mrs. Joe L Wear.
Charhane North Carolina. epent
children, Orlando. Florida, are
visiting Mr. Black's mother agss.
Je Black. on the wee side, for
severs! days.
Rebecca Wilkerson. daughter of
,aerts. 'Dint ,Viiiiieisr.ret
soar Linen Crewe,. had her tonsils
namoped at the Keys-Houston Hoe-
Pita.
Mb) TiMoili Rogers will leave
by jutcoM01•110, for Starkville, Mee,
on Thursday. July 19, for a visit
with friends there. She will be
accompanied by her brother, Paul
Grace Cols -and ?fancy' _ZS
Rogers and Iwo triends
The party wilt also visit points of
interest in Alabama.
.K1d. T. G. Shelton. of Paducah,
visited his sister. Mrs Clifford
Phillips, the past week.
Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO co. EVERT
PHONE 101-
W. H. CARTER
DI AGNOSTRICIAN
, .3! .
Pen Years Experience
Ends Aching
Sore Muscleii.
maim rriird, assislasts Sow *Ode comile swimimandimm Ist sin a awe Winland ewe..
Wtbillia Z••• sod mom raid* mobsa ego el mem* Meseass? as pin bum dime •••••••••••imarailia owl Imbay• •Mow Lailarft. les sea (0•4
Holland-Hart Drug Co., Duvall
Drug Crpany
-..... -
Be Comae
Abent the
16111
Yee Drink!
Use
stnistnert
Pasteurised
MILK
and be
SAFE
"I certainly-enjoy MILK
MliffiliOliferev
tat lest ihnevy -w
air Thor% a apharlid lesume ear
aeAtaM_A-h--lea_enKar__1113LesaLinge
segresnisg awe Ineueibas Oa serwarser.
- elowssereetAlie"
_..J_-___- Mt* ,ritrOpoltr Omni awe '
wins ens heir 11*Mair-essi._ 'Akf
a noise a dl-' Zar sews egad
• sal ever-
Murray Milk Predicts Co.
CALL 191
4...44.4444-444414-4.4.-- -
•
CRACKERS WESCO CRISP SODA 2-POUND BOX 17c
COFFEE -'7t..74-assc 19` C. C. COFFEE Pound 27`
STANDARD TOMATOES NO. 2 CAN 3 FOR 23`
FLOUR P.'"-:""YA GOLDMEDV° 24-POUND SACK
PINK SALMON 
HEAD LETTUCE
"PD'ea moats Aspi VS ,
,TIPS, Picnic Size, lor 2SCI"'
PEANUT BUTTER,
2-pound jar 
ALL CAN
4•114 .
23c
Regular Size P. & G. SOAP,2 bars Sc
SALTED PEANUTS,
bulk, pound' 10e
Ginger Ale: Orange Soda,Lemon-Lime, Root Beer,Large 24-oz. bottle . . 10c
2 FOR 23`
EACH
5c
Wesco Tea, 'A-15. pkg. . 29s,
C. C. or Campbells PORKand BEANS, 4 cans 19c
CAMAY SOAPi3 bars 14c
Potted Meat, 3 cans  10c
Value GREEN BEANS,3 cans 25c
_GINGER-SNAPS or  -
FIG BARS, 2 lbs. . 25c
Standard CAN CORN,
3 No. 2 cans  23c
PURE -CANE SUGAR 19 p6UNDS
LARD BULK 3 POUNDS_ 25c
COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER POUND 26c
FRANKS' BOLOGNA ALL MEAT 2 LBS. 27c
FANCY SUGAR CURED BACON NO RIND NO WASTEJCED
LONGHORN 0K DAISY CHEESE 
ASSORTED LUNCH 'MEATS
LEMONS LARGE 350SIZE
BANANAS yumviGOLDEN
2 POUNDS
POUND
•DOZEN
DOZEN
LB. 23C
35,
25t 
27`
c_4urroimA,0RAr4GFs 2111 Size, Dozen 33r 252 or 268 Size 93c
Dozen- id
ONIONS CALIFOMSIA. YELLOW• 6 POUNDS 25`
POTATOES 15 1"11 D PECK 21`
ituce.pkunis Celery:b pcartuts.eadwiikcausfloAppiew: GGrarepeeits., TomEkanast.oecs.oHmea, dpLet-:
Cabbage.
•
. •
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ORDINANCE NO. 53
BEING AN ORDINANCE PRO-
VIDING FOR THE ESTABLISH-
MENT GE A MUNICIPAL SEW-
ER SYSTEM FOR THE CITY OF
MURRAY BY PURCIPASE OF THE
EXISTING SYSTEM OF THE
?dURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY
AND CONSTRUCTING OF EX-
TENSIONS THERETO, DECLAR-
ING SAID LPSTARLDMIPILP1MMIND
PURCHASE TO BE A NECESSITY
AND ORDERING THE,Ji-URCHASE
OF SAID SYSTEM PURSUANT TO
AN OPTION HERETOFORE
GRANTED AND ORDERING THE
ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS
TO FINANCE THE PUR,CHASE
ND -ESTABLISHMENT OF TIIE
AME: ALL IN ACCORDANCE
--- WITH THE PROVISIONS OF
CHAPTER 92 or THE 1930 ACTS
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
OF KENTUCKY, AS AMENDED.
WHEREAS, under the provisions
of Chapter 92 of the 1930 Acts of
the General Assembly of Kentueky,
as amended by .Chapter 109 of the
1992 Acts -cif said General Assem-
bly. the City is authoriled to es-
tablish a municipal sewer system by
PPIThasing an.aucisurig system and
constructing improvements .there-
to, and to issue bonds for the Pur-
pose of financing the establishment
of same: and
WHEREAS. the Murray Sewerage
Company, a corporation of Ken-
tucky, with principal place of busi-
ness at Murray, KY.. is the owner of
a certain sewerage system consist-
ing of mains, laterals, connections.
disposal plant and incidental prop-
erties, the greater part of which are
located within said City, and art-
other and smaller part of which,
consisting of mains, laterals and
connections, is located :outside of
the limits and in the environs of
said City; and 4
WHEREAS, said Murray Sewer-
age Company has heretofore (grant-
ed to said City, an option for the
purchase of its entire sewerage sys-
tem, which option is in words and
figures as fellows. tat:
"MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY
OPTION
"Whereas, the City of Murray, a
municipal 'corporation of the State
,Of KOotUrk3h...00.00116 to construct
-andsmaintain an efficient and com-
plete sewerage system, to serve said
city and some of its environs, and
to that end proposes to purchase
the present system of the Murray
Sewerage Company for the price
hereinafter set out, provided it can
finance such project in a manner
authorized by law; and
"Whereas, said city proposes to
have certain investigations, surveys
and estimates made of the cost of
extending, completing and improv-
ing the present system of said Mur-
ry Sewerage Company, and of the
ibility of obtaining the finance
with which to purchase and extend
said system; by reason of which in-
vestigations, surveys and estimates
said city will incur Considerable
expense;
"Now. Therefore, for and in eon-_
sideration -of said surveys and esti-
mates and investigations, made
and to be 'made by said city, in
consideration of the payment
fur said city , to said Murray
Sewerage Company of the sum
of Ten Dollars ($10.00) in cash, re-
ceipt of which is hereby acknowl-
edged, and for other good and val-
uable considerations, the said Mur-
ray Sewerage Company does here-
by give and grant unto said City of
'Sidney the right and option to pur-
e chase, at any time within twelve
months from the date hereof, for
the purchase price of Twenty-four
Thousand Dollars ($24,000.00) in
cub; all of the property of said
Murray Swerage Corepany, both
that within and that without the
City of Murray, and both tangible
and intangible, including all sewer
'mains, laterals.'and connections, all
easements, rights of Way, rights and
privileges, all furniture, fixtures,
and equipment. aid all other prop-
erty whatsoever belonging to said
company, whether ejusdem generis
or, otherwise, except cash on hand
and in bank and accounts and bills
receivable.
"This option shall expire on the
21st day of November, 1914. unless
said optiopee. City of Murray, shall
on or before such day give notice
in writing of its acceptance there-
of and of its.election to purchase
said property on said terms:, in
which case the sale shall be com-
pleted, the purchase money paid,
and a deed and bill of sale, trans-
ferring said property. to . the op-
tionee, shall be executed sind de-
livered by the proper officers of
said Sewerage Company.
'This option shall not 'be assign-
able.
"Signed and delivered pursuant
to a resolution ot the Board of
_ Directors of the Murray Sewerage
drompany, duly authorized thereun-o by written consent of the stock-
holders, this November hat, 1933.
Tzemon Beale. President
J. D. Sexton. Secretary '
STATE OF KENTUCKY
SS
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
"1, L. L. Dunn, a Notary Public
in and for the state and county
aforesaid. certifia4hat the f rego-
ing.optiortfrorp.tbe.biligray wer-
age company to the C' f Mur-
fay was this day pr uced to Me
in my office by Tremon Beale,
President, and J. D. Sexton, Secre-
tary, of the Murray Sewerage Com-
pany, and was by each of them ac-
knowledged, in his official (*pact-
ty, to be his act and -tieed.
"Owen uhder soy hand and seal,
this 21st day of November, 1933.-
L. L. Dunn, Notary Public. My
comralision expires ditty 8, 1937"
(SEAL)
And. Whereas. the City of Mur-
ray has heretofore applied to the
Federal Kmer,gency Public Works
Administration for a loan and pant
tor IL& Puntese et purehaslad
said sewerage system and con-
structing extensions and improve-
ments thereto and said applica-
tion has been approved by the
Federal Emergency Administrator
of Putatic Works;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board
of Council of the City of Muhrray,
Ky., do ordain as follows:
Section 1. That it is necessary
that a municipal sewer system be
established in the City of Mur-
ray by the purchase of_the exist-
ing system of the Murray Sewerage
Company and the construction of
extensions a n d improvements
thereto:
Section° 2. That the City _ of
Murray_ exercise the option_ here-
tofore granted to it by the Mur-
ray Sewerage Company on the.
21st day of November. 1933, as
hereitil*fore set out, and that it
purchase from said Company all
of said Company's property. both
that within and that without the
City of Murray. and both tangible
and intangible, including all sewer
mains, lateraS, and connections,
all easements, rights of way, rights
and Privileges, all furniture, fix-
tures and equipment, and all other
property whatsoever belonging to
(aid company, whether ciusdern
generis or otherwise, except cash
on hand and in bank and accounts
and bills receivable, and that it
pay said Company for said prop-
erty the eons of Twenty-Four
Thousnad Dollars ($24,000.00). in
cash, same to be paid as soon as
the funds therefor shall have
become available, as set out in
Section 5 hereof, infra, and the
right of the Board of Council to
purchase said property shall have
become absolute by operation of
law.
Section .3. That said sewerage
system so purchased shall become
and...-bee. part of the municipitl
sewer system of the City, and shall
be extended and improved. and
Sewer Revenue Bonds shall be
issued against said sewer system
and the extensions and improve-
ments to be made thereto; in the
manner set out in said Ordinance
No. 52; and all of the provisions
of said ordinance relating to said
bond issue: the amount, terms,
denominations, maturities, interest
rate, payments, amortizations. col-
lections and disposal or sewer
revenue, liens, defaults, contin-
gencies,- and all other • terms and
condition of said Ordinance whet-
eoever relating to same. are here-
by adopted and made a part here-
of as fully as if specifically set
out herein.
Section 4. That immediately
after the adoption of this ordinance
there shall be published in the
Ledger & Times, a weekly news-
paper published .at 'Murray. Ken-
tucky. pursuant to the pro-Woes
of 'Section 2741 1-25, a statement
setting aut the agreement of pur-
chase as represented by saisi op-
tion and this ordinance, and set-
ting out the purchase price, inter-
est rate, condition of plant, and
the possible depreciation and re-
pairs thereto: and the Mayor and
City Clerk are hereby authorized
-and directed to have such publi-
cation made.
Section 5. That -as soon as
funds for the purchase of said
_sewerage syetens -shell have titTothe
available, pursuant to a certain
loan and grant agreement between
the City and the United States of
America, as contemplated by Or-
dinance No. 51, heretofore en-
acted, and the right of the -council
to purchase said _system shall have
become absolute, following the
aforementioned publication, the
Mayor shall be. and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to give
Proper notice in writing to said
Murray Sewerage Company of the
City's acceptance of said option
and its election to purchase there-
under. - -
This ordinance shall take effect.
from aid after its adoption and
publication, according to law.
Adopted. this 17th day of July.
1934,
W. S. SWANN.
Mayor
Attest:
Chas. B. Grogan,
City Clerk
NOTICE OF PURCHASE OF
MURRAY SEWERAGE SYSTEM
Notice is hereby given that the
Board of Council of the City of
Murray. Ky., proposes to purchase
for the City the entire sewerage
system of the Murray Sewerage
Company, pursuant to the contract
represented by the option set out
In the foregoing ordinance and'
said ordinance accepting same, in-
cluding all property mentioned
and covered by said option;
PURCHASE PRItit That the
purchase price of said sewerage
system is Twenty-Four Thousand
Dollars- (624,000.00) in cash.
INTEREST RATE: Since the
purchase is for cash, there wilt be
RO interest on deferred obliga-
tions for the purchase price. Sewer
Revenue Bonds, however, will be
issued to provide funds with which
to make the purchase. These
bonds will bear interest at four
per cent (4%) per annum, payable
frtt LErodtit & 71Mrs, AA?, Ift t. fit
setql-anntuilly and will mature
serially through a period of 25
years.
CONDITION OF PLANT: Engi-
neers for the City have declared
the system with exception of
disposal plant) to be in excellent
condition; have estimined the cost
of replacing system (excluding
costs of cutting through and re-
Wanted. airialLat Ada bee
been 'estimated at ($8.700.00) at
$32.370.00. The existing disposal
plant Ana outfall sewer, which are
figured in the foregoing appraisal
at $2,100.00, are to be discarded.
DEPRECIATION: The engineers
i have' figured depreciation on dis-
posal plant and outfall sewer at
1013',",-; on mains, laterals and other
properties at 1%, making a total
depreciation of $4,1363.00.
REPAIRS: No repairs on mains,
laterals and connections will be
necessary. The disposal plant will
have to be replaced.
For further details, see report of
Chester Engineers now on file in
the office of the city Clerk.
W. S. SWANN,
Mayor
Attest:
Chan_ D._ Grogan.
City Clerk
Redd the Classified ("olumn.
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Calloway Circuit Court
IsreW York Life Insurance Co.._ _
- Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Thomas F. Hughes and His Wife,
Vera Maud Hughes,
DefeeClants
By-Virtue Of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Court, rendered at the April
term thereof, 1934, in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of Two Thousand and eightystwo
and 44-100 Dollars t$2,082.44) and
six per cent per annum interest
thereon from December 1st. 1932.
until paid and the costs hereing ex-
pended. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the court Anuse door in
Murray, _Kentucky, to the highest
bidder at public auction, on Mon-
day. August 6, 1934, same being
the first day of the regular August
term of Calloway Circuit Cottre
at 1 o'clock or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the following
described property, 'being and
lying in Calloway County,- Ken-
tucky, towit:
First Tract: Being a part of the
southwest quarter of Section 2,
Township 1, Range 3 East. Begin-
ning at a stake in the Murray and
SoYdsville Public Road. at the
point whete said road intersects
the East boundary line of ike
southwest quarter of Section 2,
Township I. Range 3 East, and in
J. B. Stark's Northeast corner;
runs thence North, with the Quar-
ter section line sixty-three (63)
poles to the northeast corner of the
southwest quarter of Section. 2;
thence West, with the Quarter
Section line eighty-five (85) poles
to a stake in the Quarter Section
line; then South. sixty-seven (67)
poles, more or less, to the north-
west corner of a, three and one-half
(31,4) acre tract of land belonging
to P. R. Rogers; thence East forty-
three and one-half (431/2) poles
with the North boundary line of
said three and ohe-half (31/2)
acre tract, to the northeast corner
of said three and one-half (31/2)
acre tract; then south twelve (12)
poles seven (7) feet to a stake in
the Murray and Boydsville
'Road; thence with saidRoad north
seventy and one-half (701/2) de-
grees Feist forty-one and one-half
(411/2) poles to the beginning,rtob-
taining thirty-eight and one-half
(384) acres, more or less. -
Second Tract: Being a part of
the norteast Quarter-of Section 3,
Township 1, Range 3 East. des-
cribed as fdllows: Beginning at a
stake at the northeast corner of
the northeast quarter of Section 3,
Township 1, Range 3 East, running
thence. West, with the Quarter
Section Line, twenty-eight (28)
poles to a stake; thence South
twenty-two and twelve-fourteenths
1 22 12-14) poles to a stake; thence
F-ast twenty-eight (28) poles to a
stake in the Quarter section line;
thence North twenty-two and
twelve-fourteenths s22 12-14), poles
to the beginning, cohtaining four
(4) acres. more Or less. •
The two tracts contain in the ag-
gregate forty-two and one-half
(421/2) acres, more or less and are
the same lands that were deeded
to Thomas F. Hughes by deed of
J. A. Carlton, dated October 2,
1926. of record in Book 52, page
265, records of Calloway County,
Kentucky.
For the purchase price the pur-
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing leeel
interest from the day of sale un-
til paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment Bidders
will be prepared to comply prom-
ptly with these terms.-George S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.
GRAVKVARD CLEANING
Those interested in the New
Concord Graveyard are asked to
be present Saturday, July 22, to
work on the grounds. Bring tools
and he prepared for this goodly
service.
Reed the Classified Column.
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VANDY, JONES WIN
FIRST. GAMES AGAIN
Plumbers Defeat Resells, 14-5:
Jones Drug Upsets leak
15 to 2.
Tealtkee Genres
Parker vs Sunbiirst
Model vs Bluebird
Friday Night
Vandevelde vs Bank
Jones vs Parker
The first games of the last half
'Tuesday night were replicas, ex-
cept for the scores, of the first
games of the first half. Vendee
velde trimmed Amain in the open-
er and Jones Drug chloroformed
the Bank of Murray. The tallies
were much smaller, reflecting the
improved play in the league with
in the past few weeks.
Vandy jumped off to a big lead
over the druggists, counting seven.
titn6s in the first and four, times
in, the second against Dr. Fount
.Pos Stuck to his guns.
however, and the Plumbers only
pushed over three more rims the
remainder of thg, game.
On the other hand, Ralph Yar-
brough protected his lead nicely
throughout and never was in
danger.
Vandy 7 4 1 2 0 0 0-14
Resell 1 0 2 2 0 0 0- 5
R. Yarbrough. C. Churchill; F.
Russell, V. Stubblefigld,
Bt Players Rewarded
Between games, presentation a
cash. prizes were made to the
leading scorer and the leading hit-
ter lar the-ierst. halt.. The prizes
were given by the Recreation Hall,
operated by Kirk Pool and Gar-
nett Jones.
Walter Boone received $2.50 in
cash frit scoring the most runs,
27, and Charles T. Yarbrough won
the $2.50 for best hitting with an
average of .560.
The following participated in the
$1 weekly prizes offered by the
Recreation Hall for most runs for
the...week: Eugene Hughes, Walise*
Boone, James Deweese. Homer
Pentecost, Glenn Jeffrey, Jewell
Hackett, Robert Williams, Dr, A.
Y. Covington. John Weatherly and
J. C. Calls1SIM Freed Cothsm,
Jones Drug rather upset the dope
by defeating George Hart's young
team in the final, 15-2. The young
Bankers were unable to do much
with Purdom Outlsind's offerings,
getting only six blows.
After a fruitless first round. the
NO BCE
STARTS SAVING
The day you buy it!
WHY
PUT OFF THAT DAY
•
Norge gives you lower
cost refrigeration. And,
because it is better refrig-
eration, it enables you to
save on food'costs in
many ways. • Every day
you put off owning Rol-
lator Refrigeration you
deprive yourself of con-
veniences, more whole-
some food, actual dal-
)as and cents savings.
'Come .in today. cilip
Yaw can buy a Neer; for as little 4.
10 per cent down
NORGE
pator
RILEY RADIO CO.
PHONE 107
Open Evenings
Murray, Ky.
••..
FINAL STANDING
Eirst Half
- Won Lest Pet.
Posteffice 11 3 .780
Parker Garage _ 10 4 .714
Jones Drug a 7 7 500
7 7 .500
/lank of Murray 6., 8 .429
Ledger & Times 6 8 429
Model dleamers Is S .157
Venderekte 4 10 .266
L0 LEADING ..yrrrEas. .t
FOR THE FIRST HALF
ab r h
C. Yarbrough, Bank 41 19 23 .580
Hatcher, Vandy 49 17 27 :551
Pentecost, L & T 30 12 16 -533
Jeffrey, L. sc T. 56 25 29 .511
Lovett, L. & T. 40 16 20 .500
fr.• Russell, Rexall 53 23 28 .491
Sell, Parker 42 21 21 .488
P. White, P. 0. 50 19 24 .480
0. B. Boone, Parker 51 20 24 .471
R. Fair, Parker 52 23 24 .461
druggists hopped on Morris Weeks
for five in the seeend and con-
tLnued counting until the sixth
when they climaxed their spree
with another five run explosion.
The winners _hit hard and timely.
Jones 0 5 1 2 2 5 0-15
Bank r0 0 0 I 0 I'D- 2
P. Outland. Trotter; M. Weeks.
Bagwell, Maddox.
Final Night, Friday
Model nosed out Jones in the
last half of the seventh in an ex-
cellently played contest, 5 to 4.
Jones did all its scoring in the
first. Stewart liolding the druggists
impotent thereafter. The Clean-
ers trailed 2 to 4 until the final
frame.
Jones Drug 4 0 0 0 0 0 0-4
Model Cleaners 0 1 1 0 0 0 3-5
P. Outialati, T. Bell; Stewart,
Deweese.
The Postoffice held some of their
first string men in reserve in
starting against the Ledger &,
Times. Both teams were playing
the last time under those names
as in the last half they will be
Sunburst and Bluebirds respect-
ively. The Newshawks jumped
eft in the lead and the Malemen
were unable to overhaul them des-
pite some wnjay "Doc" Carr.
Postoffice 0 1 1 0 2 0 3-7
Ledger & Times 3 4 0 1 1 0 x-0
T. Waldrop, H. Dunn, Waldrop.
Neale; Carr, Valentine.
l'heureshcl •Anky 12
New players drawn Wednesday
night were tried out for the first
time in these games and it was the
concensus of the fans that the
Bank of Murray did the best with
its new and young pony infield of
Wells, Miller, and Charles Jones.
These lads scooped up everything
and hit well. Morris Weeks kept
the Rexalls away from the ,plate
until the sixth and the final score
was 6 to 4.
Dr. Russell pitched for the Drug-
gists after the second and was
not scored upon. The game was
played in forty minutes, one of
the snappiest of the season.
.Rexall 0 0 0 0 0 1 3-4
Bank - 2 4 0 0 0 0 x-6
Vandevelde. like Rexalls, made
a last Minute bid that fell short.
The Plumbers tied the score in
they first of the seventh but Par-
ker Garage had little difficulty in
counting the winning run in the
last half. Dr. Smith was rather
wild and was touched for 10 hits.
though several of them were pretty
scratchy.
Yarbrough's wildness cost him
the game as he held the hard-hit-
ting Greasers to eight blows.
Vandevelde 0 0 3 0 1 0 4-8
Parkers 3 2 0 0 2 1 x-9
COLD BEER
. At All Times
ALL RINDS OF BEER
Bar-B-Q
Best Veal Hamb. 5c
SCOTT'S PLACE
WEST 'MAIN' STREET
Drive out-Plenty of Parking
Space
LYNI"-GROYE, PINE
BLUFF WIN TILTS
Winners. Losers in First Games
of Co,nty League to Meet
Saturday Night.
The Calloway County softball
league was opened Saturday night
on the high school field with ex-
cellent attendance and close inter-
esting games despite the large
scores.
The men played well considering
that they were under the lights
for the first time and the county
race promises to be interesting
throughout.
In the opener, Lynn Grove, trim-
med Dexter 26 to 21 and in the
nightcap Pine Bluff proved better
than Hazel 25 to 23.
Saturday night, the two winners
will fight it out for the terngorary
lead in the first, game at eight
o'clock and-Dexter and Hazel will
determine wbp shall be on the
bottom after the final game.
Softball 'Schedule I
for Last Half
In order that the Softball,League
may not interfere with the High
School's football program, the
Board of Control authorizes the
following schedule to replace the
one originally printed by this
paper.
s- The changes are made so that
ample time will be available to
install the lights in positions that
will be suitable for the school's
use.
The only difference is that games
will be played on MondaY nights
in addition to the regular periods
previously announced.
This whole arrangement is made
to cooperate with the school and
its board as promised at the.
beginning of the season.
First game at 8 p. m.: 2nd game
at 9 p. m.
Tuesday. July 17
Rexall vs Vandeve10
Bank vs Jones
Thursday. July 19
Parker vs Sunburst
MoJel ve.lbsebfrrt
Friday. July 20
Vandevelde vs Bank
Jones vs Parker
Monday, July 23
Sunburst vs Model
Bluebird vs Resell
Tuesday. July 24
Bank vs Parker
Vandevelde vs Sunburst
Thursday, July 26
Jones vs Bluebird
Model vs Rexall
Friday. July 27
Jones vs Sunburst
Model vs Bank
Monday, July 30
Bluebird vs Vandevelde
Rexall vs Parker
Tuesday, July 31
Tarker vs Model
Bluebird vs Bank
- Thursday, August 2
Sunburst vs Rexall
Vandevelde vs. Jones
Friday, August 3
Parker vs Bluebird
Sunburst vs Bank
Monday, August 6
Vandevelde vs Model
Jones vs Revell
Tuesday', Aupeit 7
Resell vs Bank r/
Vandevelde v1-Parker -
Thursdail! Allgild 0'
Jones vs Models-
Sunburst vs Bluebird
Friday, August 10
Resell vs Vandevelde
Rank vs Jones
Monday, August 13
Parker vs Sunburst
Model vs Bluebird
Tuesday, August 14
Vandevelde vs Bank
Jones vs Parker
Thursday. August 16
--Simininst vs Model
Bluebird vs Rexall
Friday, August 17
'Bank vs Parker
ALL DAY OUTING SATURDAY
JULY 28
—AT-
OLD FORT HYMON
on the banks of the Tennessee River and Scykens Creek.Plenty of eats and cold drinks. Plenty of room, either
hills or bottoms. All in timber, no dust, but lots of good
shade.
_DRIVEYOUR CAR ONTO THE GROUND. -WE-AREFIXING THE ROAD TO IT.
, — •As far as we know
' 
Mr. T. O. Turner will have charge ofthe speaking for the day, probably with Hon. W. V. Greg-ory and other speakers interested in Aurora Dam.
We mean to have music and singing if possible.
Location only four miles from Centierville bridge; just
across the river from Ft. Henry battlefield. Boat riding,good sand bar for bathing.
If you bring your dinner we will have plenty of tablesfor your use. Plenty of fish with a good way to cookthem.
flAFF016 PARKER & VERNON MOODY
••
,
Vandevelde vs Sunburst
Monday, August 20 -
Jones vs Bluebird
Model vs Rexall
Tuesday, August 21
Jones vs Sunburst
Model vs Bank
Thursday, August 23
Bluebird vs Vandevelde
Rer.alf vs Parker
Friday, August 24
Parker vs Model
Bluebird vs Bank
Moody. August 27
Sunburst vs Rexall
Vandevelde vs Jones
Tuesday. August 28
Parker vs Bluebird
Sunburst vs Bank
Thursday, August 30
Vandevelde vs Model
Jones vs Rexall
Friday, August 31
Resat' vs Bank
Vandevelde vs Parker
Monday, September 3
Jones vs Model
Sunburst vs Bluebird
Shorts and Shots
in Softball Sphere
Two more lights were added to
the field in time for Tuesday's
play. They were placed on poles
already up near the first base and
third base area. One light is
pointing upward and one down-
ward on each pole on those vicini-
ties now.
Model Cleaners tripped over to
Mayfield and gave the whiners of
the first half in the Mayfield cir-
cuit, Johnson-Owen Cleaners, a
sound trouncing Tuesday night
The Models scored 13 times in the
first spasm and finally triumphed
19 to 11. Since Model finished
sixth in the Murray league it
looks as if Murray softball might
be cqnsiderably faster than in our
neighboring city. Stewart hurled
and Deweese caught for the Mur-
ray cleaning team. Of course,
Noble Coy and Harry Broach will,
claim that this victory also means
that Mersey does better cleaning"
than Mayfield.
Those high school youngsters
sprinkled through the Murray
PACt tHRZE
Musty league are speeding up the.
garoe as well as ithproving the
play. Though 19 runs were scored
in the Vindy-Rexall game, the eon-
test was run off in the fast time
of 45 minutes Late hours are
taboo now and the fans are gen-
erally safe at home and pound-
leg the pillow-1w 118,. o'clock.
Attendance still holds 'up re-
Inerkably well and the league will
be able -to do a nice job of light-
ing the Murray high football field
this fall if the fans continue their
loyalty. No one makes any profit
out of the play. All net proceeds
go for the cause above ntentiOned.
John Herman Trotter demon-
strated that he is doubtless the
best all-around performer in the
league when he caught Tuesday
night. John tossed out the fleet
John Rowlett trying to steal second
for the Bank, a rare thing in the
Murray league and especially to
be pulled on a guy bandy with his
feet like John. John tossed out
another runner on an attemptesl
double steal but as the runner
from third started home Slick,-
Banks forgot to tag the man at
second and threw to the pay-off
pan.
Fans are plensed requested not to
call for the score until the end' bf
the inning. The official scorer
announces the count at the end
of every frame and could hardly
be expected to tell the tally at
each 'half inning. T. Sledd, the
official in this position, is toler-
ably titisy chalking down the ;key
and telling the performers when
they, bat.
Official schedule and squad- earths
have been printed by, the teem*"
and will be distributed tonight.
Since the schedule has been sharp-
ly amended in order to complete
play by September 3 se the Tigers
can have their football field, it is
very lamortant that fans take_
these cards home with them and
keep them for reference -the re-
mainder of the season so that they
will know when the games are
and who is playing. There is a
fnftfted number of the' cards.
enough for each fan to have one
and a quantity to be placed around
the business houses. Don't de-
stroy them, they're useful.
Make Mine VELVET
ICE CREAM
There's nothing that tastes so good on a hot day as a cone
or a sundae made with that good VELVET ICE CREAM. Made
of pure rich cream and the very bested* natural flavorings,
VELVET I. all a fine ice cream rifidtuld be. At all the better soda
fountains..for home deliveries call 34.
VELVET ICE CREAM CO.
ASK 'YOUR DEALER OR PRONE 34
PHONE 34 LESLIE DICK, Manager
•
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Mn. Joe T. LOTett, Editor
Com for this page
train Circle
Meeta
Phone 39E4, Nettie
Ci ETY
should. be submitted not latter than Tuesday
afternoon each week. •
i . • / mar, -,•,..1./..•a•••••.- •••••
The Erwin Circle of. the Mis-
sionary Society met Tuesday after-
noon at the home of Mrs E. IV.
Overbey. Mrs. Burrus Waters
chairman. presided and Mrs W.
W Mclarath led in the devotional
services. The circle was favored
with musical numbers by Mrs.
Roy Farmer and Mrs. Garnett
hank -tia. W. C. Bell led in
Parer
Twelve members were present
and refreshments were served by
the heat. The meeting was dis-
miewel :by Mrs. Leslie Pundas.
general chairman
Bray-Garland Wedding
• ....• 
--
The marriage of bliss- Oda May
Bray to Bub Garland. of July 3,
has been announced. The marriage
took place in Metropolis, Ill.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Gaylon Bray, of near
Pine Bluff. The bridegroom is the
son of Amos Garland. of near
Brandon. The popular young
couple have many friends who
• wish them happiness They  will
-;Iniske their home near Brandon.
• . •• • •
OrtIlla-diersseen
Weddle( tlatarday
-Aisnenaminent. int.''been made
of. the marrige of Miss Martha
.1:Griffin to Wilburn Herndon, both
• of Alma, Ky. The marriage took
i; place in Metropola Ill. on Satur-
day. Jury
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
= Jack Griellst of Almo. and is a
gzaduate Of Alin° High School.
and passeeses many lovely qual-
ls that has endeared her to
Ininy.frierets-
*Tbe bridegroom is the son of
- Kt and Mrs. John Herndon and
is a successful. farmer of the Almo
section.
Joon.' Agawam...or gonna • Sit
Miss Elaine Ahart Is Host •
At Dinner
• Mtn Elaine Ahart was host at
a" six o'clock dinner Last Sunday
evening 'm honor of her guest,
Mr. Amos Acree. of Dover. Tenn.
The color scheme of pink and
green were used throughout the
three course menu Pink gladioli
were us- .eCian-sireenterprece.
Later Mbinie evening an iced
course was 9erved.
Those preeent were:
Mr. Amos Acree, Lloyd Spice-
land, Prentice Thornton. Pete
Henson. Liscile Harris. Cornelia
Spineless& and Elaine Ahart.
Sehresier-Eisinger
announcement las
seen - i-Ved: here by relatives
Mr. and Mzs. Harold Hale
Schroeder
Announce the marriage
of their daughter
Elizabeth Jane
to
Mr. Frederick Lewis Etsinger
On
Saturday June 23. 1934
Alexandria. Va.
At-Some '
fa 3rd St South East
Washington. D. C.
-Itisinger is the grand-
daughter of Mr and Mrs B. F.
Schroeder lad formerly lived-hare.
She is a pretty blonde possessing
a striking personality. and many
talents.
Mr. Eismger is •a resident of
Washington, D. C And is con-
nected with the Washington Star.
Mies, Bartle Manor Is Host
_At Bridge-Tea
Bertie Manor -OW" a
bridge-tea at Collegiate Inn Sal-•
urday afternoon
Summer flowers were attrac-
tively arrirafeit'in the private din-
SCHOOL DAYS. . . .
MONDAY, JULY 30
- -
Go to Dale. stenblefield Ca. Fin
SCHOOL SUPPLIES: peen Pen-
cils. Tablet Bargains. Periell Sets.
Notebook Paper. Notebooks. Retell's,
Crayons. and many other items for
the ichoel room.
„
Nothing they would appreciate more than a good
Pen and Pencil Set. The Shaeffer line carries best
quality Pens in both the popular priced pens and
the higher priced ones. From $2.00 and up for
Pens and $2.95 and up- for sets.
CHEAPER PENS PRICED FROM $1.00
AND UP
Dale, Stubblefield &_
The Rexall Store
F
,
Avoid Summer Heat
by cooking electrically.
It is so much Cleaner,
cooler, easier, and 1411 aa
economical. "
JUST TURN A BUT-
TON AND BEGIN
COOKING
and there are no labor-
ious tasks of preparing
the_range far the next
cooking hour. Year
housework drud ger y
will be materially re-
duced with eine of these
safe, sure and econom-
ical electrical ranges.
-THE UNIVERSAL RANGE
sone of the oldest and most dependable
- lines of electrical ranges.
Johnson- Fain Music Co.
••••
Murray, Kentucky
OLD POSTOFFICE LOCATION
-
 • •-t4.110111.0. AP..  
•
THE LEDGER & TIM
rag roots where five tables were
placed for bridge.
Mgt score prize was woo by
Miss Suzanne Snook and second
high by Mrs. .W J Caplinger.
Following the game, a lovely.
plate lunch was served.
Bridge guests were:
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger. Mrs. A. L
Rhodes. Mrs. Robert Brooch, Mrs.
Jack Farmer, Mrs B. F. Scheriffitis,
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs. G. B.
E S. Diileend J1.Wit
be loiett.
Mies Suzanne Snook, NUM Ten-
tile Breekinridge. Miss Illargaset
Campbell, -.Mrs. a O. langelion,
WS. Wilburt Onfland. Mrs. Geo.
Nam tern Marvin Fulton,- Mts.
Roy Stewart, Miss Roberta 'Whit-
nah, Miss Beatrice Frye, Mrs. Hat
Ryan Jr.
Tea guests were:
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. Rob Mason,
Mrs. R A. Johnston, Mist Desiree
Beale. Miss Mattie "Trouadate.
IBethodlete hafey Ouligg
About two hundred Und fifty at-
tended the Methodist plank Fri-
day afternoon
.)tligious osiisiaor-40mes-were
joyed by -ydttne afte elk*.
An elaborate pieede sipper aad
Magazine Club To
Meet July Belk
.Mrs. Ben Grogan will entertain
the Magazine Club, July 26. at
the home of her sister, ,Mrs. J. D.
Sexton on West Main Street
• • • • •
Miss Charlyene Dodd
Entertains
-
On Monday night Miss Charlyene
Dodd entertained friencts with a
party at her home on North Ninth
street. Games were enjored -- by
all, after Rorki -11mChecrec;rdfiegbaVen. 
end 
served_ TAkr hours were from 1:50
to 9 o'clork
Charlyene Dodd; Feed_ldilton
Mich_ Miss Deena Jean Minis of
Bob-
bye Sue Bagwell. labs babe Hale.
Paducah. Min Martha Jo Crass,
Miss Annie L. Gatlin, Miss 
Miss Martha Lockett, and Miss
Those iiiresent were:
Miss Ann Houston of Detroit,
4:15Gawrirtt
Hood JOires.-*
• • • • • •
Birthday Dinner For
' George Gooch
On July 8. relatives and friendly
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Gooch and ..._,,cele-
brated his-69th birthday. At noon
a bountiful dinner was spread on
the lawn. Mr. Chess Scruggs re-
turned thanks after which every
one ate a hearty dinner. Ice cold
lemonade was served throughout
the day.
ThciSe pfesent were:. ...
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Taylor. Mr
and Mrs. Claude buter._ Mr. and
Mrs. Lilburn Thomas. Mr. and
Mrs. Verble Taylor and children.
Dolores and Ilene: Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Taylor. Mr and Mrs. Cleon
Cunninghere and ctaughter.1,
da: Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris
and daughter, Barbara Sue: and
Mr and Mrs Carney Andrews. ._
Mr. and Mrs. Morel Boggess,
Mr; and Mrs. Claude Cunningham,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Parks, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Gooch, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Hill and children,
Betty Lou and Frank Myers, Mrs.
Eva Hill.. Miss Bettie Myers. Mrs.
Mary Dalton. Mr. and Mrs Luther
Gooch. -----
Mr. and Mrs -Dave Myers,- Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Farmer, Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Perlis, Mr. and Mrs
Qttid Winchester and Mr. Chess
&nine of Hazel. Mrs_ iii Cul-
lom. - _ - . i• --- 
- Mr. and Mrs. Eph Tailor, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Taylor and Mrs. Wal-
ter Scott. Clinton. Ky.: Mr. and
Mrs. John Gooch,: East St_ Louis,
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gooch.
Bruceton, Tenn.: and Mr. and
Mrs. George Gooch.
Miss Anna Mary Stiles, Miss
Maydell Liner. Miss Virginia
Thomas, Misses Maiiiee and Mary-
belle Farmer. Misses Lula and Lva
Garner. Misses Zen. Hera, and
Jane Parks. Misses Esther and
Willie Mae Cunningham. Misses
Diary Frank and Betty Joe Gooch,
Bruceton. Tenn.
James Ralph Wells, ,Leather and
W. M. Cunningham, IMO, and
Frank Dalton. Lacy Thessii. tai-
ton Lawrence. Ernest Madrey. Ro-
den and Edgar Purdom Parks.
Joe and JerryFarmer. .
.17-ir and Bert Gooch, Bruceton.
Tenn.: Taylor and Billy Gooch.
East St. Louis, Ill. .
Aftei litscin - inaittifi were:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry__Coles. Mr.
•nd Mrs. Joe Parks, Mr. and Mrs.
Caleb, Parks and -children Clara,
Norma Jean and Rita Lou
Ravine Parks,. Client Sabinson,
Seldon Lamb. Camel! Wells, Car-
'non Parka and Billy Jones. Otheri
ML. AY IC Y THURSDAY AFT
were peanut whose names were
nut listed.
Each OM left wishing Mr. Gooch
many more happy birthilars.
At 3:30 o'clock Mr. and Mrs-
John Gooch and son. Billy. and
Taylor Gooch returned to their
home di East St. Louis. also Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Gooch sad chil-
dren to their home at Bruceton.
Tenn.
Skier Outing
Al Aurora
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Alexander.
Alm°. Mr. tins! Mrs Denny Alex-
ander; and daughter Miss Dortha.
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Newscast.
Ktrksey, enjityed an outing and
ash fry at Aurora last Friday.
The party visited the bridge and
the site for the proposed Aura*
Dant
OON JULY 19 1884.
Dr. And Mrs. Mama Arad
tiseghter. "upturn trilby
Dr. and Mrs W. H. Ham and
Patricia returned to Monty !ma
their Washington trip last Friday.
They attended the golden vend-
ding anniversary -of Mr& Mason's
father and mother. Dra D. H. and
Loretta ISMS It Washington.
This boldest "ridding proved to
be an ussisual ditatr__In that o
1560 01 tar 11011111-30111 Dr. Loretta
Kress had tereallbt into the world
were present. Wediapaper reporters
of the yasbhuiton papers and rep-
resentatives of the Associated
Press were agreed that this was
the largest gathering out side of
the iltdte House, that they had
eass ia the capital City. AK day
Wag lad well into the small hegira
of the..ntght the Doctors Erase
were greeted by *oh neer Mewls
and scores of tellierelin Trans all
Waal' been add- the
to the ranks of the Murray who have go bath:14 served
Another marriage has  et the beloved couple,
1 la forelita apiaries. All
pens et the Uldlied Stites and a
of catilimpima f r o ra
=
State College football teem which 1 their team were semi-last year won the S. L A. A. chain-
-End- ander -RiirTtiiiiien
untied and undefeated with six
marriet_men on the swat
of Vaughn WooclalL
. Hist bride assentelleig*FHte Crit-.
tendon Press.la Mies -Avalet Wood.
daughter of Mt. and Mrs. Lee
Wood of Shady Greve. The mar-
riage took. -pine June 30 the
Marion paper announced. Mrs.
Woodall was formerly a student
at Murray College. Woodall, a
tackle, received honorable men-
tion on the all-S. I. A. A,. team
last year.
Ifihray Football Captain
Weds Shady Grove,pirl
Do Not Throw Those
WHITE SHOES
Away!
or Discard Them Jost Be.
,couse They Are Die-
', colored
BRING THEM IN FOR
RE-DYEING
' DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
Shower For Mrs. Reines Win
A delightful event of the "'past
week was the household shower
honoring Mrs. Holmes Ellis. which
was given by Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Paschall. The !awn of Their new
home was effectively decorated in
a color scheme of, pink. Sad white_
The evening was spent in music
and conversation.
The honoree was the recipient
of a - number of lovely 'and use-
ful gifts, A delicious ice course Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey and childrenwas Served to the following gayeore.tigh fry in honor of WA.guests: Mimes birthday at Pine Bluff
tdr. and litre. Holmes Ellis, Mr. Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock.and Mrs. Otto Swann, Mr and Those present were:
Mrs. W. R. Pureness, Mrs. Stella lb. and Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey, Mr.Furchess, Mrs. Gus Robertson, and liers. Glen Jeffrey, Mr. - andMrs.._ Carman Graham. Mrs. Otry Mrs Duran Fair. Mr. and Mrs.Paschall. Mrs. Alice Ellis, Mr. and Fred James. Mr. and Mrs. T. 0.Mrs. Duncan Ellis. Mr. and Mrs Turner, Mr. and Mrs. R. E.Shannon Ellis and daughter. Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes,. Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Smatherrrien, Mr.
and Mrs. Lucian Gupton, Mr. and
Mrs. Elzo Gupton. Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis Pasehall, Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Paschall. and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Ceiba Lee Clark Circle Of
Misses Margarette Swann, Jo M. IL Cherch Meets
Robertson.  Estelle Hayes, Leila
Ellis, Viola stand Ethel . Paschall.
Polly Ellis and Jimmie Cooper.
Messrs. frank Ellis. Warren
Erwin, Edwin Gunter. Harvey
Ellis, Autrey McReynolds, _Thurs-
ton Furchess, Herman Ellis, and
Ellis Hayes.
Those who sent gifts were: Mrs,4
B. A. Jones, Mr. and Mrs., Brack
Swann, Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
Arnett. Mrs. Dennis Boyd, aod Mrs_
• • • • •
awu• in_-14161MANL.
gee,* Of their unbroken
married life. ,
• . • .
Mrs. Roy Stewart and Mrs Car-
lisle 'Cutchin had bridge gueets at
the home of the latter Thursday
afternoon.
Following the game a lovely
plate was served.
Those present were:
Mrs. E S. Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. K
G. Carman, Mrs. Herbert Mean:.
non. Miss Ruth Carman, Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Mrs. Will Whitnell,
Mrs, Herbert Stress, Mrs. A. L.
Rhodes, Mrs. Howard Allen, Mrs.
B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. C. B. Ful-
inn. Mrs. Walter Blackburn.
• • • • •
The Erwin Cho* of II* 'lg. E.
Church will have an tee *erne
supper July 27th on the...lawn Of
Mrs. W. W. McElrath's from 5:30
P .M. to 7:30 P. M. Mrs. Burris
Waters is chairman of the circle.
• • • •
W. V. Jeffrey h Honored
, 'birthday
Lampkin,- Mrs. Sadie Scott, Miss
Bessie Brandon, Miss Katie Mar-
tin, Miss Maxine Scott, Miss Kath-
erine Purdom, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edd Farmer , •
Mrs. A. J. Glenn Entertains
Bridge Chris
Mrs. A. J. Glenn entertained her
bridge club Tuesday night at her
residence on North Fourth street.
Mist Suzanne Snook won high
score prize.
Those present_ were: patch.
Mrs. Jack Farmer. Mrs. Geo Seven membert were present.Hart. Mrs. Ed, Diuguid, Jr.. Mrs. They were: Mrs. Joe Baker. Mrs.M. Bleniker, Mrs. Prank Albert ,Cattie Hate- --Mrs. - James;Stubblefield, Miss Suzanne Snook.
Miss Maryleona Bishop, and Miss
Margaret Tandy.
Hoyt Craig.
• 
The Catha Lee Clark Circle of
the Methodist Missionary Society
met with Mrs. Bryan Shelton at
her home on South Sixth Street
Tuesday afternoon. July 17
Mrs. Joe Baker, circle leader,
was in *barge Of the meeting. She
conducted the evotional, after
witich Mrs:' John James- led in
prayer. Material from the World
Outlook was read by. Mrs. L. J.
Horne. It consisted of "India as
I Saw it", by C. F. Andrews. and
'Prayer for a Christian Social
Order. by James Myers.
It was decided that a patch
apron be circulated through the
circle_ Money, corresponding to
the age of the 'member receiving
the apron is to be placed under the
Mrs. Irene Story, Mrs. L. J Hor-
tin. Mrs. Bryan Shelton, and Mrs.
-Duran Fair.
The next meeting in August will
I.
ActoSsIrorti Ledger & flme  
•.'"A•
 ••••••• •••••••
Davis Dress Shoppe
July Clearance Sale!
SILK DRESSES
$7.95 DRESSES  $4.95.
$9.95 DRESSES , . $6.95
$16.50 DRESSES S9.95
WHITE HATS
$1.69 and $1.95
values
79c
WHITE SHOES
Greatly reduced
$2.95 values
$1'95
WASH
DRESSES
$1-.00_ values. 69c
$1.98 values $1.69
2:9/3 WitFues $2.6
New Shipment
FELT HATS
in
Dark Shades
$2'95
be held with Mrs riniS OUtli9d•
Twins Celebrate 55th
Birthday
Mrs. W H. Miller and Mrs_ H. L.
Willoughby celebrated their Mtn
birthday at the home Of the lat-
ter, las% Sunday. July 13.- Many
relatives and- friends gathered Hi
Sunday morning with baskets of
food and nice gifts ,tor them_
Mem premid wow
16. and Mrs. Oscar' Weather-
ford, Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Elliott, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. H.
L Willoughby and family. Mr•
and Mrs. C. W. Williams and fam-
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Theron Elliott
and daughter, Bertrand. Mo.. Mrs.
Ival Elliott, Bertrand, Mo., Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Harris and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Willoughby,
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Willoughby
and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank laewrence
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Hurt and son, Mr. _and Mrs. Has-
sell Shelton and son. Mr and Mrs.
Pints Weatherford and children.
i, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Law-
rence and children, Mr. and Mrs
Russell
Mr. and Mrs. _Clyde Phelps and
son. Mr. and Kra_ Cabs Hurt and
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Thomp-
son asid family; Mr.- and Mri. Lu-
ther Bourland. Mr. Jim Lawrence,
Mr. and hire, W. H. Miller and
children, Ur. and Mrs. Bride Wil-
loughby. Mrs. Cattle Russell, Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Holland.
Mr. and Mrs.' Hayden Morris,
Mrs_ Ada Lawrence, Mr. Billie
Williams, Miss, Louise Evans, Miss
Trixie Williams,. -Miss Robbie Wil-
liams. Miss Irene Billington, Ter-
rell Roberts. Rupert Young, Alford
Williams, Raymond Morris, Eura
Thompson. 'Alfred Thompson.
Rudy Barnett, Alvis Colson,
Buten Billingron, Carmon Gordon.
Breford Miller, 'Lowell Walker,
Buel Morris. Pete Jones. Otis Fol-
well, B. 'Falwell. Alvie Lovett,
aihey Williams, Wayne Dyer,
Hafton Tull, Orvel Walker, Beckon
Wells.
Others came in the afternoon.
All left wishing them many more
happy birthdays. •
Plospitat74eros
 •
The following patients were ad-
mitted to the Mason Hospital
during the past week.
Mrs. Shelby Hicks, Providence,
Ky.; Mr Charles Morris. Murray.
Rheubena Littleton. Parts; Jesse
Holley, Jr.. Puryear; Mrs. Rob
Roy Hicks. Hazel. Ky.; Miss Carrie
Lee Johnson, Murray; Robert Nes-
bitt, Hazel; Mrs. Vernice Stock-
dale, Big Sandy, Tenn.; Groer C.
Williams. Springville, Tenn.; Dave
While, Hazel; Leon Wyatt, Knight
Ky., Mrs. T. F. Dortch, Paris; Mrs.
Norman McKenzie, Murray; Mrs.
Claude Turner, Golden Pond.
The following- patients were dis-
charged .from the Mason Hospital
during the Vast week:
Mrs. _ Leo Askew. Big- -Sandy;
Mrs. T. F. Dortch. Paris;. Frank
Hart. Murray.
Obituary
Mrs. Shelly Hicks, age 77. of
Providence. Webster County, Ky..
died early Sunday morffing at
the William Mason Memorial
Hospital. Murray, where she had
been taken for treatment.
Mrs. Melts had been in failing
health for sortie time, and a few
weeks ago was brought to the home
of her son. 'Rob Roy Hicks Sr.,
and Placed undef care of the hos-
pital_ physicians. - Headdesittr wits-f
caused by camplicatons.
She Was the daughter of the late
T. K. Civets. who was one of the
founders of the town of Providence,'
Ky. A woman of culture and re-
finement, and was much loved for
her deeds of kindness. She was
a member of • and a faithful
worker, in the First Baptist
church at Providence.
She was married to Shelby i
Hicks in 1883. Is survived by ,
tier husband who s now SO Years
and three sons, Rob of
- lleyrisond of Mont Ti...
and tapart, Om Francisco, Calif.;
three slaters, Mar W.. C. Coleman,
and ildIMIM Miniguerins and Grace
Grace- Givens, all of Louisville.
Ky., and noels at when could at-
tend he fumed bemuse of illness,
and one brother, Barbour Givens,
Plealdence, Irka-
Miditnrosseingas woe
'in Illutel Monday by Rev. J
Wisest.
Pallbearers were: Dtunas Clan:
toe,. tyril Nix, Bill Wright, Del-
vie lareptott Everard Mason, and
Rob Hicks Jr. -
The foligielag out of town visit-
ors. attended the funeral. Mrs.
Barham (lifens, Providence. Ky.,
yrs. CO11111WINS Lester, Princeton,
KY., Mr. and Mrs. R B. Chrismant
Henn, Tenn., Dr. Rob Mason,
Fred Barber, and Mrs. Max
Churchill, Murray, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Garrett, Bells, Tenn.,
Mrs. Amanda White, and Mrs.
Delvin Langston, ,Murray.
V.bituary of Mrs.F. Boatwright
Trances Adeline Williams was
born at Newberg, Ky,, M17 12.
1864, and died July 13. 1934, in
Clay County Hospital. Brazil, Ind..
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident near there, a.
week earlier.
She spent her childhood and
young womanhood in the Eastern
part of Calloway County, Ken.
tuck, and in Southern Illinois.
She was married to Joel F.
Boatwright October 16, 1884, this
year being their 50th anniversary.
To this uhibn were born six chil-
&eh: Mrs. L. B. Alexander, Padu-
cah, Ky.; Mrs. E. S. Parham, Akins
Ohio; Mrs. W. L Nader, Wil-
More, Ky., Mrs. 0. B. Guerin, Al-
ma Ky.. Rev. 0. H. Boatwright.
Ethridge. Tenn. and Mrs. Walter
Haten, Alliance. Ohio, all of
whom survive her, besides one
brother, eleven grandchildren and
a host of relatives and friends.
She professed faith in Christ
at an early age. .arid joined the
M. Z. Church South at Russell's
Chattel. and remained a constant
and consistent Christian until
death. As long as her health per-
mitted, she was a very active
and zealous worker in her church
having been Sunday School su-
perintendent, President of the
Missionary Society, and the pro-
moter of many other activities.
She'svas a great believer in pray-
er and left a glowing testimony
of her readiness to. go.'
• Mtn 'was a faithful 'fife and a
wonderful, mother., Her greatest
-
joy was in doing for others.
A Opreciation
we wish to express our dee
appreciation to the physicia
nurses, ministers, and our frlen
for .the love mid 'sympathy man
tested and the tender services re
dered during the recent 11the
and death of our loved one.
,-- Mrs. Cron! Doren 'arid So
Mr and Mrs. T A Doran an
family.
C OAS SI IFI tI
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FOR SALE-goon oak lumb
"cut to order'.. Sae us t
prices. Orders filled prompt
J. R. Scott it Sons, Murray, K
Route 1.
FOR RENT-six room house n
college, See or call J. G. G
gow. Phone 276.
FOR SALE-300 S. C. W.
horn hens, Hollywood str
highly bred, no better
mostly all one year old,
and nice-85c each or will sell
as small lots as 25. T. E.
Kinney, Hazel, Ky.. R. 3, J
FOR SALE-Store house and I
also dwelling house and lot; f
location for business. Mrs. 0.
Wilson. Brown's Grove, Ky.
ICE CREAM SUPPER--Che
schoolhouse Saturday night, J
21 Music and fun for eve
one.
FOR RENT-Business  
college addition, second doer
Murray Laundry, size 20x70
for rent garage apartments,
lege addition, West Main.
0. W. Harrison,
WANTED-To buy saw logs,
livered on our lot in
Tel. 395-R, B. W. McC-as
Mgr.. Murray Stave Co. _ _ _J
GRAVEYARD -CLEANING -
Bogard Graveyard. Saturd
July 28. All interested
will please come early and
until job is finished. C
FOR SALE or TRADE-1929
ton Chevrolet truck, in
shape, practically new tires
.,trade for good car. See
Parker at Faxon
SHEEP FOR SALE-I have 25
and, two year old stock ewes
sale at $5.00 each and ten ol
ewes at $2.50 each • Gen E Lo
Benton. Ky.
YOUR INSURANCE HERE -
IS MORE THAN A PRINTED- -
POLICY .
More people every year are looking upon their
insurance as being too important to be traded upon
or turned over to a "friend."
When you intrust your insurance affairs to this
agency you are getting something more than a
4 printed policy to file away with your papers.
You get an insurance service that safeguards
your interest everp-smar of every day.
Adequately Insure Rising Values!
- m•-• ;4•Lers:
Frazee, &fry
PRONE :W1
aewsepoodsamansfultaleirdeleg.gi
GA1464.1 BuoLDIMIG
"It Does Weise a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"
•••
TURNER'S GREAT
CONSOLIDATION
TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to ONE before Sep-tember first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT AND THEFIFTH STREET STORE
REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MER-
CHANDISE WILL BE MADE
YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE THAN THESALES TAX IN THIS SALE!
Come in every time you are in town and take home bargains. No mer-chandise charged at these reduced prices. An opportunity like thisdoes not come often. NOW IS THE TIME!
T. 0. TURNER
• OP--
Otewilieff-Sre4wenonsiKatoeia-.. •wheasa-o-oepatiorraiteeeki
- s • • •••••.0
A•tis - • •,,,t 411#4,..ir•i•r•,--- Olig?,,•••••••41•11t • •411. "A.r.""i"' • "11.5".'''` • -'-'''••••444.‘'.4613"'"ri-t*-".""444beit"Areir 1
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•
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HAZEL NEWS
W. M. S. Of Hazel Baptist
Church Meets Tuesday
The Women's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist church, met
Tuesday afternoon at -tam thirty
o'clock at the enure& • s •
Business session was called to
order by the president, Mrs. Frank
Vaughn.
Song, 'Rock of Ages", Scripture
reading by Mrs. W. B. Milstead,
prayer by Mrs. Vaughn; song,
"Woman's Song". At the close of
the business session Mrs. Wm. Hull
led in prayer
A social meeting was then en-
joyed on the lawn.
These _entertainiazg -Mee
W. B. Milstead, Mrs. 0. a Turn-
bow. Mrs. Charlie Denham and
Mrs. W. H. Miller.
A number of contests 'if Bible
characters were enjoyed through-
out the hour -by the following
rnemberrJ__. -
Mrs. H. - I. Neely. Mrs. Myrtle
Osburn,' Mrs. Prank Vaughn, Mrs.
James,
Miss Eva_ Petry, Mies Libbie
James, Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Mrs.
A. M. Hawley, Mrs.' Ruth Under-
wood, Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs.
Orville Jenkins, Mrs. Hester, and
one visitor, Mrs. Wm. Hull of
Paris. Tenn.
After the games and contests.
delightful refreshments of ice
cream and cake were served.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday. July 24, at the church.
M. E. Sunday School Class
Has Outing
Miss Ahniiereori tarak her • Sun-
day ,School class for an outing to
the ball park Monday afternoon.
Games and contests were enjoyed
by the children after which sand-
wiches. cakes, and lemonade were
served.
Those present were: --
Mary Cherry, Betty Ferguson.
Buster Paschall, Shirley Butler.
Bobby Doherty, Charlie Hill Jones.
-Will -Moore Latimore. Ray Left-
more, 0 B. Turnixterns. Jean Os-
burne and Ann Hull;Peris, Terms
George Elbert Freeman Jr., Knox-
ville Tenn.. Misses Murl Jones and
Ann Herron.
Infant Dies
Joseph. one year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Lattimer, who
live one mile West of Hazel. died
Friday night of fast week. Burial
was in South Pleasant Grove
graveyard Saturday. Funeral ser-
vices were conducted by The Rev.
W. A. Baker.
•--
Safes. . 8. Osburn and children.
Irene and Gene, of Paris, are visit-
ing in the home of Mrs. Osburn's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert •Garrett• of
Bells. Tenn., visited friends in
Hazel Tuesday.
AI Q. Leu-maia-ZIK.1.trir
to Mayfield last Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely were
In McKenzie visiting and transact-
ing business last Wednesday.
Miss Lula 'Paschall of Puryear
was here this week visiting in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weston
and Mrs. Watson's sister are visit-
ing the Rev. and Mrs. W. A.
Baker.
Prof. Joseph Miller returned
home this week after a two weeks
visit in Logan West, Va.. and De-
troit, Mich.
Mrs. M. Bachman and children.
Billy. and Romona of Chicago, are
here visiting Mrs. • Baehman's
mother, Mrs. Frances Moore, and
Mohre and Mrs.
Coil Overcast.
Mrs,- Ruth-- Hull and children.
Berbera and. Ann of Paris, are
spending, the* week. with Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. TurnbotG:
Mr. and Mrs. D. I). Chrisman
of Eddyville, Ky., and their son.
Kennith Chrisman, of Lynt, Ky.,
and his wife were visiting friends
and relatives in Hazel arid °their
parts at the county this weeks-
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman,
of Henry, Tenn., were in Hazel
Sunday visiting their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. W. Cheamen and Mrs.
Amanda Mason.
Mr.- and Mrs.. Frank Melton
and baby Jo Anne at Hodgenville,
wore looresavos the weak-end visit-
ing Mrs.. Melton's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Mayer.
Mr. and Med." Owen 13eandon
and son. Ted, and James Marshall
Overcast. spent Thuesday at Reel-
foot Late.
C. .C,s. Miller of Paris was in
Hazel on business Monday.
H. E. Patton_ of Nashville. Tenn.,
wee in Hkzel on business last
It...-R"WfolifIES,Wras an Mayfield
last week visiting parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Holifield.
Mr..and Mrs. .T. S.- Herron and
daughter, Miss Ann, visited rela-
tives in Trezevant, Tenn.. last
Friday.
Roy Robertson of Oklahoma was
in Hazel last week visiting in the
homes of Mr. W. C. Osburn and
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell.
The Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker
are home after a visit of several
days in Medina, Tenn.
D H. White, who lives just
Hosiery!
A new arrival in ALLEN-A in the newest shades
and all sizes.
THEY'RE REGULAR $1.00 VALUES ALA,
AND ARE PRICED VEItY SPECIAL
AT ONLY  VP
 SHOP WITH US 
MurrayMercantile Co.
Now Robert T. Nichols
North of Hazel, was taken to the
Mason Mentosial Hospital for an
operation this week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Farley of
near Murray, visited their daugh-
ter. Mrs. Orville Jenkins, and
Mr. Jenkins Sundae.
J.-
Kirksey F. F. A.
Notes
We have just returned from a
trip through central Kentucky,
and I can proudly say that Callo-
way fields and woods looked
mighty good when we returned.
Our Calloway tobacco and. ether
crops look as well as crops in
other places and better than most
,parti of the State, ...Tobacco in
the- KInegrais was retarded by
coot weather and then by drouth
and tobacco in the Hopkinsville
territory is not so well advatced
48 our Crop.
With this fine start we should
bend every effort to make a fine
quality crop of tobacco. this year.
Our production is limited to a
'definite - number Of Potinde Our
only hope for an incerase in re-
turt is: from an increase ,in qual-
ity. Buyers of tobacco, as every
grower khows, have been demand-
ing more and more quality each
year. It is becoming more and
more difficult to sell the lower
grades at any price. Faced with
this problem many growers have
wondered how they could increase
the-quality of their crop ,
Increasing the yield is often a
means Of InettaSlrig quality. Mar-
keting experts at the University
of Kentucky found in a study of
hundreds of crops of dark tobac-
co, that in eight times out of ten
higher yields 'brought higher prices.
It was also found in a study of'
dark tobacco farms in Logan coun-
ty that higher prices were received
where the yields were good.
"But", a man says, "I am already
producing as much as I can sell
from one acre". _
Let us figure the following ex-
ample which might apply to several
CAMS.
Now suppose a man is allotted
three acres and 2100 pounds. And
he is growing 700 pounds per acre,
500 pounds of leaf and 200 pounds
of lugs.- Fifteen hundred pounds
of leaf at 10 cents equals $150.00
plus 600 Pounds of lags at 2 cents
equal $12 or a total of $162. Now
suppose his yield was 900 pounds
per acre: 700 pounds of leaf and
200 pounds of lugs: 2100 pounds
of leaf at 104cents equals 210. He
has used tip his allotment so he
would keep his lugs at home. But
at that the higher yield would
bring him' $48 more dollars.
Nitrate- of soda ii-pplied to tobse-
co about topping time often in-
creases the weight and body of to-
bacco, experts say. Nitrogen is
usually needed in the later stages.
of growth to permit the leaf --to
thicken. Lots of manure or le-
gume sod also supplies nitrogen.
A common method Of applying ni-
trate of soda is to sprinkle it about
the plants at the rate of ,50-100
pounds per acre. The growth the
tobacco is making will have a
great deal to do with the late ap-
plication of nitrogen. Rains or
heavy dews soon carry the nitro-
gen down' to a point where the
roots may reach it.
We hope all tobacco is allowed
to get ripe this year. Last season
there were many baskets that were
low in price because they end been
— cut semen  aniL,did. nots_haves'the
body and finish that ripe tobacco
his. Some good growers feel that
one should not cut early even if
disease. is _present.
There will be lots of good tobac-
HELLO. BUDDY!
Let Us 'Carr For Year Car
wei-an -ev-ee-eavrei, erreeregie.,
1.•
•
Local Bands Invited to be
On State- Fair Program
Bawls trgio usri county in Ken-
tucky are urged to participate In the
Fair, September 15Vaillril=
Music Pasitio4 as
10 Lyr#s Thartr, anekh Instructor
at Leesville Male Nigh School. who
Is chairman of the Iestivel comma,-
tee. This unusual feature, sponsored
be The Louisville Herald-Post in
conJunction with the Mate Pair, is
an excellent opportunity for bands
hem all parts of the state to proment
thenisches to an emend,. sulanses.
By attracting favorable stesagoa
at this gait event, bands that have
taasaLo essloyed only local pops-
argy sill now get the attention 01
*Ararat, of new listeners. This
Public appearance may be the
will isad
means of making radio tie ss
connections that 
and forma* lee
who have never before bate pm
a real chance to display *dr
mean& d
Pirtle:Mating hinds are aseursd M
medal WO lases by has and MIK
sad tree Trtmentetion to ta
nd 
w=
grous upon arrival in
au ass Apeoresed. lands thee le-
=az tareartas overnight wM MaeMfartable -
1111111E11=0: rate acethreue3rt
A morning parade throes* down-
town Louisville teens las program.
on the nisi alternama bands win
furnish their ova a.jsnd. ea esse-
et-3 At
night • swat SIM atoisset-that will
be one of the saimelsas of the sa-tire ish eral tale-Mace ta the bug*
arum
Besides the anultal altar*" soroband will .stainthe committee's spe-
cial ooatmao—o* by its special
stunts, unusual uniforms, pet
marching, novel effects and=
enure* embelashinents. Inscribed
plaques wig be presented to every
band that partielpates.
Oemalastions wit be Placed on theprogram according to nee and pre-
vious experience, see bands that have
heretofore not been large or promi-
nent WM nor/se embarrassed by con-
tact with more —.111.4!mit =gm-switrir-w dile** of par-
Odin** *Oh is111 hi wbas
=dant all lo OW* be Oa mos
scooter, at that Ibis, will be Plentyof opmeettnity for adequate prepara-
tion.
adlaIN- icalioliatr.-dawsb
or any tips Olt "argedlostiost
cited to jeln-M.-04a.isiSEHIMatal.
kin-
ai' d every handle the iMes Iseligtba
to be oll_govitaws—M- -aft are
Intone** pa me -am. --and snail it to le= Thowit. Chair-man Music Joistkval Committee, care
of The Herald-Post, Louise-Me, Ky.
Entry Slag Kentucky State Fair Music Festival
Nam load iss pea wish it I. appear ea the ersgroni•
 ,•••OM.
sepinlmlism
•1114881110 St Artesia 
• 
 threes Address 
-M1
Namber in band Hews nag usganied 
This band Is a selesi, commanity, mandstgal, gratermi. addle*erpahatint. (IIndadhis sae);
, I 0 *odd KM Os mods tia the downsown *rade.
0 do not wish (Thule indicate). 4 '„;
Any oilier Information yam think wonki be lallphl to staking sy theprogram.
(Mail I. Lynn Thayer, Chairman. Murk Festival Ossmaittee. care Herald-riot, Loubvilla Ky.)
eo go into poor barns this fall. of air through the barn:-
Usually it will come out poor to- Last year several farmers built
loam°. For eveh experts cannot ridge ventilators and all are well
cure tobacco well unlese they have
a tight barn with good ventilation.
A neighbor last year put tobacco
of the same quality in two barns:
one a good barn and the °thee a
poor barn. The poor barn required
about one and one-half times as
much wood as the good barn and
brought four cents less per pound
than the good barn. •
The essentials of a good barn
are that it have:,,.
I. Tient waifs and doors.
2. Enough top and bottom ven-
tilation to contrel the movement
pleased- with them. We are ex-
pecting many ,,,more to be built
this year. The cost is small and
the farmer can do it himself. Visit
your neighbor's fidge ventilator
and see how it is built. It is
especially important on barns with
tin or tight shingled roofs.
Tight walls are necessary regard-
less of the kind of _ ventilation.
Every effort should be made to
strip all cracks and stop all holes
in the barn this month. We are
tlekoking of using building paper
on our weatherboarded barns. I
Jones' Is Headquarters
for School Supplies
BliCk tsa_thg arhncalroont Monday,July 30,- and to
JONES' before that time for the many little things
the children will need for their school work.
Pencil sets, notebook paper, tablets, crayons,
inks, rulers, dictionaries.
At Your Service_ _
Prescriptions
Two registered
pharmacists o
duty at all times.
PUREST DRUGS,
UTMOST CARE
Betinaresi—Carage
TELEPHONE 300
Southwest Corner Square
Murray, Ky.
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Enjoy the distinction of this fine hotel at extremely low c.ost.
Single $15° Double $2.5° without Bath
Single 12:" Double $3°' with Bath
 NEWLY OPENED -THE STABLES 
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge. These rooms and
the famous RATHSKELLER air-conditioned, always 7f1
°TEL SIEELBACH
My Oki Kentucky Home in Louisville
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don't know if it will work, but one
`ceneserrease in the value of our
tobacco would buy a lot of paper.
Same people are using mud to stop
small cracks. We cannot afford to
risk a year's wbrk in a building
that will ruin 'it. It is like putting
the savings of a life time in a
Mated" bank.
—Keith Venable
Dexter News
Burniee Brown left this week
for Camp Knox where he was to
report with the C. C. C. boys of
Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Daugherty
had as their guest Saturday and
Sunday, their son,. Clynt, of Padu-
cah.
Geo. Long begins. a series at
meetings 4th Lord's day, July 22.
at Hickory Grove Church of
Christ at 11 o'clock. He will preach
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon at
Dexter Church of Christ sign- a
requested subject. Go hear this
forceful preacher of the gospel
during the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ely•.e
daughters. Mrs. C. M. Brasins, Miss
Jacqueline Anderson, and son
Junior Anderson, all of Nashville,
Tenn.; motored to E. J. Ander-
son's, west of Alardin, and spent
Saturday and Sunday. They also
stopped over for a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Crause. W.
0. Curd accompanied them here
and spent the week-end with his
uncle, Stafford Curd and
The news will be short this
week owing to the sudden illness
of our scribe, Mrs. E. C., who
WA/ taken ill Monday_ Dr. A. Y.
Covington was called twice Tues-
day. She a suffering with mail:laic
anemia. Hope she soon will be
on the ,soad to recovery.
Mrs. Blakley Mizell, of May-
field, and Mrs. Eugene Tarry, of
Murray.. 'are spending their sum-
mer vacation with their mother
and father. Mr. and Mrs_ Mac
MizalL
Baby Chas. .Hardin Skaggs is
groatir laspoosiseP-Alor-x 'serious
illness.
Mrs. sr U. Curd Is also -re-
covering from seige of malarial
fever.—Mrs. F.. C.
Star Retires From
Retirement Tp Be
Film Player Again
After a bang absence from the
public eye, during which time she
devoted her energies almost .en-
to matters of domesticity,
Doris Kenyon definitely comes out
of' retirement with her role in
"Whom the Gods Destroy," in
which she is featured with Walter
Connolly and Robert Young. But,
with the resumption of her pro-
fessional career. Miss Kepyon
plans to divide her attentli*
tWeezi -Winton pictures end- the
concert stage.
In fact, just previous to starting
work in "Whom the Gods De-
stroy," which shows at the Cap-
itol Theatre Sunday, Miss Ken-
yon completed a three months con-
cert tour of the bie eastern cities.
During the tour she was a guest
of the White House and also a
house guest of Dr. Albert Einstein,
the noted Scientist, and his wife.
And, immediately following her
work in the picture, the actress
embarkeel on another concert tour,
taking in St. Louis; Chicago, Lans-
ing, Michigan, and Detroit. where
her appearance was sponsored by
Mrs. Henry Ford.
PE FIVE
'Miss Kenyan has a beititgul
soprano voice and, strangely, her
motion picture work has aided
and abetted her concert appear-
ances, inasmuch as many of her
numbers are dramatic character
studies.
Instead at the Assam and con-
ceit- eariiitri P. la.4111.11, Wet meet
other, Miss Kenyon believes, they
will help each to further the
other. "By apeparing in eoncert
tours between pictures," she says,
"I will have an opportunity to ap-
pear personally before at least part
of my motion picture audience.
I will have a chance to get their
reactions to my screen work and
profit by it."
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CIIVRCH
Sianday, July 22, sad Week
Following
Sunday School at 9:30 A. M. E.
B. Holland, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 1043 o'clock.
Sermon subject: -Why I Am a Dap.
Sat."
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock.
ser
—
mon subiseA; "What Mast I Do
to be Saved."
The pastor will preach it both
hours.
Prayer meeting Wednesday ev-
ening at 7:45 o'clock. The leader
for this service will be announeed
Sunday. The pastor will be away
in a meeting near Bardwell.
All of our services are simple,
Scriptural and spiritual. Every
member is expected and all others
are invited.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
Vernon Dodd. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Betri Dodd of Route 7, is in
a serious candirflin at the Keys-
Houston Hospital following an
operation for ruptured appendix.
PROTECT YOURSELF
awd YOUR FAMILY
on Your VACATION TRIP!
WHETHER you are hurrying to your destination
on your vacation trip or hurrying home, you'll
need the greatest safety, stamina and dependabil-
ity in your tires. That's why it's foolish to start
out with old worn tires. Why not get a new set
of Firestone High Speed Tires for 1934. Tbe
greatest tire sensation of the year.
WHAT A
A real vacation %Peels!.
low prices. Don't miss this
tire's at these peeves..
Only
NOW!
A TRIPLE
GUARANTEE
ON EVERY
'firestone
TIRE
—for UneavaistiPerlimancei Retards
—for Life Agit. Al Weds
—for 12 Morns 1t-AN Road
Hazards*
•Guaran teed for six montha when
used in commercial service.
EVERY
CONCEIVABLE TEST
FOR YOUR .
SAFETY.,
Out of the gruelling grind of the ewe
track—off the wheels of Firestone Test cars
has came a new tire. The new Fitentone
High Speed Tire for 1934. Wider tread
with flatter contour—more and tougherrubber — deeper non-skid— 50r; longer
non-skid mileage... All tested and
for safety, stamina and dependability on
your car.
BUY! COURIERTYPE
Firestone Courier tires at unusually
opportunity to get triple raaranteed
Super - Service Station
East Main Street
.—
Whiteway Station
South East Corner College Campus
OF
JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
a.
Murray, Ky.
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Dr Herbert Drennon, head of
the .English department of Mur-
ray State Copes'. is the author
of --ea-- article. "Scientific Ratlott
alism and James Thomson's Poet-
ic Art", published in the July
tural and professional training that number of 'Studies in Philofogr,the new eissial order needs and issued quarterly- by the University
4Ieniantis at the tortost poes- Nolltr-earolffnrisresF -
*le. A warm, friendly invitation 
F
"James Thornson's acceptance ofis yours to come to-Murray and the philosophy of scientific ra-to. take advantage of the splendid tionalisrn directly influenced hisopportunities-- this -college has to poetic art" Dr. Drennon declares
Pifer- . 
_
in his article, which traces hthe,.
' In a special bulletin prepared relation between_ his theory and
under the direction of Dr. Herbert practice of poetic -• art and the
Drenhen.Thead of the' English de- 'scientific movement of the Period."
hartment the college authorities That Thomeon's treatment ofcalled attention to the "Special Ad- Nature was for the most part ob-homiages at Murray". Among those jective was explained by the
Meted are: Health. Chirstian As- writer as being due to his philieiodation, recreation, clubs and sophic interest in Nature and. his
Societies. debating teems. music. desire -to pierce the veil of her
athletics. Training Scheel. andimstathries". ------s------- -7 Ihe extension department-- - ,---- Thomson's rationanstie view also
. Murray UM* College is I Mien- eatheed, him to have tenard his
- 11,10-444ba--KwataelsT Association 544 M4.b-lert:11.11 attitude of intellectual
--WWI& -Asseriossi‘daminiattenialkl-ddlacKlhant. aceontla 'to `the'
teachers Colleges, Southern As- Murray English head "He ae-
aneiation of Colleges and Second. Mille belieired that the rainbow.
for example, was mere beautiful
because Newton had -explained the
nature of colors."
Dr_ Drennon  _concluded his,ar-wf beginning freshnien: Sept IT, tide with the ovation-That ThoWt:
24, Last Registration day for Taxi- Movement had he been able to
1Voneral Registration of students; -son might have become "the mostSept. 18. Class work begins; Sept: important_ figure of the sitentafttle•
-ROM _credit: Oct '9. Last day to imbue his seheitsTO-rittierodigin
' PACE SIX
Dr. J. W. Carr Invites Students to
Attend Murray State College
is'icitolicated to the task
superior teachers".
Dr. J. W Carr, president
State College. tn
,personal invitation to pros-
register for credit." Nov. 28-30,
Thanksgiving Recess: Dec. • 11.
Christmas holidays begin sit _5_,I1.
in Jan 1935 -Class work 're-
Jen 26. Pail h./nests;
Students of West Kentucke Ielbsee
rdni fr 1 a :401nosarAfi. -
for the fan semester which
ppens officially on ptetrber 17. ENGLISH HEAD HAS*1934.
Saturday...September 15, eas bear ARTICLE PUBLISHEDsdesignated as "Freshman Day".
when beginning freshmen will be -
irogistered and slain/intl. -.Magazine Accepts Dr. Drention's
- President Carr, in announcing Treatise on James
:the opening of Murray's twelfth " Mennen.
year of service. said: "A great need
Icor well-trained, teachers in the
giublk schools exists in Kentucky
today. Teachers of tomorrow
-must he more -thoreittglity---tratried-
than teachers in the past have
been. This college offers the cul-
ary Seheola-Southern---
legiate Athletic AssoCiation. . •
The calendar for the tall tames-
ter follows: Sept 15, Registration
Optometrist
Schools Open Monday,
July 30
DO not let your child's work
and efforts be hampered by
faulty or weakmed
There is- ample time for mak-
ing these Corrections and start-
ing them in for a full
work.
HAVE THEIR EYES EXAMINED THIS̀ WEEK
DR. Q. C. WELLS
Purdom Building
When Your Husband Raves About His
Favorite Shirts
Settle the question once and for all by sending them to theMures) Laundry. They're returned so neat. shapely and %tear-able. He will always be proud ot them.
MURRAY1AUNDRY
PHONE 303 R. M. POLLARD, Mgr.
SUMMER SUITS AND
OXFORDS
$It.-5-0--P-ALM- BEACH SLITS saes;  $13.95
417.59 TRpPICAL WOVTEDS.now  $13.95
$ -9-.05 SUMMER WASH SUITS now. $ 6.95
DUOTONE AND-V-ENTILATED OXFORDS
All $5.00 aril' $6,00 OXFORDS now 
All-$4,90 OXFCCRDS now 
$3.95
. ; $2.95
_
- • - StRAW HATS CUT DEEPLY
All $3.50 and $4.00_STRAWS now  $2.95
All, tZ.50 and $3.01/STRA.Wg-n-ow . . $1.95
All $ r.L)ft to $1.95 Sc.TRAWII now  $1.19
•
WiSLEDM.
"If. It's New, We Have It"
.•
ap_maisaissow.ccsos.wassicsAscrioccei 0,--Fsccr-optsc,
TRt 1..EDQER
with some of the ifilhotional quali-
ties which his theory concerning
Nature and her tamer to are.4414
the Moral sentlanentt-oltered"
Jess Paschall Dies in
Paducah at 2. A. M.
Jess Paschall. about 40 years of
age died this Marldtlit at his,Lome-
in Paducah at 2 30 o'clock_
mine following s pirahrhe stroke
on Tuesday
Mr Paschall is survived by Ms
mother. Mrs. Buck Jones, his
widow Mrs. Nola Story Paschall.
and two sons. tie leaves a broth-
er. Otry Paschall. Murray. He
also leaves a wide connection of
friends in this county and many
relatives, being related to several
families of Paschalls near Pales-
tine and Hazel, and the Storys.
near Lynn Grove and in Murray.
Mr. Paschall lived in this county
-where tie mat raised until _about
10 years ago. He was sexton of
the Maplelawn Cemetery. Padu-
cah.
Funeral services will.* held in
ducali Friday. Arrangements
have not been completed.
Taylors Store News I-
It sure is dry and dusty ' in
this section. Crops are badly in
peed of rain.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Lassiter
announce the arrival of a baby
girl on July 11. The little Miss
has been named Betty Jane.
Clayton Hall of Paducah spent
them2e.k.-encl. with his patilaita,
Mr. and Mea •kt. p. Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Byran Wratber.
of Detroit, left for trier heat*
Monday • after visiting relatiiie's
here for a few days.
Miss Ruth Pogue of Lynn Grove
spent the 'past week with Misses
Edith and Lottie. Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rodgers had
as their,. guests Friday evening,
The Rev: and Mrs. Harvey Morri-
sOh. of Detroit, and The Rev. J
,It._ Clark oh-Martin. Tenn.
Mr. aid Mrs Stisley of Gleason,
I 
SORES! INFECTIONS!
BURNS! BOILS!
ITCH!
Regardless of how serious or
aggravated the form, have for
a quarter of a century, yielded
to Cross Salve's powerful
germicidal and healing action.
30 cents and 50 cents at all
dealers. Honest money back
guarantee. The Cross Salve
00., Inc.. Marion. Kentucky.
New Blacksmith
lona IL Perry, 29 years esper-
ouch as Hardin. Kirksey, - Brew-ers, is now located on Depot St,
Just across street from Murray Mar-
ble Works.
GENERAL AUTO REPAIRING
EXPERT ACIETELIDA- --
WELDING
Johri H. Perry
RLACILIDEITN
Remember the Location
PRICES MOST REASONABLE
31VREAY, RE OK/ , AFTEIIN
TO£111 are *spending this -Amok
with their daughter. Mrs- -3.- H
j-tr.they, atut-.-Mr: Haney.
Mr and Mrs 'Bert Mithk of
thdianapolla. Lid.. spent beaday
with Mr. and Mrs Ccenrnallere
Jones.
Mr. Merritt Motheral couldn't
attend the family reunion at Mr.
Humphreys' on account of having-
three broken ribs.
Mise ChesSerts-MEaRgliblfier5 'Walt
fect severely with risens on her
neck
Otis Key has -returned home
after conducting" singing services
at revival meeting near Pilot
Oak. Ky.. for 'a week.--Blue Eyes"
Harris Grave
Hot' Yes, Sir!! I have never
seen the weather hotter: but_sse
thing sure when the farnu;e4 cot
their hay it sure cures quieh
Well corn is weaned, wheat is
threshed hay is cut, and now
comes the tobacco with horn
worms and speloers-get your hats
boys and let's go.
When company stays too late,
treat them just like members of
the famtly-and they will. leave in
• hurry. - - -
If wishes were horses, Henry
Ford would probably go into the
mass production of saddles and
harness!
Revival meetings are going full
sway with large crowds attending.
The Lynn Grove meeting is going
on this week with the Rev.. L. L.
Jones doing some of the best
preaching to be heard.
Mt. rleaserit meeting will start
next Sunday night that being
the 22nd, then the Beech Grove
revival will begin Sunday, July
air&f, 'Barber- f?xiwyt,els-,Is" Visit -to'
do the singing, and there will be
a good preacher to do the Preach-.
tng. •
A small boy who has been play-
ing out doors for a long while
can be in a perfectly good - hatter
end still give everybody a dirty
-
Mr. Uric Kelso ,will entertain
his Sunday School class next Sat-
rdai atiterpoon. with a party and
• o'clock dinner at Ills home. The
entire elms is invited to come
rain or shine.-"Busy Bee" '
Notice Taxpayers
The Tax Commissioner's office
'is now open for the purpose of
making the 1934 assessment.
Under the lay. you are required
to list your property between
July lit and October 31st.
Please be ready to turn in your
list as early as convenient.
As p,11 a,ssessments are made, as
a- July lit, you will only be
called alicse one time for your list.
CLAUDE ANDERSON,
lax. Corn. Calloway Co.
In Memory
4a-memory of ray dean -mother,
Etta lit Hinman, who departed this
life otie year ago. July 15, 1933.
The Lord has called and she has
gone but one so dear to me Such
is this life while we are in .. the
midst of Life we are in the mfdat
 ,row 
11
(Au ii 47•ii4Aci;4"
Automatically-at a finger touch-ice trays glide from
the freezer of the Super Series Frigidaire '34! And here are
some of the other features:
Automatic defrosting; Lifet:bn-CPorcelain inside and
out; Sliding Utility Basket; and the Frigidaire Servashelf.
Nor is that all!. ,.double Hydrator capacity; interior
lighting; faster freezing; and extra room for tall bottles.
Will you come in and see what's happened in electric
refrigeration?
JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO
Old Postoff ice Location
- 
--*
Murray, Ky.
Oh, So
Good!
You'll love every spoonful of GOLD-
BLOOM Ice Cream because it's simp-
ly delicious. Made creamy, from only the
highest quality ingredients, it surpasses
every other ice cream you ever tasted.
Try some. . . .
- EIGHT DIFFERENT FLAVORS
There's a Dealer Near You
Tenth and Monroe Paducah, Ky.
• -0! see ; - • sew. - • . • .
•
Or,oalrityrrOole Yor- y rr,o-wor:o.rworWow
s
_
N 9, 1934.
at death. more and more each dayl it was His will, but in our hearts4 miss her, he liveta- ,Crod alone imows•••-.
place is vacant in our home;
-Which can n'eter be Tara.-
Sleep.on my dear mother in quiet,
Sleep in the arms of Jesus
And safe in the land of, the pure
And, bleated away from sorrow.
sin and cold."
Sadly Missed by her 'son.••• 
L H. Rittman
Mrs. Celina Butterworth Jones
and daughter, Gracie Nelle and
Miss Reba Mae Hale are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Jones and
family of Blytheville, Ark.
Mrs. Lydia Sue' Hart returned
Sunday night from a month's visit
with her Uncle. Mason Hart, and
lunt. Mrs. a it Crawford, Paul,
Valley, Okla,
Serfs.,,Yongue. Lafayette, La., is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. I. L Bar-
nett and friends. here_ _ -
Mrs. J. E. Houston and Estelle
Houston visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Houston in Fulton last week.
They were accompanied home by
Miss Martha NeiLliouston. ----
-Mr. and Mrs. Felix _ Molt . and
family, Detroit. Mich., are visiting
Mr. Hull's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan Holt of the East Side.
Lester Pogue received appoiM-
meat last Thursday, as Area Dis-
bursing Officer for Mayfield Area
of the Kentucky Emergency Re-
lief Administration_ This area
comprises Graves. Calloway.. and
Marshall Counties with head-
quarters at Mayfield. •
Miss Marie Phillips has returned
from a ten days visit isith rela-
tives and friends of Paducah. .
Card of Thanks.
We •wish to- exprt as our thanks
and appreciation to each and
everyone who stood by us during
the sickness and death of our dear
wife and mother: especially Dr.
Graves and Miss Irvan, nurse, and
relatives, friends and neighbors.
May God's richest blessing rest
with each and everyone of you
in a time like this is our prayer.
W. S. Fitts and Children
In Loving Memory
1, how we miss him in our lonely
home__ today; the flowers we
place upon his grave may with-
er and decay but love for him
who sleeps beneath will 'never
fade away.
Written by his father and mo-
ther, sister and brother.
Ms. and Mn. Lynn Re73'
EAST ST LOUIS. Ill. July 18
-Hogs: Receipts. 8.000, including
1.500 direct; market slow, 5 to 10c
lower; bulk 190 to 280 lbs. $47041
410; tot! $4.85; 1/0 to 150 lbs. $4.50
04.70; 150 to 180 lbs. 93.9004.25;
130 to 140 .lbs. 93.4003.75; 100 to
120 lbs. $3,00C3.25; sows $3.1350
3.90; thin ktnds down to $2.50.
Cattle- Receipts 3.500: calves
2,000: few fed yearliqg steers steady
at $8.950 7.00, with bids weak to
lower on most steers: mixed year-
lings, heifers arid cowetuff Slow
but a few initial deals about 17.00;
twin IOe'to 15c lower, top sausage
kinds $3.10; vealers unchanged;
top $4.50; nominal range slaugh-
ter steers 13.0009.35; top slaugh-
ter heifers $2.25st 7.00.
-In loving memory of our dear-
ly 'beloved baby. Artell Howard
Key, who passed away July 19,
1913.
One year has passed since that
soli day, the one we loved was
I
called away. God took him home
GUARD
YOUR EYES
Guard your eyes, for they are
precious. Keep them fit bykloping them guarded correctlywith melt-fitting spectacles ...
specialists will help you . . they
test and fit your eyes . . . andsupply you with correct glasses.
Dr. T. R. Palmer
On the Square.
Over LEE & ELLIOTT'S
A
RUBINOFF
COSMETICS
Telephone 3 1 4
0
A
MRS. MYE18
E BEAUTY , -
SHOPPE___
Licensed Operators
OLD CREAM
Mrs. R. A. Myers Kate V. McLean
EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
For Election Saturday, August 4, 1934
OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
Election Saturday, August 4, 1984
FOR MEMBER CONGRESS
FIRST DISTRICT KENTUCKY
R. S. MASON 
EDDYV1LLE. KY
_
STATE -OF KENTLICKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
I, Mary Neale, Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
certifx that the above, is a true and correct copy of the
ballot to be voted in the primary election to be held Sat-
urday, August 4, 1934.-Mary Neale, Clerk Calloway
County Court.
•
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CAPITOL
MURRAY'S SUMMER RESORT!
THE-Mg  
used by our monster
cooling system passe.
through water before
being released into the
theatre, thus assuring
our patrons
PURE, COOL AIR AT
ALL TIMES!
„
"Here Comes the
Groom",
-with--
JACK HALEY
PATRICIA ELLIS
MARY ROI,AND
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ACCLAIMED!
ADDED
Richard
Talmadge
in
"Pirate
Treasure"
and
Good
Cartoon
As the Yerds ,Greatest Drama- -
She Was
A Lady
-WITH.-----
HELEN TVVELVETREES
DONALD WOODS
SUNDAY ONLY
The world acclaimed his heroism -
the woman he loved worshipped him
- but every beat of his heart told
AlPt him he was a
COWARD
*WHOM
the 6005
DES
From the Story by
!byrt POy too Terhyort
•rryoty• Fro NY. -
WALTER CONNOLLY
ROBERT YOUNG
DORIS KENYON
MONDAY AND  TUESDAY
BIG PARADE OF 1934
- VIVA
VILt
WALLACE BEEttY6.
FAY WRAY'
LEO CARILLO
• STUART ERWIN
GEORGE E. STONE
NEXT WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
"MURDER IN THE PRIVATE CAR"
with
CHARLIE RUGGLES
-....- • •
• _,,a...wwww-tsw-se,tweetetett -cer ty. we. -weer tht ht. • -
s
UNA MERKEL
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July 19, 1934 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL-LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Volume CH; No: 29Possum Hunting Paying College
Expenses, of Wayne Freeman, 21
. Here's a story of a man and his
*dog, particularly about Ole* faith-ful dog that is enabling his young
master to obtain a college educa-
tion. It's the perfect human inter-
est story with a remarkable series
:of four consecutive miry-Ohne.. two possums. Possum hide. wereThe hero of the story is "Old high then and an idea was born,Rock" a six-year-old black and
tan hound and the recipient of Old
Rock's faithfulness-and energy-
Waatfts needle/a 21 year&
Murray State College sophomore.
But for "Cria Rock". Wayne says
he never would have had the op-
, .amrtunity rea, attend high school.
.. --much less college, but one must
litive Wayne' credit for being" a
young man -of great ambition and
persistency. He works on Stan-
ley Pulien's farm fora-Ms -rocrm
and board and Wayne says he will
get through college no matter -how
hard he has to work.' The money
for his clothing, books and inci-
dental expenses is provided by
Old Rock's efforts- as a possum
hots tor Wayne 'freelY admiti
that Old Rock hunts the possums;
Wayne loat_picks. :ern aga_and Puts
'em in the,......aeek„,...akingerp,, and
sells their hides.
The odd feature of the story is
- one for "Believe it or Not, Ripley".
For four years Wayne, played on
the Symsonia High'Schbol basket-
ball team and each year Old Rock
cornered just exactly one possum
for each and every point that
Wayne scored playing basketball.
Wayne is the son of Mi. and
Mrs. 0. N. Freeman. Graves
meaty. near Symsonia. ,and the
family not being richly endowed
with this world's goods it looked
as if Wayne's schooling days were
over when he completed the
eighth grade at Bond Schoolhouse.
a one-room country school. Even
there. Wayne had built the fires
and swept the floor to pay his
incidental expenses.
But high school was just a.dream
for the ambitious lad when his
brother-in-law, Dennis Wallis. gave
fiim a hound pup. _which the can-
did giver freely confessed was
•
•
•
"no -'count." and never would be
"No 'count".
But Wayne, as any 15-year-old
youth loves a dog, took his bound
pup to the woods and in six
nights of htutting the pup treed
Maybe possum hides would pro-
vide the modest sums the lad
need -to buy high school
kw
That,, first year. Wayne made the
basketball team and, playing as a
guard, scored 85 points. During
the year, Old Rock freed 85 pos-
sums, which averaged 65c apiece.
The second year. the lad was
moved to forward and dropped
105 points through the hoops Old
Rock kept the pace by catching
105 possums for his young mas-
ter. But the market was falling
and the pelts only averaged 50
cents.
The third year, Wayne's team-
mates begag_tn, feed him the .hall
as it become firmly established in
their minds that every point meant
hirr-posettinc---Beidr-strre-enangri-
it did. 110 points; 110 possums.
ut Are average net return per
mersubial dropped to 35 cents.,
Believe it or not, the coincidence
held through the fourth year. One
hundred and fifteen points for
Wayne and 115 possums for Old
Rock.
The record night for. Old Rock,
was in 1931 when he bagged. 23possums in one night.
1—At- first, effd Rock ',would Ink
sit under the tree where Mr. Pos-
.stun was but Wayne soon taught
him to place his forelegs on the
tree inhabited by his. soon-to-be
victim During all the years he
has never made a mistake, his-
young Master says.
MRS. EMMA FITTS
IS BURIED FRIDAY
Prominent Woman Was 03 Years
of Age; Leaves Husband, W. S.
Fitts, Seven Children.
Funeral services for Mrs. Emma
Ellen Fitt& 133 years, of age, were
held Friday afternoon from, the
home six miles East of Murray on
Route Five. The Revs. L. Z. Hur-
ley and L. L. Jones were in charge
of -the services. Burial was in the"
Old Salem cemetery.
Mrs. Fitts died at the home
Thursday following an extended
illness' of three months. She had
been seriously ill for some time
an Mr. Fitts has been in ill
health for several weeks. She
Was a member of the New Hope
Church and leaves a host of friends
who join the family in mourning
her death.
Surviving are her husband, W.
S. Fitts, two daughters Mr. Clara
McCuiston, Detroit, Mrs. Mocile
Brown; five /rens, Freeman- Neble.
Rudy, Aubrey. and Tellus, all of
the county. She also leaves a
brother. Money- Andrews -
mu, Indiana, and three sisters Mete
Zettie Gorgana Mrs. Myrtle Rum-
felt and Mrs. Willie Nolan. Spring-
ville, Tenn. She alai leaves six
grandchildren and father relatives.
298 Sign Corn-Hog-
Reduction Contracts
Corn-hog reduction contracts
have been sent to ,the state_ board
of review, Louisville, from Callo-
way county for adjustment before
being sent to. Washington. Farm-
ers of Calloway have signed 298 -
Contracts_
'MA the Classified Column.
Olo Rock is also an unexcelled afford to touch his young Master
squirrel dog and when a squirrel when he is around.
jumps to another tree Old Rock The lad has been asked to name
stays right along under' his quer- his price for the animal but in
ry. He further earns his board by each instance has vehemently de-
serving as a good stock and !dared, she is not for sale at any
watch dog and,-..no stranger can price".
31111110(f 1)11111111/ C01111/171
my lila LW' /Oohed lipOIL
•Daniel Boone.
Cumberland Cali—
?Ojeda of the Beautiful Scenery
in Southeastern Kentucky
arc-
•
-and you'll agree with
Daniel Boone's description
4:)f Southeastern Kentucky
Southeastern Kentucky is a paradise of beautiful mountain
scenery. From Pinnacle Mountain, orin clear day, a view
may be had of six states. . . . In this is located
Cumberland Gap, through which came Daniel Boone and the
first settlers of Kentucky.... At State Park, near Barbour-
' ville, is a replica of the first house built in Kentucky. .,.
Among the many interesting things to see are Black Moun-
tain (Kentucky's highest mountain); the Cumberland River
- pane: the celebrated "Trail ot the Lonesoine Pine; Berea-- _ ---College at Berea, and -the Pine Mountain Settlement Sthool, • Rfplica °Wiest !louse Buand Pine Mountain State Park. The wild flowers in this ie Kentucky, near Barbourvillesection are particularly beautiful.
Tkriqf
Falls of the
Cumberlaad
near Carbia
Motor through Kentucky this summer. Standard Oil '
service-stations and dealers in Standard Oil products offer,
the motorist every convenience all along the way. New and'
interesting road maps (in color) free of charge.
ESSOLUBE—the modern hydro fined
oil has the great advantage of combin-
ing in one oil the five characteristics
of the ideal motor lubricant
CROWN -STANDARD GASOLINE
is a perfectly balanced gasoline with
all the desirable qualities, plus anti-
knock properties without added cost
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
INCORPORATED (N KENT-UCKY
"Trail of tit, Lonesome Pea" .
Near the l'irginia.Kefftucky Line
41...•••••
• I 1,'"Iisit 4":/"....11_!--11:70110-•
-
•
Friendship Meeting
Begins Thursday, 26
With Luther H. Pogue as preach-
and A. ,./reVeteto as leader
song, the' Friendship Church of
Christ will begin a meeting at 2:30
MRS. BOATWRIGHT
BURIED AT MURRAY
Prominent Woman of Boatwright
Dies of injuries Received
Near Brasil, Ind.
Funeral services for Mrs. Fan-
nie, Boa-hi:might, 71- years of age,
were held Sunday afternoon "at
3:00 o'clock from the Murray 1*1
X- Church, The Rev. J. E.
wood. Paducah, Rev. 0. A.
and Rev. L. L. Jones, were in
•charge of the services. Burial
was in the Murray cemetery.
Mrs. loatwright died Friday- in
a hospital-in Braiii, hid,. -from in-
juries received in an mitomobile
accident near there several days
ago. She had been in a critical
condition for several days and her
husband. J. F. Boatwright, also
received serious injuries but is
expected to recover. The car in
_which they were riding, driven by
their daughter, Mrs. L. B. Alex-
ander. Paducah, skidded on a wet
aeeient as it (Tossed car lines
Luther 11., Pogue tanti crashed into a tree.
P. M. Lord's Day. July 22. "Come Theanemailikr AVere-brought 10 Pa"us reasonnegatrier',- and'. dfflori-cnicah where. it was 'removed to
Rofh hapel Saturday. .Hun-
eels of friends and relatives paid
tribute to Mrs. Boatwright here
.clay.: Beautiful floral offerings
were in evidence of the esteem in
which she was held. Many friends
Of Mrs. L. B. Alexander, Paducah,
were present as were a number
of friends and, churchman of the
Rev. 0. H. Boatwright. Eldridge;
-Tema- -
Mrs. Boatwright is survived by•
her husband, J. F. Boatwright, a"
son. 0. H. Boatwright, Eldridge.
A. J. Vetete
a feast of good things in a rmon,
prayer, and song Services will
in at 11,21. M. and 7:15 P.. M.
The word "Welcome" still means
"Come'.
Let everybody. say "We'll Cqme
Wrather to Head
Gregory Clampaign
Congressman - W. V. Gregory
'Mayfield, has named M. 0. Wrath-
er as his campaign manager in
Calloway coanty. Mr. Wrather.
the aggressive superintendent of
Calloway schools, is regarded as
one of the county'siblest political.
leaders.
D A number ci citizens who .have
not supported Mr. Gregory in -the
past have pledged him their sup-
port in this „campaign in recogni-
tion of his work in Washington
in behalf of the Aurora d,arti
NOTICE!
All persons interested in the
Bazzel Graveyard are requested r
there the last Saturday, in Jul..
the 28th, for the purpose of clear:
ing the yard. There will be preach-
ing at 11 o'clock by Bro. Chadwick
Murray.—R. L Hughes, C'•-,
1934
FAIR
tiq CHICAGO
•••
Fnest
WORLD'S FAIR
Accommodations
1700 ROOMS
1700 BATHS
$2 °°Ajiv
Tenn. 'five daughters Mrs L B
V . A. MakesAlexander. Peducah. Mrs. O. •
Guerin, Almo, Mrs. Walter Hazen, Fertilizer TestsAlliance. Ohica•Mrs Eugene Par-
ham. Akron, and Mr. Will Not-
*ter, Wilmore, Ky. She also !eaves
a brother. John L. WilliamS, and a
grand daughter. Miss Leslie Fran-
ces Alexander
Mr. Boatwright was brought to
Paducah by ambulance Saturday
ere-ate-wilt rernaTn Tor some-
time_ Mr. Boatwrtght's esijutles
were thought to be serious but he
has shown considerable improve-
ment. Other occupants_oL_She car.
rider and daughter. Miss
Leslie Frances. and Miss Eliza-
beth Yarbrough escaped inpries.
Parking System
Changed on Square
The parking system on the
square has been changed by Chief
of Police ?tem Hays. The change
was made Tuesday morning and
parking is now done at the curb
instead of in the center of the
street. Parking into the curb-at
an angte---ts permitted and en-
couraged Chief Hays stated, The
parkirag_ at an _angle will give-
more space and permit the remov:
at of ears with more ease.' Forth-
erly the cars were parked at an
angle tp the curb Only on the
curb next to the courthouse but
the new system calls for parking
at an angle at both curbs.
Chief Hays stated that it was
netessary to change parking posi-
tions from time to time for the
protection of the streets which.
needs traffic for preiervation. *
- —
The county agent is assisting in
advieing the owners of 500 relief
gardens in Trimble county.
A
• •
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is making tests of various forms of
manufactured phosphates on the
farm of Lucien Gupton near South
Howard -SchoOl. These tests are
being made- far the purpose of de-
termininL what  „Imams _of.,_arhos-
phate are best adapted to the soil
in this county. Similar tests are
being made in other counties of
the Tennessee Valley.
-
tested are ordinary superphosphate,
monocaleium phosphate, clicalciam
phosphate. and tricalcium • phos-
phate:
'The testa in Kentucky are lo-
cated near the towns of Berea.
Campbellsville, Hopkinsville, Mur-
ray, Mayfield, Paducah, Greenville,
and Princeton.
At Princeton, two tests are
being conducted, one on tilde-
stone soil and one on sandstone
soil. Mqst of the tests are being
made in a rotation of corn, wheat,
and mixture- at- -Mover end lea-
pedea for the third-year crop:.
How ver. some tests are being
macte,-on: tobacco 111W0/37-T3li-
dreASMAg -or Pathire.404. -
In addition, tobacco has been
included in one of teat- plots on
Mr. Gupton's farm.
Farmers who are interested in
seeing the crops growing on the
test plots should visit them at an
early date. -
.The tegis are being Made in co-
operation --with the, Kentucky
Arletatural- BeviasOnerit - Station
and -the county agent. The to-
bacco test was included upon the
request of several leading tebacco
growers and the county agent.
BELOVED WOMAN
CALLED BY DEATH
Mrs. Shelby Hicks, 77, Dies Sun-
day Following Illness of
Foar Months.
-Alm Shelby Kielia- 7penes *I.
one, -of the most prominent and
beloved women_ of _the South side
of Calloway vaulty. died Sunday
at the hospital following a fete
=oaths- illness of eempheetions. -
. Mrs, Hicks was a cultured woman
of lovely character and had liter-
ally hundrecia of friends who join.
the family in sincerely;rnourning
her death. She was a faithful
member of the New Providence
Baptist church and lived a true
Christian life in faith and prac-
tice throgghout her entire lice.
Besides her- husband, a leading
farmer of that section, Mrs. Mks
is survived by three sons. Robitoy
Hicks Hazel; It. G. Hicks, Miami.
Florida and T. R. Hicks. San Fran-
r.lHoritia. She also- leaves
three sisters, Misses Margaret,and
Grace GiVens and Mrs. W. C.
Colenian. all- -of- --Loulaville —and
ttkr.qtygraPSISOI14-X430...BAK,
and .Everard , Hicks. all of Hazel.
Funeral services were conducted
Monday. afternoon in the presence
of an immense crowd at Hazel by
the Rev. J. E. Stimaere-e life-long
friend of the family. Burial was
in the Hazel city cemetery. A
profusion of lovely flowerg' testi-
fied the love and affection in
whiCh Mrs. Hicks was held by a
multitude trf sympathetic friends.
--The pallbearers were-. Everard
Mason, Dumas Clanton. Rob Roy
Hicks Jr.. Delvin Langston. Bill
Wright.- Cyril Nix. •
WHEN A PRICE LIKE THIS
List price at Pontiac, Michir
gar, Spemel equipment
ex tr a . Pont tea afar.  Silt
other dietinguashed models
at proportiornat•ly low
prima. Lahore! 0.M.A.C.
terms. Pontiac is is Ogreeral
Motors Value with 'Fisher
Radio. and Fisher No Draft
Ventilation. Prices subject
to change writhed: notaa.
41T -
fi
BUYS A CAR LIKE THIS
why drive anything but a
PONTIAC
L, .S. -'ANDERSON MOTOR CO.,ilne.108-10 North Seventh Street
MAYFIELD : : ' KENTUCKY'
L S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANYPaducah, Kentucky . Paris, Tennessee
J. C. PENNINGTON, Local Representative, Phone 153-W I '
_
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Subarebstlea /Kates --/a First Caairressisaal Pot- sad thatuaadStewart Cemallits. Teat $1..pear. hasolesks. S 4 0 • elarwttere-hileselalthe Mates tad latermatisa &beet Canoes/ county warns*termbeed apes seelsaansa-
TVA's Wide Horizon
t Nestivill Banner
The tut gale of the-Welted
Strum News eatain anehalesters
survity-et "iiperettoneender-
-ARgibeWeli-itaasia-
whole -power program meur cost
the Ciovernment alxsut •1131111.4010IR
with a third of this sum tavear-
ilaviSetage and Reed "rennet
'time one Murat the Vellef
the other will be built hydro.
generators arid the necessary aim:
Two huge ones. to east $22.3930011
are already in pretest of construc-
tion
Right soh. the piatie eill for
sale of puser irsige the Valley.
But what inny.. beam in the fu-
ture is atintetligg idea Present
tricity about hit ipthpCel
in the offing. however. are dreams
▪ --nrientwerts WfirkTilb -11;Wa-
tortes of private Memo. hi.t
many essintlis. the 'denim will
osalleriatiat. awe it rimy be gdo-
Abbe Wenspart Mecericity by
witernal the lees teem Alaska to
Ifflerlda with the Ines et mity (+be-
half of 1 per ;mat on the way
'Still more it is mid. exPerts he-
Is sae a reeseentle ini-up that it
Would not be aeseentitil and
limited teat it it- bawl to hek
The weeds aeg,thine'Lef De Artisan
• atiegari. chairman of. TFit'S
board of directors He adds We
are trying to set up a unit that
Trill. he 'comparable to well-
massaged private unit. _It
an adspiate area. During the
years ISerseli Shoals was under
dispute, the private companies
sumetinded Muscle Shoats with
distribution Ifeea: theY steraised
-It '4rOidirltse oarless' -
lien that they will, be link to
traiii-Mit parer wo_ gt- trues LH
thay -geed to do .t. produce wawa
and, their -Maim* eiseerinfty'cin be
10 be seottl.2 chaff.
Fraettly. we are not as interested
in stook sales as an indicator of
business as we are in the retail,
storm soles in Calloway county.
• • • • •
Will • Hays started SundaY to
"clean up" the movies but 'Mealy
refrained from indicating how
long he thought_ Awenn
h urr.-
Stella Gossifr
John Dublin will preach at Cold-
water next Sunday at 235 P. 811..
Wider Doiitbut and 1Prot. Vetteto
are conducting Union Grove's -big
meeung" this week.
Klder Ride Riley. of Lone Oak.
presched some splendid sermons
at Wt Fork last meek- His
State Fair Going After
Entries Of Ail Farm Products
From Every Cotiiity In State
Sasmatasty Gaol) Sertre.,&a, urge' AN Plivirtir Live
Stack, Pouliry. Quints, Antiques, Farm, Orchard,
Gorden, And Home-Made, Or Kitchen-Put
Up, Products, To Write Him At Once
For Entry Blanks And Full Particulars
'Since the Kentucky State Fair,"
as Garth K. Ferguson, Secretary,
expresses it, "belongs to the peo-
ple of the whole State, and is for
the benefit of every phase of the
farm and industrial life et thehearabon were urvadattut state.- he roakei an urgent ap.
those who originated the State
Fair.
"So it is with all of us who
now in charge. The State
belongs to the people of every
county in the State, themselves
and not, as some may think to
the county and city in which it isLieut. and Mrs Wayne- Picini& 
loaded. Therefore, if the peopleat thit.cla.te. are La 
of ail the countieit would Interbe mows f ....em11,4 
thew canoes products in vddolltto liawailibt bl U. S. A. War they partirailarly Week it WOOS
friends and will be back here
' - 7111r-mir
State and 4,24 to be interested in
not onlp mule awn people of the
thalintIcaujerNanne"cky and his dauith- than ever, but Make it a greater
and pendant the State Fair more
Pig old home friends here last
tars at. Kerrville. Tea . were visit.
other interests of the entire State.
benalit to the *agricultural and
week. 
Wirt Te laterMr and Mrs E•id Hicks of 
'One county' may rale betterSecaha. were visitors osier the 
wheat, corn, oats or rye thanweek. _end at Mean Broke's. Wet= 
others, another all kinds of or-ster Perry.. and Henry Andrews 
chard fruits; another, tobacco. Po-
daughters.
at Murray. homes of their married
and ea Sus Soma nor ustiluos
umiak ateities, garden soodshiss
Spurgeon Enoch and Ceigle Story 
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What :s ".-are as a coal day
June--Exchange One in
July
The Kasen paper that put in an
ad for rein-mid- gig it mZtiZY
fir • • • -
The United States :top is theshot three. the ear algae inelpd smallest io .4ars hat ate a.c
byes° wide° lila" 'aryl it ot russets ta Dot inclusied.as a cubit doss
At any rite. says the New&
TVA is determined to make power
lei big guantitzes and to sell it
Animal low-preced appbasein are
alseiaraht Valba banal COM-
lasaaudet retrigerabors and MIPOIS
• have been eggreyed by TVA.. Mee-
tic house beating, using the re-
verse frees decline retneeratang„
is in the engerinseldal hate and
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Just idly wooderm4 whether
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A letter-to-editor an an eichange
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_
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t base atnais ten a Met regard ter yen. and Mina I
NM in eaY era right he the repay to W. A. beery. as this since
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Ewa esstalithed. Bat the records samba skew. that. se I sin get
ineweeeed intent' so say that no appolainsent er premier ef
appeasement dooms asseadie epee mei issestaese as tem-
frees in se the Fara lansies eon.
S. F. Teener ho ens M teseweed ever mare eras es-
teelailted. Issi speak et a eaeltar Norris and ethers_ ateulagear
els-11Ait beenkeen Sableir lin the Awns Bens knew Awl- all
*gin Was- lab le ensigns the rh-A sad that they ban heel
alleenhe in the maw el We Aurora Dan. and that an
the sonintiee ban- hes at lignirie Shen' and stem! awl
yea had bees as melee m ghe sogaeisases ge nit Amore
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Ma YOE as the geed birk re We eastept seseiteng
race. wank Ade nit Mink he seed ter ren er Ow gen
as tar as quark areas ceaseereal
I eat
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lex.. and Ms. Tay Janes attented hir reed -Jones-
tbr olebblit 1111.11i at the °MOO P I I &WI= or of the
out
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Dexter letter sure was fine lait
week.
"Whosoever therelore will he
a friend of the world is the enemy
of God." &ease 4:4.
Mrs Rena Daugherty and Mrs.
Myrtie McClain raised their cab.
bage together and have canned
43 half gallons of kraut
Mr. and ham. al&
Etta& liftyffeld, visited his
brother, Dug Jones and, family,
and his sister, Mrs T. A. Janes,
and 4sauly here Saturday.,
The ice cream supper at Mr.
Bedwell's the night' at the lathwas enjoyed by a large crowd.
All read Rev. 20:12-15.-"Old
Glory"
In Appreciation
We wish to express our deepest
Made. to the. moult. _et Murray
and the Cuba community for their
thoughltiell attention and sympathy
hiipmant
einiseer-catind by be eselielt- of
our , deer husband
we- also wish to
R Smith for candlertirig words
and the Merit Roberts Funeral
Home for its kind assistance_ Also
for the beautiful floral OfFerings.
May God bless you and yours as ,
our prayer.-Mrs. ,C. L Darnell.
Mn J. A. Sims_ • Miss Treva Ed-
wards
KIRKS= CIRCUIT
Preaching at IR. Carmel Sun-
day Morning at 11 o'clock by the
• • Sutdeet' -Prisoners- of
auto.-
our t 21rd Quarterly Conference
wig be. beta Ali Mb- and 5th_
W It Vatigban. Pastor
fULAVTEARD CUMMING
The Hicks Graveyard, Pear Cher-
ry: 1141.1 be cleaned Saturday. July
N. WU perinea isUereded in the
cemetery are asked to be pretest
Bring dinner and implosidats and
tools
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
cult Court rendered at .the April
term thereof, 11033 .1n the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of Four newest:ad. - Five Hundred
and eaventy.two and 3-itip
44,572_02) and six per cent per
annum interest thereon from Sep-
tember 15, 1933, until paid and
costs herein espesiden 1 shall Pro-
Mee lei silbr itaVil7P'at the court
house dace in Murray,' Kentucky,
to the highest bidder at public auc-
tion, on Monday. August a 1934,
same being the first day of the
regular term of Calloway. Circuit
Court. at 1 o'clock or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months„ the
following described proPertY, being
and lying in Calloway, County,
Kentucky, towit:
Being all of the northeast quar-
ter qf Stadion 3. township 2. Range
4 sad. (obtaining one hundred
sixty' (ISO) acres. and twenty (20)
aefinat the south side of the
southeast quarter of Section -84.
Township 3. Range 4 East, making
one continuous tract it one hun-
dred: eight? (MK screw Beginning
"Ttieh-e?
pertinent Quarter of Section 3;
theme west with Quarter Section
line one hundred sixty (1001 poles Hart. Master Commissioner.
- - - --- -
to the -,,Ilihwest corner of said
Quarter Section; jthence North
with Quarter-Section line one
hundred eighty 4180) Poles, Weill-
1hg section line Into Section 34, at
one hundred sixty UM poles
thence East parallel With Section
line ow hundred slaty UAW poles
to Section Dna- inlinegr& iseek
the East line tit said Sections one
'hundred eighty tele) petit to the
point* of beginning. containing
one hundred eighty (11101 acres.
Walter F Gilbert obtained tiUe
to the above described land by
deed from Allle J. Wade dated
January 29, 1914. and recorded in
Deed Book 32, page 443: and by
deed from W. L Gilbert and 1
B Gilbert. dated December
1913, and recorded in Deed Book
32, pose 489. each in the office of
the Clerk of the Calieway County
Kentucky court.
For the purchase pnes
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities. tsarina Ow
mterest from the day-et saleatit-
til paid. and having the force and.
effect-et-3 luagment.----Bldireis
will be prepared to comply prom-
ptly with these tarrna.--Genrae S.
•
Calaway Clung Comet
New Veit Life Insurance Co
Munn!!
Vs. Judgment
Walter F Gilbert Et AL.
Defendants '
- By virtue of a Judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Car- It 
New Buggies, Wagons!
Just received a carload of fine George
Delker Rubber Tire Top Buggies, with
fine harness for
S120.00 CASH
AS LONG AS THEY LAST
Also carload of 3-inch WAGONS with
heavy tires and Gear Brakes, the beat
wagon built.
$65.00 CASH ONLY
TtiESE ARE REAL BARGAINS!
J. W. DENHAM.-
Hardware and Implements
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
• 
5-gal, lets, per gal.
America's Favorite HOUSE PAINT
EEO
.89
GAL.
(White and
AII Colors)
$2.79
.11111.10NS et Americans waif w senen tenet* erne as ..at, in adillnin Se Sean Wadert.atilied
=semene enriteaged-ers M- ream seas .atageweatesager Take aillrestawe et earea Selves Inbar
i-r,Aak-fairthar-fiew -HOW ok
There's a Surat° Paint for Every Purpose j
TO PAINT" Bo 
car oweers-a -few uster- 
- Santee Aare gannet. onc SCIVILY 4-Reer Eaawet. n5r
nes tine aod a fee Odle alert Nine Gab - - - Quart New .sly VTop
serer* Sere-War gen airc Sleek Lost C *WM. s-
varnish. 611. new only 7e) gal. gaits Gel aro eels 47
Rem year WINDOW GLASS at Sears Paint Department
1.3
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
aria TB THIRD herseparased
PADtiCAHt. FENTUCKY
ant`
A
•
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CAMP MURRAI'
CHATTERS
By Wai. H. Martin. Jr.
-Morning Teltrions services VS
conducted by Dr. J. C. Barr of the
Presbyterian,' awn These ser-
vices were no exception to the
,clear, heart-to-heart talks the
camp looks forward to from Dr.
Barr who also conducted vocal
music assisted by Asst. Leader
Carlisle. A good percentage of
the staff and enrollees were pres-
ent.
The Cubs lost their first game
• of the season last Saturday to Co-
lumbus. Althcateh they fought a
good fight from start to finish
and were once in the lead, the law
of averages fivally upset a perfect
score and will probably cause bet-
ter attencianee at practice in The
future. Aubrey Doss was injured
In this match suffering a severe
sprain. Doss is the new first base-
- anarraand Wee' tea ;wear-a "Ilittilltlf
spirit of the softball team. Clee
Raleigh, shortstop, who was an-
other. casualty last week is doing
nicely although we are afraid he
will have to confine his activity
In the Cadiz game to moral sup-
S.
0 •
port from the side line.
The Camp Murray softball team
Was victorious over Clinton last
week-end. It wa,s the first game
to be plated by the new nine-up,
the old team having lest ,rneny_ of
ntuits bers to the baseball team
and y discharge.
-
Mother activity ,has, been add-
ed to the educational program. A
clast in shorthand had its first
meeting last mi*eek ,and its merit-
bees are looking forward to this
course with much interest It is
conducted by Lieutenant Shill-
ley. camp adjutant.
Word has recently beeu re-
ceived from the American Tree.
Association announcing that all
men of Camp Murray have been
elected to honorary membership
in the Association. Since its as-
signment to this e.arrip Company
1517 has set out snout 185,000
trees in connection with erosion-
eonirel -projee4a--40- this anta, ac-
cording to K. AL hithrgok, camp
superiitt endeni—In—inlieigiititin of
the efforts of this organisation in
promoting forest. conservation this
work has been supplemented by
clews and lectures on Forests
and Conservation.
In a letter In the Camp Corn-
Two large Airplane Fans and two.
Ceiling Fans keep
RECREATION HALL 20 DEGREES
COOLER
during these hot summer months!
We are catering only to the highest
class of patronage, and you may enjf
this ideal recreation in an atmosphere of
refinement and comfort.
Our equipment is all new, our building
is cool and clean.
Recreation Hall
"COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"
Garnett Jones Kirk A. Pool
wander the ...president of the as-
sociation thanked the company for
the work it is doing and stated
that on behalf of forestry improve-
ment the Forest Workers Section
hss been added te the organization.
In sztandbo4 the good wishes of
the orardWigrale Ten tramponyKlito
president" ftirtheYtixpreisecrthe de-
sire.. that "the men on their re-
turn to commercial life carry with
them something of the great lea'
ions they have learned from the
forests."
Coincident with this announce-
ment was the visit and inspection
of Federal Forester - Doppia, Wash-
ington, and Federal Engineer
Beeheimer, Louisville, who were
open in their' compliments of the
quality and amount of work being
done by this company.
Veteran Commands; Camp Murray
First Lieutenant &maid E. Smith.
333rd Infantry recently assumed
command of Camp Murray, reliev-
ing Lieuteaaut Zupko %On
duty at Fart Knox, Kentucky.
Poring the World Vt'ar -Liteutoisant
Smith was a member of the 184th
Aero Squadron and served with
his organization in the Tours sec-
tion in France.
Lieutenant Smith was one of the
first officers to be selected for
C. C. C. duty in the early stages
of its mobilization and served at
Fort Khox during this period.
Alter serving a tour at Dawson
Springs he was assigned. as Ad-
jutant. District No. 2, Western
Kentucky C. C. C. Work Camps
and ably served in this capacity
until assuming command of Camp
Murray.
Cherry. Corner
Hello folks! Cherry is still
alive, although its been a long
time since you have heard from
the "old timers' around here.
We have a few on the sick list,
a few deaths, and one marriage to
report.
Mrs. Bell Houston has been
quiet Ill for some time and is
still unimproved.
Mrs. ,Lynch Baucturi has been
very sick but is some better.
George Shelton has been ill.
A death which we regreted
very much l was that of Mrs. Scott
Fitts.
"Uncle Jake" Lassiter will be
sadly missed by this community
and church as he took an active
part in the church work.
Tom McClain, father of Mrs.
Porter Stubblefield, was buried
Sunday afternoon. • Mr. McClain*s
was in Martel& •
Mr.. and Mrs. GUY FiCitionda of
Oklahoma, are visittng Mrs. Ed-
monds' parents: Mr. and Mrs. Jim
A Record Breaking Demand Has Sent Chevrolet Produc.
lion to Its Highest 'Total in Four Years.
CINCE January first, Chevrolet has —
LI produced more than half a mil-
lion cars and trucks. This tremen-
dous total has brdken all Chevrolet
records for the last four -years. And
hel-e- is the reason behind it: No
other manufacturer has so much to
offer as Chevrolet. Chevrolet is the
only Icily -priced car with patented _
knee action, and-only patented knee
action gives )fou shock-proof steer-
ing combined with the ,nei,-v" jolt-. ,
proof gliding ride. Chevrolet alone -
in its field provides Fisher bodies,
cable-controlled brakes, Y-K frame,
and a dozen and one other impor-.•
tant features. Do you wonder that
the trend is to Chevrolet?
CHEVROLET MOTOR Ct)., DETROIT,51 IC ff
Compare Chevrolet's low delivered priors and eaav
G. M. A. C. terms. A General Moors Value
CHEVROLET
NEW REDUCED PRICES
New /mom
nosteet ofSTANDARD' MODELS ust Fess lbessess
Sport Roadster 1445 $23
Coach  445 is
Coups  485 25 .
MASTER MODELS
Sport Roaditer  540
Coach  580
Town Sedan..415'
Sedan  640
Coupe  860
Sport Coupe 
Sedan Delivery
COMMERCIAL CARS
Commercial Chassis  355
Utility Long Chassis  515 -11 Dual Long Chassis  535
Utility Chassis and Cab  575 SO
Dual Chassis and Cab  545 50
Utility Long Chassis and Cab  605 50
Dual Long Chassis and Cab 625 50
Commercial Panel  575 35
Special Commercial Panel  696 35
Utility Panel  750 NO
Dual Cab and Stake Body 480 50
Dual Long Cab and Stake Body 740 50
Abo00 Sr. loaf tor fees of passeniot ear's it Flint.
Mich- M.ightioltsts. epee* etre sod tent leek. the
hit Pits* of ttltithord $fottels is SIC osslatiensf:Afestor Modals. $20 se/die:ens!. last prieei of cern-fnerelei elle quoted ere f a to Print. Moe* Spec's/epuipmetteet he. Writes subject to change without
notoee.
ollAtAL.C. *Os lo.1 ENT
Farmer-Purdom Motor Co.
West Main Street Murray, Kentucky
.4*
•
--mi.,: ,11-es. v
---
AUTO ODDITIES
 e1934--Gigf *elle .1 COM*
AANEY
LoRfLO
1904-
\ NAXWEIL IN 4 JINX
Rt4Cf IN WWIGN
13 OW CARS WILL
Ar roe
CEMIOAY OF PRo6feeSS
PLAter Of ONE OF-IRE
LAROE OIL REFINERS OENERATES
ENOUGH ROWER FOR A CM THE size
OF JACKSONVtl.L6FL4.
0-
14* Acribmotott olioutfotv
uses RAW MAMRIALS
FIZOA1 EVERY STA* 1AI
iulE ovioN /
(1) In the jinx Automobile Derby which will be held at the Century ofProgress, thirteen automobiles ranging in age from one built in 1896 upto one of 1907 will race. Among the famous old-time drivers that will -. compete will be Barney /Xdfield drivine a 4904 Maxwell. -try Thispower plant of one of the world's largest refineries generates enoughpower for a city the size of Jacksonville, Fla. (31 The saitattsobas •••-industry is one of the few, if not the only industry that uses raw materialsfrom every state in the I-Triton. (23)
HendOn and family, and other rel- CHURCH OF CHRIST&taw' of this community.
Mimes Gladys Alexander, Lau-
ren Shelton, and nephew. George
W., visited Misses Madie and Kath-
.ryne Smith, of Concord,- last week.
Mrs. Addie Farris had visitors
frarfr-Mayfield, Sunday afternoon.
Miss Mildred Houston of May-
field is visiting in this neighbor-
hood this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Farris spent
the week-end . with Mrs. Farris'
mother, Mrs. Essie Blalock, of
New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Shelton
and son. George William, spent the
week-end with Mrs. Shelton's-
father, Will Harris and other rel-
saves of Faxon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Farris.Jaunita. Hubert, and - J'aek Dodd.spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.,
George Shelton and family.
A marriage of Much interest
here was that of Miss Louise Rob-
erts to Mr. Rollie Luter. Mrs.
Luter is the attractive 'daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roberts
of this community. Mr. Luter is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. -.Joe , Bath county_ __(armers__ who.____had
ruler- near Martin's Chapel, 
spread 
lime 
ground by a -slate
and is employed at the Paducah crusher sowed most of such land. to
Hosiery Mill at Murray. They will alfalfa. 
• I make their -home fpr the Present
with Mr. Liter's parents. Over 7, 000 baby .chicks have
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberks end been imported into Eilliott eounty,children. and Rodolph-ThsT•erts. all apd . a high. percentage raised byof Michigan, and Mr. and Mrs. following the clean chick program.Leon Roberts of Oklahoma City.
Okla.:: spent the first week of
July with their parents, Mr. and
'Ma:e H. -4.. Roberts, family, and
other relatives. They spent the
Fourth of July at Pine Bluff.
We are looking forward to the
revival which begins at the Cher-
ry Corner Baptist Church the fifth
"A People for Ms 'Own
Possession"
We know it to be our .salvation
to. Believe. Become: and Be just
what the Sens:dom. teach; "As
ye have. therefore, recetyed_Christ
Jesui the Lord, so walk ye in
him" e
The Lord's day assembly for
worship, preaching the Word, and
these weekly services are a vital
part of our Christian life, and they
will help you:
Bible Study, 9:45 A. M.
Worship-- and Preaching. 10:50
A. M.
Evening Servic% 8 P. M. '
Mid-week Study and Prayer
Meeting, 8 P. M., Wednesday.
A WELCOME AWAITS YOU.
Harvey Riggs, Minister
Experienced strawberry growers
in Grayspn ceitutty are coperating
with the county, agent by giving
information on improved methods
to new members of the association.
Built Up Strength
By Taking Cardui
Here's her men account of how
Mrs. T. W. Hardin, of Greer, S. C.,
'was benefited by taking Cardui:
"I suffered a great deal from weak-
'nets in my back and pains in my...Sunday in Jule'. • Everyone wel- side and felt so miserable," shecorned  Coloc4- we--sleed-   -t-write& 'T read toirardiii and de-
-"Cupid" • eided to try it. I felt better after
/ took my first bottle, so kept on
There was an increase of 25 per- 
taking it as I felt such a need of
cent in the planting 
mstrerohgt."h, and it helped me so
ter county this- 
of _certified much."
benefited them. If It doe not benefiti
sands of women testify Cardut
Irish Cobbler potato seed in Car- Thou
VOLT.  consult a ohestelan.
Over
the Hills and Far Away
•
\'/HEN Summer hums a gypsy tune, it inspires the
urge to break away from the confines of every day life and
take a vacation. ,
But it won't do to break away completely. Some touch
must be kept up with the office and home to prevent need-less worry. _.
Long distance-teteplioni-seivice provides the necessarymeans for a satisfactory vooce=trip back home, at surpris-
ingly low cost.
'The "long distance" operator, wherever you go, willgladly tell you the cost of s call, and explain the different
classes of- service.
Vacation time, or any other time, you will find long ,distance telephone calls are quick, clear, effective and rea-sonable_in cost.
Southern Bell Telephone and TelegrapV-Co.
O.-
-
Not Everybody in Rowland's_ South boundary line,
one hundred sixty , 181)) toleis to,Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
t Times but nearly
everybo* -
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Callaway Circlet Court
New York Life Insurance Co.,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Alma Chrisman. Et Al.,
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
brae?' needle ut the Calloway CP/e-
mit Court, rendered at the April
term., thereof, 1934; in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of $2,622.52 and six per cent per
annum -interest- thereenr-from--Nroe
vember 1st., 1932, until paid, and
costs herein expended,' I shall pro-
ceed to offer. for sale at the court
house door in Murray, Kentucky,
to the -.highest bidder at pubkic
auction, on Monday. August 6,
1934, same being the first day 02
the regular August term of Callo-
way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock
or thereabout, upon a credit of six
months, the loliewing -described
property, being and lying in Cal-
loway County, Kentucky. towit:
A certain tract or parcel of
lying and being in said Calloway
rounty' Kernoek.v._ -about _three
miles Northeast of Hazel, Ken-
on Use &Mit aide- of the
Mason Chapel Church Road, betas
the North sixty-four (84) acres of
the Southwest Quarter of Section
25, Township 1, Range 4 East, de-
scribed by metes and bounds as
follows:
Beginning at a stake in the
Mason Chapel Church Road and
in John Rowland's South boun-
dary line,..the Northeast corner of..
the tract of Ipact_isre. described:
runs thence South with the Quar-
ter Section line and with the West
boundary lines of Dink Dunn and
Finis Steel sixty-four l64) poles
to a stake in the North boundary
line of Mrs. Mattie Baird land;
thence Wet one hundred sixty
(180) poles, with the said North
line, to a stake in the Section
line and .iti the East boundary
line of the B. H. Brown land, said
point being in a Public Road:
thence, with the said Public Road,
which is also the Section line,
North sixty-four (84) poles to. a
stake at the intersection of. said
Road with the-- Mason Chapel
Church Road. and with John • 
the beginning,contioning sixty-
four 60 acres, more or less. and
being . the same land deeded to
Mrs. Alma =Masan WI,- two Ivens
one tract of thirty-two (32) acres
by deed from Eliza J. Oliver and
husband, dated Nov. 1, 1917. re-
corded in Book 38. page 429; and
thirty-two (32) acres by deed of
Mrs. Osie White and husband,
dated Oct. 30. 1917, recorded in
Book 38. Rage 838, records of Cal-
loway County, KentyckY, rater-,
once to which two deeds is here
made for ioniser description.
For the purchase price the pur-
disiga.:.16/e.: .11011I6 larstits
approved sectiribes, bearing legal
interest tram the cloy of sale un-
til paid, and baying the force and
effect of a judgment. .431.dders
will be prepared to comply -prom-
ptly with these Lerma—George S.
Hart, Master Commissioner.
...
Building Supplies
- --for any Job
 -KS?
Only the finest guarapteed materials
sold here. We specialize in complete and
economical service to home owners and
contractors.
Remodeling - Repair
Paint
You can now afford to remodel
and. repair your home, paint and
modernize it, make it a place of
beauty and convenience. _W e
shall be—delighted to assist you
with your plans, make estimates
without the least obligations on
your part.
Calloway County
Lumber Co.
TgLASIFH014E 72
Inc o rports4.0
TIHRD and WALNUT
"Hello, Mary, it's 'good-bye' hot-kitchen for me; I'm getting
_ my pew Electric Rouge tOclaY and you can visit me in the zuirts-_
ing now for my kitchen will be...
Modern
Can- venient
Economical
, Clean
Fast
Sale -
Cool
Simple
Certain
Labor-Saving
Time-Releasing
Cool Cooking Always
ASSURED WITH AN ELECTRIC RANGE
A comfortable, clean, cool, airy kitchen is yours if
-Y-41u-have felAseesEI erift-f-ttsititmed-nsetirods- wittet teeth c
cooking.
WITHOUT flames,. fumes, soot or danger—no run.-
ning out of oil, coal or wood—the electric range re-
tains and uses All heat for cooking. None is wasted in
heating the room.
YOU GET ECONOMICAL, fast; automatic"*rvice
—and the most.healtbful, delicious meals you've ever
tasted.
IF YOU HAVE'NT an electric range,,see our display
and those of local electrical dealera,
NOW'S THE TIME TO BUY YOUR ELECTRIC
RANGE!
Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!
Electricity is the cheapest, the most depenclAble, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency. Buy your electrical appliances
now.
ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU BUY!
Keptucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co-
ol the Associated System
MO .11 NM MIN MURRAY,
%•••=meesime-weemermeseresisi 
KENTUCKY
a.
r.
-
S.
• et
S.,
TY.
•
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uring an
•- John H. Bondurant
There is no farm job or task in
ion with the production of
-cured tobacco that fits into
°.AA tobacco reduction pro.
better tan he curing Of dation .and at the ridge or gable.-h t
Isa.seawea„"ai • Them am many chanties that
acreage are striving or take place within the tobacco
strive tee- produce 'tobacco plant in. the cultibg 'and crirlig
Veber quality. Better quality process. The green tobacco loses
usually means a better
qiiid the higher the price re-
ceived the higher the reduction
payments will be
A reduced production provides
snore space in the barn .which is
an essential step. in adapting
,modorrr methodi of curing. As-
-limning a good_ well ripened to-
bacco crop in the field, the meth-
ods followed in housing and 
barn umidity in 
cur-
. h• ing may add to or substract from 
control of the 
curing process is also import-the quality of tobacco produced, the
----depeteeitzo----upaer-.-tne praeelien s
ueed.-Porninatelyowith,ehe.propfr In addition to proper ventilation
J. the farmair---ma- ma in -
to  a great..,eittant_ ed as an aid in determining the
stages are peeper maturity In the
field. cieeftil housing methods to
:Mold britiiing. ample circulation
al see in the barn, a wood roof
and tight walls The most. de.
sirable type of barn for housing,
is one w-hich provides for ventila-
tion as needed at or neeir tlfe foun-
Sons of water by evaporation.
Also, many chemical -changes take
place in the curing process. Under
proper conditions high humidity
prevails and evaporation continues
at a rapid rate until the curing
is almost finished. Many barns
of tobacco, in recent years. have
been cured with excellent results
with the highest temperature not
exceeding 100 degrees F. The
 Igenneeepary As proper eims."'conditions wider -which Ciiring is
thfl aad curing. Partnere are real- teknie ,Ila" This inet'dierm is-
ising this fact as „never before, nothing more than two thennome-
throughout the tobacco producing tere, with a' wet bulb atMetiect -to
are of the country and great (Me. By 'its use the humidity or
tdrUes are being Made irsoadapt- ainoune of moisture.- in the air as
trig proper curing facilities for
all types of tobacco.- -
The four stages in the housing
. and curing of fire-eured tobieco
are
arid
well as the barn temperature can
be known at any time. In other
-words, it helps take the guess out
of the curing problem_ . Mygruot-
wiltng yellowing_ coloring eters may be boulet on Use, mites
tire: 7' '-' rt. fact< -Invieleitriet or "home-made' with the use
FORD V-8
Trucks and
Passenger Cars
are sold by the
BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
IncorpOrated
Phone 170 Murray, Ky.
"Watch the Fords Go By"
America's FASTEST SELLING CAR!
(LOWEST PRICE IN BUKK HISTORY)
'Series oo—Seet to ees Sena eo—St ro-te St ;to. Series
to.$1675. Series 90—$18-75 to Sri?". Lag PIK=
•t Hist, Mich. All priees sarbjeet to chaiegeseithosst
moue. illustratt4 below it mod" 48, Me at Flat.
5-part4t Espiipillkir extra: Thirit falai at ma rave charge.
:-A Straight Eight
TiorsepoWer
85 miles per hour
15 riiiles per gallon!
be taken to use titermometers that
are reliable that read together.
Since the time for cutting to-
bacco is almost at hand, farmers
should begin now to make Immo
__rations for improving their curing
methods THey will be more than
repaid in added returns All farm-
ers-who have used better curing
-tars heal plead end am
continuing to use them Tobacco
buyers afe- constantly asiatig for
Better quality tobacco and they
heartily endorse modern Methods
of curing as a means of producing
better quality.
Calloway county should continue
to lead the district in the pro-
duction of quality tobacco.
_
S. Pleasant Grove ,
Elder Harvey Morrison of De-
troit assisted the pastor. Bro. John
Clark.- in a revival at Oa ls _Greee
t week, at winch there were
10-- conversions. Bro. Morrison
urged the-Aineer•ed-titoget-the es-
perienee ;of salvation.. 1-...folin
5-10, -14—Ibat believeth_hath the
Withees -111 -hfrinielf.'"-- • '
The Quarterly Conference at
this place Saturday eget Sunday
was fine. Bro. Fain, of Paris
preached Saturday morning and
Bro. 0. C. le'rather, presiding
elder. on Sunday. Mrs. Nina Mc-
Larin of Paris, in, her billt'SiTur-
day on missions. 'said she thought
-a church without missionary-
society was like a home without
a mother.
At this place Saturday afternoon
at /close of quarterly conference.
Bro_ W. A Baker conducted the
funeral of -Joe Latimer, year old
_riefee.02 Mr_ and Mrs... JohnLatimer
whose death was caused by colitis.
We know --the dear babes are
safe with Jesus axed ;All ever
"be satisfied-, yet frIPrrexperience
we know there is much' sorrow in
giving them up.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton. who
mien-Ones-era] days near LaCenter,
'ky.. visiting Mrs. Gupten't rela-
tives, were-ectisenPlaileil home hy
Miss Jimmie Coopet. who: will 
'sweet -Several weeks. With her
sister, Mrs. Gupton. and Mr. Gup-
, tort 
•
1.4 Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie Chaeltonnd children returned to their
thome in Detroit Saturday. Mr.and Mrs. Bryan Wrather, also of4 Detroit. have been visiting fela-
fives here. ..,
Miss lanuise ,Radford of Puryear,
Tenn., was a visitor of her aunt.
Mrs. Minnie Smotherman, Sater-
day.
Mrs. McC_oirais and daughter .of
New Low Price Un-1
equalled for the
Quality It Buys
First of all, the newest'
Buick is built to be a Buick
through and through.
"Then, it is given a price—lowest in
Buick history and unequalled today
for the' qUality it buys—which puts_
-Tts value bey-Ond coinPirison. Big,
lbeautiful, modern, it is upholstered
in fabrics of exclutsive smart design.
Unmatched in petforma9ce by any
other balanced car, its dependability
is attested by Buick records of 30
years. For it has every famous Buick
feature. Thousands have waited for
suilka.car at sucb.0 price. They are
buying now. 711 ey are getting
deliveries now.
L. S.. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.
108-10 North Seventh Streit. Mayfield, KentuckyL S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO. L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO.Paducah, Kentucky Paris, Tennessee
WHEN. BETTER. AUTOMOBII.i.s ARE it! 11.1 — hUH K WIIsL.,151.31,D . THEM
••14 • rrr r•-•••-•,•••••• r.
......searisszww.-., as.; -....w...-arearosswisassiesossoallielieWsserwk - ' - wear...4.. Tway •
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Tennessee ere spending their va-
cation with their parents azid
erandperents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Weather. .
Bill Wrather lost a fine cow last
week from eating sorghum eine.
Otho Clark also lost a fine animal
last weak, .
Marvin Miles, Mr and Mrs. Ray-
mond Story and others made a
101selfaelt Lake last week'
Mr. .and Mrs. Dennis Boyd. Mc
and Mrs Roscoe Hayes Mr. ea
Mrs. Leslie Ellis Mrs. Alice fells_
C. R. Paschall and daughters.
Misses Viola and Ethel attended
the Doran funeral at Murray Sun-
day afternoon. ,
Mr. Douglas Moore. who hes
been sick a long while at his
home near Wiswell, is reported
much worse and that his wife, is
ill of a fever*
Outland Infant
Is Burled Sunday
"Funeral services or Gerald Otit-
land, -threw months-end thirtinse
days old son of Mr, and Mrs. Beet
.rehliand, were held Sunday after-
0! 110 -o-cTock The Rev. J.
E. Skinner was in charge aid
burial was in the Outland ceme-
tery. The infant 'is survived by
the parents and several brothiprs
end sisters.
Kirksey Kinklets
• •
Health is very good at this writ-
ing except a few cases Mrs. Mac
Riley is gradually growing worse'
with cancer. Mrs. Jack Riley of
Gob o section Le no better.
Ohl so hot, dry and dusty.
Everything is needing nee. Early
corn is almost half damaged and
cepa be redeemed.
Mrs Main-' Alexander pf the
Spring Creek neighborhood is
visiting Dennie P. Alexander this
week and attending the meeting
at Locust Grove.
Bulah Coleman preached at Lo-
cust Grove Sunday, The protracted
oneeting begen on that dare
Hesson arriving- Wu_ ilap:41;01
will continue the services for two
weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Claude Luther and
daughter. of Wingo. visited Mc
Boyd last Sunday. .
Glen Harris carried his little girl
to. Louisville for treatment of in-
juries she received from a fall
recently. •
About 150 friends of Mrs. Ophie
Watson surprised her with a birth-
day dinher. Mrs. Watson did not
know any thing about the dinner
until she returned from church
and she surely was surprised sep
returning when she saw the long
table loaded with custards pies,
fried Chicken 'arid many other
things- good 'to- eat. -No-Weber% - Vs. Judgment
friends, and relatives, too nuns- John A. Anderson
emus to mention, gathered in arid . Defendant
after dinner was over: Mrs Zylpha By virtue. of a judgment and
Plans Macreror
Tobacco Control
Plans for the administration of
the Kerr-Smith tobacco act, an-
nounced through the Kentucky
College of Agriculture, provides
for a tax of 2S per cent of the
market value -an all tobacco pre"
deed by sievieSti who do not 1*-
eine, tax-payment warranik.aither
under production adjustment con-
tracts or by allotments made to
non-contracting Predue*ers. John
H. Bondurant, county agent, will
discuss the tobaco reduction pro-
gram including the Kerr-Smith
Act at 2 P. M. Saturday, July 21.
at the courthouse.
The Kerr-Smith Act authorized
issuance to contracting growers
non-transferable tax-payment war-
rants expressed in pounds of to-
bacco and covering thit amount of
tobacco which such contracting
peo. &Kers are perreutteat-to-rnarttet
under their _contracts.
In additiaa. -the- Seenstery of
Agriculture may hen* in, ano
county further viarrists. cover...Mg
-ttrrtotmt-.-of-- tobareo- tip- to -6
per cent of the aliment covered by
the warrants issued to contracting
producers.
Under provisions of the Kerr-
Smith .Act, the sign-up has been
re-opened until July 28, giving
eligible growers, who did not sign
contracts another opportunity to
.Opoe1012.e.scepe the-pityment-of-thie
tax.- -Tax exemption warrants WM
not be issued to any non-contract,.
ing grower unless it is impossible
to give him an equitable allotment
under a tobacco production-ad-
justment contract. Application .for
tax exemption warrants will be
made at the county agent's office.
An announcement win be made
later.- as to the date they will be
available.
Prior to the opening of the mar-
kets, marketing cards will be.
issued to all contracting producers
and to all nen-contracting grow-
ere for whorn'applications for, tax-
payment warrants have been ap-
oven. The amount of tax-exempt
tobacco .whichmoths evolver_ will
be alloWed -to -wilt -be stated
on his rnarkelfhg card_
Grant coinity has made more
improvement in livestock shipped
to the Cincinnati Union tock-
yards than any other county. a
survey shows.
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Alexander.- of Stubblefield neigh-
borhood. preached a real good ser-
mon followed by testimonies from
different ones. After the service
J was over,: all, bid Mrs. Watson
'goodbye, wishing for 'her many
more happy birthdays. .
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie P. Alex-
ander and daughter. Mr. end 'Mrs
Curt Newsome. and Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Alexander Went to Tennes-
see River last Friday on a fish
fry. They report a nice time.
—"Lary Ned"
CITY DIRECTORY
A: covingtoti,
Offices in
First National Bank Bldg.
West Main Street
Telephones, Office 176;
Res. National Hotel
B. F. BERRY
Dentist
First National Bank Bldg.
—PHONES—
Office 26 Re % 103
S. H. Henderson
PIANO TUNING AND
REPAIRING
2.3 Years Experience
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
In  46-4t Johnson Music Co.
MUKKAYs HIHNI913431e1F-
DRY CLEANING
ftWife Do It a Little Better"
{ SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Export Natters
I WASH PANTS Cleaned and
Pressed
PHONE 44
25c
MACHINE' SHOP
Repairing. Electric and, Acetylene
Welding and Ted Work.
Electrical Work.
FARRIS .MACHINE SHOP
NORTH FOURTH PHONE 377
• Wach Repairing
- Avg. R. FURCHES
JEWELktY. GUNS. MUSICAL
NSTRUMENTS
at Johnson-Fein Made CoNnParle
Ailill07•01,21rAOCX,..).Yr 4A". 'Yr -
-
Calloway Cireolt Collet ,
New York Life Insurance Co..
Plaintiff
r:
order of sale of the Callcway Cir-
cuit Court, rendered at 'the April
term thereof, 1934. in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of Two Thousand Eight Hundred
and Twenty-One and 97-100 Dol-
lars i$2.821.971 and six per cent
annum interest thereon from De-
combat IA. 1.922, until paid and the
,caists tuteerai estpanoad, 45,- •
proceed to offer for sale at the
court house dour .in Murray Ken-
tucky to the highest bidder at pub-
lic auction. on Monday. August 6.
1934, tome being the first day of
the regular August term of Callo-
way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock
or thereabout, upon a credit of
six months, the following described
property, being and lying in Cal-
loway County, Kentucky, to wit:
-
A certain tract or parcel cif land
lying and being in the 1st. Murray
District of said Calloway CountY,
Kentucky, lying on the North side
of a Public Road leading from
Marray. Kentucky, to Lynn Grove,
Kentucky. and described by metes
and bounds as follows:
Beginning at the southwest car-
mar of Section 2L Township
Binge 4. East, runs thence East
with the Section Line- arid with
said_Piablic Road eighty- t801 poles
to a stake: thence North and
parallel with the Section line
eiglity 4801 poles to a rock; thence
West and garallel with the Section
line eighty (80) poles to a rock in
the west line of said Section 21:
thence South, with the West line
,of said Section eighty (SO) poles Master Comni,ssioner.
to the begs/using. collo:mine forty
i40) acres, more or less.
Being the same land deeaed to
John A'" "Aiitlerson by deed of R.
B. Lassiter and wife. et. A. Lissi-
ter, dated Nov. 20. 1917, of record
In the office of the County Court
Clerk of Calloway County, Ken-
Mahe In Elass/ Beak M. Pain, LIU
•Miti- by. dug .ot hr-' lamihr
'dated- August 20, 1920 of' record in'
seie office In Book 4.5. page 033.
For the purchase price the. 
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities. bearing legte
interest from the day of sale un-
til paid. and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders
be prepared to Comply promptly
with these terms—George S. Hart.
Low first cost is only the beginning of Ford V-8 economy. In
841, oil.tePairs and upkeep. this 80-horsepower, 8-cylinder
truck actually operates at a lower ton-mile cast thasi-o-e-Ur--
,
GREAT TRUCK VALUE
Only the Ford If-8 offers all these important features
NEW V-S
ENGINE
trouble-free. An
118▪ .horsreprreer „ 8-c y I Ind er ,
V-type enifirse . . with
power, speed, rugged nessf or
heaviest job*.
Futl-ItoATITIG
ISAR AXLE
.. Housing, not sale. car-
ries. load. "Spills'" Imoos-
slide. Shaft removable with-
out jacking up. Insures
lon• trouble-free s•rvice.
DUAL. DOWN-DRAFT
CARSURITION
...Means sisaolinessoeson.y.
Gives quicker startiat in
cold weather, smoother
operation at all speede, less
dilution of crankcase
PERFECTED
TORGUE-TUSII
and nqh_  rod drive .
Transmits braking and driv
Int forces directly to frame.
Sprinqs free to absorb road
shocki.
ENGINE
EXCHANGE
. After. normal life of en-
title. for $4.1.511 (P.
Parts Bronchi you can have
• is-coodifflooad •••••1
stalled—In • few hours.
SPECIAL
FINISH
Only truck with this new
baked. searimellialah, is wide
nosey or colors. foe ,
MAK bane., toneaseense-
Ina beauty,
AUTHORIZED
TRUCKS
D 1T-8
Lyn trews thrtrath Usiversei Creels Co.
-the -fathomed Ford Farm., Pldn.
FORD DEALERS
•
HE TRAVELED 900 MILES...
AND LEARNED HOW TO'SAVE MONEY!
•
MAKES "2-TRIP" TEST—Mr. J. P.
Cochrane, Waban, Meas. — Cheyrolet
owner. Read how Gulf-lube madle•sur- .
prising difference in his oil MIRK
• • •
USED TO THINK that all 25c*
motor oib were about alike,"
sits Mr. J. P. Cochrane, of Waban,
Mass."But I'vechangedmy thinking!
"Recently, drove my car from
Boston to Montreal—using a well-
known 25c0 oil. And at Chester-
town, N.Y., I had to add a quart-
293 miles from Boston.
"Later Lima occaaioo 10cower
the same route—and this time I_
used Gutf-tubezirtoolicusethrew
tire distance between Montreal and
Bostoti (450 miles)-157 miles far-
ther than the oil I had previously used
—before a quart was consumed."
SAVE 'MONEY L Switch to
Gulf-lube—the oil that went 2E04%
more miles per quart than 3 other
famous 25c5 oils in AAA tests. At
all cold stations. *Plus tax.
MAY. suit •11.11.1•40 CO., PITTOSAJOGH. PA.
c
• "First trip (Bos-
ton to Montreal)
—using a well-
, known 25c* oil,
had to add a
quart at Chester-
town, 293 miles
from Boston"
- CHESTERTOWN
GULF-LUBE
The "High-Mileage" Motor Oil
•
. rt.
I-
' ar-111.:.••••••
a
.4'c C.0''
Second trip (over
some route) — using
Gulf-Tube I went the
whole distance, 450
miles, before a quart
was needed"
e...
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CIRCULATION APRIL l-204, SWORN
TO; DUITIUBUTION SHOWN
"Kentucky's Most Progressive W eekty NewspaPee
[. $1:nn a year tn -Oalsoway,
''''' Marshall. (raves. Hee- 1
ri and Stewart Oinintles. 1
$1.50 a 
year elsewhere hi 1
state of Kentucky. '
$2 00 a year to any addrem ,
I} ''''''' other than above.
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, July 26, 1934. COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL,LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Volume CII; No. 30COUNTY SCHOOLS TO OPEN
MONDAY WITH NEW DEAL
0 
*$11.60 Per Capita to "One-Eyed" Cars Are
• Mean Higher Teach- Object of City Drive
er Pay In notice to the general auto-
7 MONTHS TERM
The rural schools of Calloway
county will open Monday with the
halalatest prospects in more than
five year*. Due to the 'passage
of the budget bill and the $11.410
per capita a seventh- months-term
with considerably bet?er salaries
for teachers are assured.
Teachers salaries in Calloway,
U in other counties of the state.
have been pitifully low the past
few years. many teachers not re-
ceiving enough for bare subsis-
tence and relief in the form of
better salaries tomes in the nick
of time for many of the instruc-
tors.
Supt. M. 6. Wrather announced
that a full seven-months term
would be had in each county
school. The county high schools
wall open the first Monday in
ptember.
A new attendance law was en-
acted by the 1934 legislature and
Mr. -Weather said it would be put
In Sidon just as soon as the state
board was appointed.
Following is the list of teach.
era for the rural schools:—
Cherry, Hugh Hurt; Coldwater,
"'Rex Watson. Lucile Kingins; Dex-
ter, Inell Walston. Bessie B. Hurt;
East Shannon. Hubert Bell, Odell
Hodges; Outland. Lee Crass. Mary
Lou Outland; Pottertown, Essle
Hale, Eva Roberts, McCuiston.
Mary Falwell, Corene Thurman;
Smotherman. Koska Jones, Chris-
cancleave,- Keith Morr:s, Beur-
Grogan.
dean M. Wrather; Blakely, Murelle
Clendenon; Backusburg. Noma
• Stubblefield; Brooks Chapel, Lu-
cile Walston: Center Ridge, S. L.
Evans; Chestnut Grove, Mrs. Sim
McCutcheori; Elm drove, Prentice
*salter; Edge, Hill, Hoyt Jones,int, Menne L. Morris.
Flint Valley, Owen BIllingtoti;
Goshen, Mable Hicke; Gunters
Flat. R. T. R. Braswell; Grindstone.
Tobin Braswell; Green Plain, Mable
Steely; Heath, Mrs. Ottis Patton;
Hickory Grove, Mozelle Lynri;
Harris Grove, Modest Brandon;
Kelly. None Orr, .•
Landon. Russel J. Watson: Locust
Grove, Lela Cain; Macedonia.
Douglas Shoemaker; Malory, Till-
man Taylor; Martin's Chapel,
Marth-a Key; Independence, Myrtle
Chapman: New Providence, Ruth
Montgomery; Palestine, Frances
Ross; Paschall, Lenon Hall. -
Pleasant Grove, Ruth Overby;
Rosin Ridge. Pauline Waldrop;
Russell's Chapel, Fred D. Bartell;
Salem, Myrtle Crawford; Stone,
Otho Winchester; Smith, ha Prath-
er; Steelyville, Elizabeth Walker;
Spring Creek, Mrs Cordell. Wal-
drop; S4oh, OlaLs C. Underwood_
Smith 116-i—vard, R. L. 'Cooper;
Shady Hill, Evelyn Scott; Thomp-
son. Thelma Jones; Utterback, T.
C. Colly; White Oak. Connie Mae
, Miller; Wyatt, Herman Cole;
- ----Waters, Guy Lovins; Woodlawn;
Burline Winchester; Pine Bluff,
Ruth Keys; Pleasant 11111, Mrs.
Leon Miller.
HEAT WAVE KILLS
OVER 500 IN U. S.
Human Suffering, Crop Damages
Mount in Searing Tempera-
tures Everywhere.
The heat* wave toll mounted to
5430 lives Monday while nearly all
sections of the nation sweltered.
The drouth criais was intensified
with searing temperatures that
- _blasted vegetation and -added
thousands of livestock casualties
between the Mississippi River and
Rocky Mountains. Agronomists
placed crop losses - at many mill-
ions ofnaollars. 
thQuiocy, Ill., was e hottest spot
"lithe nation with 112 degrees re-rted; throughout the -; Middle
' West 'thermometer! were universal-
ly well above the century mark.
Keokuk, Iowa and St. Louis sim-
mered at 108 and Minneapolis re-
ported 106. ,
 kiptian suffering mounted to new
heights and deaths occurred with
stupefying rapidity. In Missouri
alone, 154 persons have succumbed.'
to tropic heat in the last several
days. In Illinois, 125 heat -deaths
occurred while Nebraska's toll was
53. In St. Louis, 46 deaths occur-
red in two days.
Gardens in Russell county
the best in the past, two yeal'4`
due partly to improved disease
control methods.
mobile public, published this
week, Chief of Pollee J. F. Hays
is giving fair warning to all.
drivers that both headlights must
be burning when driving in the
city at night.
Chief Hays says that not only-
are sone-eyed cars forbidden 'by
city ordinance but also that be
and the council members have
gotten many complaints from cit-
izens about cars being operated
with only one headlight
The ordinance will be enforced,
Mr. Hays said.
BRENT HART RITES
MONDAY MORNING
Well Known Resident Dies Sun-
day Following Heart Attack;
58 Years of Age.
Funeral services for Brent Hart,
58 years of age, were held at 10
o'clock Monday morning from the
Murray Church of Christ. Burial
was in the Murray cemetery.
Mr. Hart died at his home South
of Murray Sunday following a
heart attack. Surviving are his
widow_ _and six childieno...-Dan
Hart, Ralph Hart. and Glenn
Hart, and three daughters, Ella
Hoyt. Judy Frances and Anna
Vay. He leaves a brother, Dr. P.
A. Hart. and three sisters, Mrs. J.
A. Coleman, Mrs. Ralph Stanfield,
and Miss Ruby Heart.
The pallbearers were: E. B. Hol-
land, Thomas Banks, Ed Stubble-
field, Tom Williams, Joe Weeks,
and Pat Thompson.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
The Mt. Carmel graveyard will
be cleaned Saturday, August 4.
All persons interested in the grave-
yard are asked to be present.
The connect for the corning year
will be let
The live-a1-home program is
sponsored in Jackson county by
every community and 4-H club,
cooperating with relief workers.
11111••••••••••• ••••••••••••••
Kinfolks No Aid to
Lad in City Court
Kinfolks in the city govern-
ment weren't worth a tinker's
water barrier to young Pat
Wallis, son of Councilman Jesse
Wallis and Mrs. Wallis this
week.
Along with a group st young
companions, Pat decided to take
st plunge in the Murray Swim-
ming Pool after closing. The
crowd was taken in tow by
Night Policeman Elias Robert-
son, who happens to be young
•Wallls'
liftuled into Pollee court be-
fore his grandfather, Judge
George Wallis, he still found
no sympathy and was fined
$3.66 
•41.-
Pia inquired of his granddad
what the six cents were for
and was informed that it was
"sales tax."
0•044041.60.41.1•••••••••••••••
Mrs. Hontas Sturgis
Retires as Teacher
The Washington, I). C. Evening
Star. of Friday, July' 13. c-ontaine
on the front page of its Maryland
.and Virginia edition an interest-
ing article, illustrated with a
photo of the subject, concerning
the retirement of Mrs. Hontas M.
Sturgis as principal of the ele-
mentary schools of Hyattsville,
Maryland. Mrs Sturgis. a native
of Calloway county, and a sis-
ter to Ceylon Miller, this county.
has held that pasition for the past
17 years.
The superintendent of Hyatts-
ville schools paid the following
tribute to Mrs. Sturgis upon her
retirement. "Her underatanding
nature and her attention to small
details made Mrs. Sturgis one of
the most successful principals in
the county and endeared her to
teachers and pupils alike". He
added. "In _a kindly way she was
able to maintain strict discipline
among her pupils and teach them
politeness and high principles
along with their regular lessons."
'Mrs. Sturgis has not been home
in - several years, her last time at
home being upon the occasion of
the death of her mother. about
five years ago.
Seventeen acres of sericea les-
pedeza were" cutfor hay in Powell
county, with satisfactory yields of
good quality hay reported.
••-•
Gregory Is Praised for Support of
Veterans' Legislation in Congress
Congressman W. V. Gregory has
been praised for his support of
veterans' legislation in Congress.
Rankin, outstanding Mississippi
representative and, chairman of
the house committee on World
War Veterans' LVgialation.
The letter is self-explanatory
and is published herewith. Mr. dependents owe you a lasting debtGregory is especially praised for of gratitude _Ica your splendid
II Support of legislation "benefit- services in their behalf.
ting widows and orphans. whom, Thanking you again for your as-
sistance and support, and with
very best wishes, I remain '
Sincerely your friend,
J. K Rankin, Chairman,
Committee on World War
Veterans' Legislation.
American Congress. It will take
relief into the desolate homes of
13,900 dependent widows and or-in a letter received from J. K
phans of World War veterans, a
vast majority of whom received
their disabilities in the firing line
on the Western Front. The dis-
abled ex-service men and their
many think, have been neglected
to the advantage of veterans who
suffered no actual war or service
disabilities and have been draw-
ing heavy compensation.
The letter follows:
Washington, D. C.
June 29. 1934
Hon. William V. Gregory, M. C.,
Mayfield, Kentucky.
Dear Gregory:—
I wanted to see you before
Congress adjourned and to thank
you personally for your support
of veterans' legislation_ '
I particularly wanted to express
my thanks for your support of my
Widows and Orphans bill, FL R.
9936, which passed right in the
dying hours of Congress, and
_which President Roosevelt has
just signed. It. is one of the most __ 
arreiliorfous pieces of veterans' Baer-Carnera Fightlegislation ever passed by the Coming to Capitol
Reed the riessifted Guinan'.
EDD IFILBECK
Mason Will Speak
in City jSaturday
R. S. Mason, Eddyville, candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
Congress will speak to the voters
of Calloway county here Saturday
afternoon at four o'clock either
in the circuit court room or in the
court yard.
,Former Courtly Judge C. A.' Hale
has been appointed campaign
manager in this county for Mr.
Mason_ Mr. Mason:-was here Mon,'
day meeting the- voters--
_
Picture
Monday
As a special added attraction at
the Capitol Theatre Monday and
Tuesday, the Columbia Amuse-
ment Co.. Inc.. is bringing to the
sport fans of Murray, the complete
round-by-round championship bat-
tle of Max Baer and "Man Moun-
tain" Primo Camera which was
staged recently and which fight
determined Max Baer as the suc-
cessor to. Jack Dernpsy and Gene
Tunney as the heavyweight cham-
pion of the world.
The fight will be shown in its
entirety and the last" three rounds
will be shown in slow motion 'so
fans will have a chance to see
completely the finishing blows
which took from Camera his title.
The Beer-Canners special will
be shown in conjunction with the
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Vlez, Stuart'
Erwin Picture, "Palooka". comedy
prize fighting story.
- *art' ••••••••.•
Congressman W. V. Gregory Makes
Announcement for His Re-election
Incumbent Supported Presiii
dent Roosevelt 100 Per Asks Endorsement
Cent in House
The formal announcement of
Ciangreasman W. V. Gregory, May-
field, for re-election to the first
Alstrict seat in the national house
of representatives is made this
week after having 'been delayed
several days due to the illenss of
Mr._ Gregory.
Mr. uregory remained over
Washington at the close of the
arduous session of Congress, mail-
ing in June, to confer with the
Federal Power Commission, the
Tennessee Valley Authority and/
others interested in Aurora Dem.!
His almost ceaseless labors on this
project, which he attended to with
energy and ability ia addition to',
his regular congressional duties
brought Mr. Gregory home phys-
ically exhausted and he was
obliged to take his bed - with
malarial fever almost immectiately
after his return home
Judge Gregory, who has served
admirably -lig- catinty judge of
Graves county and as the Federal
district attorney for Western Ken-
tucky, has been a member of the.
national house since 1926, where
he has served with distinction to
himself and many noteworthy ac-
complishments for his constituents.
It is due to his efforts that Mur-
ray now has her beautiful, new
postoffice, which was delayed
almost twenty years until Mr.
Gregory got active and put the pro-
ject through. Mr. Gregory has
the record of having gotten more
for his people throughout the dis-
trict, in all communities, than any
congressman who has represented
the Gibraltar in two generations.
During the past session, Mr.
Gregory supported President
'Roosevelt wholeheartedly and
loyally on the President's entire
program. As a result of his fol-
lowing the leadership of the Pres-
ident he has been falsely and
maliciously accused by some as
having been untrue to the world
war veterans of the nation. Mr.
Gregory has in his. possession a
letter from the chairman of the
American Legion's national legis-
lative committee, thanking him
for his loyal and active support of
the Legion program. Mr. Gergory
said that veterans had been ask-
ing to take their affairs out of
politics and that he had voted ex-
actly that way by voting to place
the matter entirely in the hands
of the Frresident.
Mr. Gregory's many loyal ,sup-
porters point out that it would be
dangerous to the ultimate Success
of the Aurora Dam project to re-
move him from his seat in Con-
Mrs. Sophronia Harrison
Diet in Mayfield Sunday
Mrs. Sophronia Catherine Du-
laney Harrison. 74 years of age,
died at het home in Mayfield
SancleYFUneral sesviees- were
conducted Monday morning at
Burnett's Chapel. She' leaves six
children. 011ie Harrison, Murray,
Ja
v
a son and . J. H. Dulaney, west
of Murray, was st---brottier.---She
was the eldest of twelve children,
eleven of which survive her.
CON. W. V. GREGORY
gress at-this time. Due' to his
any months of close contact
Ith 'the project, he is regarded
as being more familiar with it
than any other person. Negoti-
ations to _clear the path for ac-
tual construction of the dam are
not yet completed and Mn, Greg-
ory is one of the most important
and a decidedly essential factor
in the successful conduct of these
negotiations.
As a result of his splendid and
Constructive work in behalf of
Aurora Dam, a number of-Callo-
way cove-ay voters who never be-
fore hate supported Mr. Gregory
have pledged him tlitir" ballots
and actaze support in his campaign
for re-alection. •
Mr. Gregory's statement to the
people of.tais county and district
appears on page three of the first
sect:on of this issue.
JERSEY PICNIC TO
BE HELD AUG. 15
Postponed on Account of Secre-
tary Wallace Being at
Paducah July 31.
- The annual Calloway-Graves
Jersey picnic, which was originally
scheduled to be held July 31, has
been postponed until August 15
on account of the speaking at
Bob Noble Park, Paducah, July
31. at which the Hon_lienrY Wal-
lace, United States Secretary of
Agriculture, will be the principal
speaker.
The Calloway-Graves picnic will
be held at Backusburg on the
Prince Hughes place, the same
place where the July 4th -Home-
coming was held..
Not only will hundreds of Jer-
sey men from the two counties
and Western Kentucky be present,
hut-hundred:I of latisiliesa men will
join their farmer friends on the
pleasant annual gathering.
Several Harlan county farmers
who planted 17 acres of certified
Irish Cobbler seed potatoes are
expecting a good yield
Ten Sets Brothers, Four Doctors, and
Five Coaches in Softball League
By Pat Wear
There is such an unusual ar-
rangement and .such unique hap-
penings io thei Murray Softball
League that it ai thought the soft-
ball fans of 'Western Kentucky
should know about it, and here
fou ,are.
On the Murray Legue *vim
there are "just" If/ sets of broth-
ers, a thing that this league chal-
lenges any other league -of its
size- to equal. To prove to your
satisfaction that this is the waele
truth here are the names Of the,
brothers and the team to . which
they are affiliated. Another fact
you will notice is that on only two
teams does mom than one brother
appear: 0. B. Boone, -Para-era; W.
Boone, Sunburst; T. 1301 Jones;
H. Bell, Cleaners: R./ Churchill,
Parkers; M. Churchill, Plumbers;
G. Jeffrey, Bluebirds; "Boots" Jef-
frey, Cleaners; T. Rowlett, Rex-
ails; J. Rowlett, Bank; W.' H.
Parker, Parkers; J. Parker, Blue-
birds; B. Russell, Rexalls; "Dub"
Ruspell. Cleaners; V. _Stubblefield..
and F. Stubblefield, - Hermits; J.
-Weeks. and M. Weeks. Banks:
C. Weeks. • Rexalls; C. T. Yar-
broegh, Bank; R. Yarbrough,
Plumbers.
There is also a 'plentiful supply
of doctors in the league at your
service in case you get hit in the
laad with a foul ball The doc-
tor-; are namely, Smith, of the
Mason Memorial Hospital; Atkins,
of Murray State College; Coving-
ton and Russell, private.
If there is an 'argument to be
settled about softball • rules there
immediately pours out of the
ranks • five coaches. Coaches
Cutchin arid Stewart of Murray
••••••••
Frank Pool Grows Rare
Cluster of 8 Tomatoes
Frank Pool of South Fifth
street, has a cluster of eight
tomatoes weighing four pounds
and one ounce on display. at
Wear's Drug Store. The toma-
toes are uniform in size and
color.
The fact that these tomatoes
ripened all at the same time
and their uniformity in size
has caused much comment and
many have viewed the fruit.
_Mr. Pool Is a suecelpfsttlind
experienced' grower of the edi-
ble fruit of a plant of the night-
shade family and has grown
many rare specimens in his
patch at the rear of his yard
in the downtown section of
Murray. Mr. Pool planted the
fruit early in- the season and
used modern methods.
Plan Tobacco Curing
Program For F a 11
Calloway teachers of agriculture
are planning to hold several meet-
ings .on tobacco curing. It is hoped
that these meetings 'will aid farm-
ers to improve. (heir curing meth-
ods this fall. The agriculture
teachers devoted considerable time
last year to curing problems and
observed .the curing of several
barns of tobacco. This summer
they have made further study of
curing problems under tobacco
experts at the University of Ken-_
..tucky.
A trip through Cheatham Coun-
ty, Tenn., to observe the curing
practices of some of the best grow-
ers of that county Is also being
proposed. Growers who made the
trip last year considered it a very
profitable one and were very
much impressed with the excellent
way in which the Cheatham coun-
ty farmers handle their tobacco in
the field and in the barn.
State; Coach Holland of Murray i no A
High School: Coach Deweese 
0r 
a‘eal
Almo High: and Coach Jeffrey of
Lynn Grove High. .
• The most unusual play made
in the first half, was in the game
between Jones Drug and the Bank
of Murray. Robert "buck" "Jones
was at bat and hit a liner to
Hundreds Taking
Typhoid Shots
Hundreds of Callowayans are
taking typhoid shots this year.
Dr. J. A. Outland has been rush-
ed with the giving of shots and
about 700 were given at the offices
last Saturday. The health offices
are open for this work on Mon-
day and Wednesday mornings and
on Saturdays.
CITY OF MURRAY GREATLY,. .
IMPROVES FINANCIAL RATING
Sheriff' Goes To Reduced IndebtednessDetroit Wednesday as Sister
Sheriff Carl Kingins and Special 
incr tCities Haveeas cit
Deputy Calvin -Stubblefield left 
___
Wednesday morning for Detroit PAYS AS IT GOESwhere they will return J. P. James 
to this county. amines is Wanted 
for- sterling from ir di h.A. 
A.firanind ststemelit-ed the City
of Murray, prepared by Hermancording to nein dispatch Adolphus Breech, shows a splendid record
Hart is being held and is wanted of fiscal management during the
four and a half years, odeon the same charge. Seffrey
Bailey is else - thought to be in that 
city 
ouspeaks well forthe the 
city 
mayor,
the hands of the Detroit officials, 
e 
and all those responsible for theBailey is wanted for storehouse-
breaking and jail breaking. management of municipal affairs.
Four years ago the city went on
the "pay as you go" plan and has
weatiaered the depression in splen-
did condition. The cash basis
adopted by the city fathers has
placed the city's credit in an en-
EDD FILBECK IS
NAMED PRINCIPAL
viable position and it ranks among
the highest of the municipalities
4 _at the nation. -
• From January 5, 1990 to Decem-
ber 31, 1933, the City of Murray
reduced its liabilities $15,538.08
and increased its surplus $24,437.14,
according to the statement pre-
pared by Mr. Broach and pub-
lished in this edition of The
Ledger & Times.
During this period the city re-
Peabody College. Nashville. -since fire truck, $5,200; light and water
done graduate work at George" tired the following obligations:
joining the high school faculty bonds, $9.000 and paid $2.500 on -last year...,
Herbert Allbritten. a graduate
of Murray State -College, was
elected on July 21 to teach phys-
ics and chemistry at Murray High
School,
Mr. Allbritten received his
bachelor of science degree from
Murray State College in 1931. For
two years he served as laboratory
Herbert Allbritten Chosen
Teach Science at Murray
High School.
Former Mayor Edd Filbeck was
elected principal of Mura-aa high
school to succeed T. A. Sanford,
by the Murray school board last
week. Mr. Filbeck ii graduate of
Vanderbilt University and has
IhT city nil. To, The meantialt
interest on outstanding bonds has
been maintained in a perfect
record of on-time payments and
the city had rash on hand, at the
close of the year. $3,449.31.
On street bonds, which is an
obligation against property own-
ers but is collected by the city a
total of $19,500 has been paid withassistant in the department of $7.115 paid in interest, a total ofchemistry. his major field. Last $26,615.08. The remaining due onyear Mr. Allbritten conducted a the street bonded assessment isstudy center at Water Valley, $18,615.08.
Ky. He is the son of Mr. arat-fdrs. The audit shows that the cityB. S. Allbritten of Calloway has not had an open account dueCounty.
While attending Murray State
College. Mr. Allbritten was pres-
-ident of the senior class. a-mere-
ber of the -Allenian.Society. Chem-
istry and Physics Clubs, and -col-
lege band.
Mr. Allbritten took post graduate
work at Murray State College in
1932.
Former Senator Stanley in Scholarly
Address at College; Praises President
Former United State Senator and
former Governor of Kentucky,
Hon. A. 0. Stanley delivered a
scholarly and extremely _interest-
ing address to the students of
Murray State College in chapel
Wednesday morning. Senator
Stanley was also heard by a
miraber of his' friends and ad-
mirer.- from down-town Who
learned that he was to speak. He
was introduced by Dr. Carr, pres-
ident of the college, who said
that one of the most distinguished
of Kentuckians needed no intro-
duction to a KentuckY audience.
Senator Stanley was at his
usual best in his address on "The
Philosophy of History" and despite
the intense heat 'his entire audience
was held almost spell-bound by his
spendid and appropriate remarks.
Near the close of his reinarks,
Senator Stanley paid a glowing.
tribute to President Roosevelt as
the great humanitarian who was
using all the resources of govern-
ment to bring the nation out of
the depression and pledged his
support, as a private citizen, to
Mr. Roosevelt's program.
The younger persons in the
audience who had not before had
the privilege of hearing Mr. Stan-
ley were delighted, at the beauti-
ful language and troughrs• of the
former governor and statesman,
who is regarded as one of the
ablest thinkers of the nation.
Cross Meeting 
_ 
crftlers.
The annual meeting for the elec-
tion of officers and employment
of an 'executive secretary of the
Callowa4 County Chapter of the
Americai Red Cross Will be held
in the courthouse -fat 4:00 o'clockPreston Jones, the Bank's third Friday afternoon, July 27. 1934.sacker, who in turn threw to Evatra person who contributedfirst baseman Charles Jones who as, much as one dollar to RedPut R. Jones out, hence the play Cress during the year Julywas frem Jones to Jones to Jones 1933 to June 30, 1934, is urged. tofor the put out. And whit's more attend this meeting and is entitledthey have no bond of kinship to a vote. If anyone is in doubtbetween them, as to how much he or she con-
On, Friday the -thirteenth at the tribute& a complete list of theend- of the first half, the Ledger contributions will be available at& Times' team, now known as this meeting and this informationthe Bluebirds, was third from the can be furnished to „anyone desir-bott•im and defeated the Pastoffica ing same.
team, first half winners and now
the Sunburst team, for the first Plans -are beat/ made for
ing the Boone county sheep
of 10.350 fleeces.
time in seven starts. If that's
not the thirteenth working„,-,then
what is it?
If anything else does and could
happen you will see it at the end
of this last half of. play in this.
paper.
sell-
clip
Madison county seed dealers
sold their entire soybeart stock,
after the AAA ruling allowing its I
use as a hay crop.
--a
-7.-raeareia.-aesareatanrale..
•
in more than three years. TM
city's surplus is now $113,713.01.
Murray haa more than seven
mile, *If paved *reels-and aimed
that many miles of gravel streets.
The paved streets were built is*
192& The gravel streets have
been measurably improved within
the past two years. Approximate-
ly 520,000 worth of concrete curbs
and gutters were put in last .wfti:
ter under the FrWA, which are
not carried as ,an "spier on the
,city's books.
In 1931, the cita /purchased the
present city hall on the South side
of the square,. which was re-
modeled into e/ completely modern
city headquarters with offices,
court room; fire department and
jail.
Abodt. $75,000.00 worth of new
lateral 'lines will be added to theMr. Stanley is at present chair- city aiewer system which is to beman of the International Joint purchased from the privateBoundary C_CeriMItaion_ with head,__Torporation now - -,wising it asquarters in Washington. • Follow- ,loon as the legal details can being his address here he left fosteompleted.
Morganfield where he is speak-
ing today to a meeting of the
American Legion. He - rill Speak
in Bardwell Friday to a district
meeting of world war veterans.
Judge Gregory in.
Speech Here Monday
Under this arrangement, the city
will borrow a portion of 'the money
from the government while the
government will make an outright
gift of the remainder.
The attention of all citizens is
called to the financial statement
published in detail herein as it is
printed by the city for the in-
Congressman W V. Gregory, formation of all taxpayers and
Mayfield. addressed the voters of' citizens.
the county here Monday afternoon
from a sound truck on the cou
square. Judge Gizgory has been_ D. R. CARRA WAYrt
M-
ill and due to his voice being
'temporarily weakened by his 
FuN
ERAL TODAYness, used the sound truck to
reach his large audience.
Judge Gregory was taken ill Death Came at Clinic of Periten-shortly, after his return from Ms; Rites Held at SouthWashington and left his room to Pleasant Grose,prosecute his campaign and, meet
the voter' against his doctor's
HERBERT ALLBRITTEN
- ..trora• -4.
4
Funeral services for Dillon Reed
Cams way, year's or -age, were
held this morning at -11' o'cloc.k
from the "South Pleasant Grove
church. The Rev. L L. Jones
was in charge of the services and
burial was in the church cerneterY.,jar. Carrawa'Y died at the Clinic
'uesday night of peritonitis. An
operation was performed in an
effort to save his life. No, had
been ill since Friday.
Mr_ Carraway is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Curdle Carratiray.
Murray. and two sons. Tellus and
Delmon, and three daughters.Mrs. Ewen. Hale. Mrs. Herman
Farmer, and Mist Joe Ann Cerra-. way. He also leaves sisters. Mrs.
Cora Alexander: Mrs. Lola Farris
and Mrs. Ruth Curd, all of the
county. and two brothers. Lee
Carritway and Ewen Carraway..county. A stepson, Keys Lindsey,and several nieces arid nephews
also survive. He *as a, member
Of the South Pleasant -Grove M.E. church.
The pallbeer,ers were:' w. V.
Hale. Staniar Ilkilkassilik • Melton
Workman, Perry Anajiten. A. IL
Lassiter, end' tanley,rodl.
•
1. •
'a
s .
- •
•
Poker Tom -
.4'
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rrabacc0 Curing and - in the control of Oopee various
the AAA Progrtim
- By John it. Bonderant
Tome is no farm job or task in
Connection with The production of
tire -cured -lobes-co that fits into
the %AA tobacco reduction pro-
gram better than the curing of
..-'11%.Batiesit
acreage are striving or
d strive to produce tobacco
of better quality. Better quality
tobacco usually moans a better
price and the higher the -wire re-
ceived the higher the reduction
payments will be
A reduced production provides
stages are proper maturity in the
field, careful housing toethcisks to
avoid bruising. ample . circulation
of air in the barn. a 'Wood roof
and tight walls The 'most de-
siralale type of barn ler housing
ie ene 'which provides * ventila-
tion as needed at or neat the foun-
dation and at the ridge Or gable.
are- liaitaile ,sscb01140th that
es place with& liftr tebeeco
plant in the Cutting and curing
process. The green tobacco loges
tons . - water by evaporation.
Also, many chemical changes take
place in the curing stream Under
proper conditions higii humidity
prevails sod evaporation continues
spae, Te .barn which is at a rithld rate until the .curing
barnsan essential step in tillapting 
Is almost finished. Many  
modern methods of curing. 
As- of tobacco, in recent sears. have
sinning a good_ well ripe been, cured with excellbrit resultsned to-
- bacco crop in the field. the Itteth. 111141 the 
highest temperatures not
ods -.followed in housing and -our. •arceed'hg 100 degrees F. The
control of the barn Munictity ining may add to or substract from
the quality of tobacco produced. )
the curing process is also import-
deperoling upotr the practices ant-,
rutads- rortUnalely.- witifsite-proper -adrittem 40-18aalartt- enthetion
equipment. the farmer an con- in the barn a hygrometer is need-
- sosi to a goose extern ..toe condo. ad as an aid in detertaining thenom. necessary. for prover' oom_ contlitions under which curing is
ing'and curing. Fanners are real-
izing this fact as never before
throsighout the tobacco _producing,
" areas of the country and great
strides are beifig made in adapt-
ing .proper .curing facilities for
all types of tobacco
The four stages in the housing
and curing of fire-cured toba&-o
are . wilting, yellowing, coloring
and drying., TI.- - facts involved
taking place.- This instrument is
nothing more than two tbermome-
ters_with.-a. wet bulb _attached to
one By its use the humidity or
amount of moisture in the air as
well as the barn temperature can
be known at any time In other
words, it helps take the guess out
of the curing problem. Hygrom-
eters may be 'bought do the mar-
ket or "home-made" with the use
FORD V-8
Trucks and
Passenger Cars
are sold by the
BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
incorporated
Phone 170 Murray, Ky.
"Watch the Fords Go By"
America's FASTEST SELLING •CAR!
-
1LOV/EST PRICE IN BUICK HISTORYI
*Sena 40'-4 79S s• toss. Series so--Szoto es $120. Series
6o-81373 le 8:675. Series 9?-81875 to 83175. LW PriCtS
• at Fleur. Mich. All "rite: sosifeet to ebasige saish•err
siatiee.  larstraitti below rl48. 4863, ..es: _East
Special eassiaraest extra. Maas feeders as sa cares charge.
A Straight Eight
93 Horsepower
85 miles per hour
15 miles per gallon!
of two thernuanele.rs. Care should
be taken to use thermometers that
are reliable that read together.,
Since the time for cutting to-
bacco is almost at hand, farmers
should begin now to make preps-
rations,fpr improving their curing
methods. They will be more than
repaid in added returns All farm-
ers who have used better curing
latbettasasatri 'sot? 7/g/ts7lnlad-'ins
continuing to use them. Tobacco
buyers are constantly asking Mr
better-quality tobacco, and they
heartily endorse modern methods
of curing asa means of producing
better quality. .
Calloway county should continue
to lead the district in the pro-
duction of quality tobacco.
S. Pleasant Grove I
Elder Harvey Morrison of De-
troit assisted the pastor. Bro. John
Clark. in a revival an Oak Grove
last week, at which there were
etineWIthan- BM. -'SMOrrisen
urged the unsaved to get the ex-
perience of salvation. In 1 John-
5-10. -"He that believeth hath the
witness in himself."
The Quarterly Conference at
this --place Saturday and- -Sunday
was fine. Bro Fain. of paris
preached Saturday morning and
Teitttl"FOPC sop vending their va-
cation with their --parents bent
vrandparents. Mr and Mrs. 'Jim
Wrather.
Rill Wrather lost a fine cow bast
week from eating sorghum caw.
Otho Clark also lost a fine anthill
last week —
Marvin Miles, Mr and Mrs. Ray-
mond Story, and others made a *yip
So WAVE. r..31it Teat week
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mr
and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes. Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie ERIK 'Mrs Alice Ellis.
C. R. Paschal) and daughter.
Misses Viola and Ethel attended
-the Doran funeral at Murray San-
-day afternoon. 4
Mr.
been
home
much
ill of
Douglas Moore, who has
sick a long while. at his
near Wiswell, is reported
worse and that his wife- Is
a fever.
Outland Infant
Is Buried Sunday
Funeral ssi tor Gerald age-
land, three months and thiragin
days old son of Mr. and Mrs. Dirt
Outland. swere_beld_ Roorlay JON". 
nOon at 130 o'clock. The Rev...I.
E. Skinner was in. charge ad
issirial Was in the CilitisLINT now-
tery. The infant is survived by
the parents and several brothers
and sister&Bro. 0. C Wrather, presiding - -
elder, on Sunday. Mrs. Nina Mc-
Lorin of Paris, in her talk Satur-
day on missions, said she thought
a church without a missionary
society Was like. a. home without
a mother,
At this place Saturday afternoon
at close of quarterly -conference.
Bro. W. A. Baker conducted the
funeral of Joe Latimer,' year old
son- If :Mrs. end- Mr* John- La-tiers
whose -death was ceased Sty colitis
We know. the. aiear babes are
safe with Jesus and will ever
"be satisfied-, yet from experience
we know there is !Mich sorrow in
Kirksey Kinklets
Health is very' good at this writ-
ing exceplsa few cases. Mrs. 5tec
Riley is gradually growing worse
with cancer. Mrs Jack Riley of
Gob lo section is no bete?. -
Oh! so hot, dry and dusty
-Everything Is needing rain. Early
earn is. almost- half damaged stad
can't he redeemed.
Mrs. Mary Alexander of the
Spring -Creek neighborhood is
visiting Dennis. P. Alexander thisgiving them up. 
week and attending the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Gupton, who at Locust Grove
spent several days near LaCenter,
y.. visiting Mrs. Gupton'n - relas;
tives, were accompanied' home by
Miss- Jimnue Cooper, who---will
upend. several weeks with-. Moo,
Mater. Mrs. Gunton. and-Mr. Cup-
ton.
Mr. and Mrs Heine Charlton
and. children returned to their
home in Detroit Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs Bryan Wrather, also of
Detroit, have been visiting rela-
tives here.
Miss isouise Radford of. Puryear.
Tenn.. was a visitor of her aunt,
Mrs. Minnie Sinotherman. Satur-
day.
Mrs McComis and daughter of
New Low Price Un-;-1
equalled' for the
Quality  it Buys
First of all, the newest
Buick is built to be a Buick
through and through
Then, it is given a price—loweSt in
Buick hisiory-and- unequalled today
for the quality it buys-T-which puts
its value beyond comparison. Big,
beautiful, modern, it is upholstered
in fabrics of exclusive smart design.
Unmatched in perfortnance by any
other balanced car, its dependability
is attested by Buick records of 30
years. For it has every famous Buick
feature. Thousancts-htve waited for
such a car at such a price. They are
buying now. They are getting
deliveries npw.
L. S. Anderson Motor Co., Inc.
• , . • .
seaoloaaileatessieseletiftetiesinorOseerlicoses—•
. •
108-10 North Seventh Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
Bulah Coleman ores's-bed at -Lo-
cust Grove Sunday. The protean*
meeting begun on that date atth
Hesson- arriving Monday aid
Will contitilie the :Services for two
weeks.
MO and Mrs. Claude Luthafalid
daughter, of Wingo. visited Mc
Boyd last Sunday.
Glen Harris carried his little girl
to Louisville for treatment of in-
juries she received from a fall
recently.
About 150 friends of Mrs. Ophie
Watson surprised her with a 15irth-
day dinner. Mrs. Watson did not
know any thing about the dinner
until she -returned from church
and, he surely was surprised .ep
returning when shessaw the long
table loaded with custards pies,
fried chicken and many. .other
things good to ett. Neighbors,
friends, and relatives. .too num-
erous to mention, gathered in and
after dinner was Oyer: Mrs. Eylpha
Alexander. of Stubblefield neigh-
borhood. preached a real good ser-
mon followed by testimonies from
different ones. After the service
was over, all bid Mrs. Watson
goodbye, wishing for her many
more happy birthdays.
.Mr. and Mrs. Dennis P. Alex-
ander and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
urt Newsome. and Mr. 'and Mrs
Carlos Alexander went to Tennes-
see River last Friday on a fish
fry:, They report a nice time.
--Lazy Ned- -
CITY DIRECTORY
L S. ANDERSON:MOTOR CO. L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR CO:
Paducah, Kentucky Paris, Tennessee 4
WHEN . BETTER . AUTOMOBILES . ARE IOUILT — BURR . WILL . BUII.D . THEM •
'MVO
•
A. Y.—Covington, M.D.
Offices in
-First-National Bank Bldg.
'West Main Street'
Telephones, Office 170;
Res, National Intel
B. r. BERRY
Dentist
First National Bank Bldg.
—PHONES--
trice 26 Res, 103
S. H. Henderson
l'IANO TUNING AND
REPAIRING
25 Years Experience
Free Estimates, Work Guaranteed
Mons Tormoon Music Co.
_ M LIMA Y, 4 'KY
DRY CLEA14ING
'We Do It a line Better"
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Expert Hatters
WASH PANTS (leaned and
Pressed   2.5c
PHONE 44 •
'.•MACHINE SHOP
Repairins, Electric and , Acetylene
Welding and Tin Work.
Eleetrical Work.
FARRIS MACHINE SHOP
NORTH FOURTH PHONE 3rt
Watch--Repairing
'WM. R. FURCHES
JEWELRY, GUNS, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
at Johnson-Fain Music Company
I' • 
ft
1116 
•
4;...1r.fr-"f^ C.. if • fii.47111"
""1111 14"*...
•
'
t,
Plans Made For
Tobacco Control
Plans for the administration
the Kerr-Smith tobacco act, an-
ncunced through the Kentucky
College of Agriculture, provides
for a tax of 25 per mint of the
market value on all tobacco pr
&wee, by growers who do not ter-
reive .tax-payment warrants either
under production adjustment con-
tracts-or by allotments made to
non-contracting producers. John
H. Bondurint, county agent, will
discuss the tobacto reduction pro-
gram including the Kerr-Smith
Act at -2 P. M. Saturday. July 21,
at the courthouse.
The Kerr-Smith Act authorized
issuance to contracting growers
non-transferable -tax-pigment -war-
rants exprested Tn pounds of to-
bocce and covering the amount of
tobacco which such contracting
producers. are permitted to market
under theirsoontincts.
In addition"' .the Secretary of
Agriculture may issue in any
county further warrants covering
an amount of :tobacco up to
per cent of the amount covered by
the warrants isoied_th contraction
prodticers.
Under- provisions of the Kerr-
Smith _Act. the sign-up has been
re-opened until July 28. giving
eligible growers who did not sign
contracts another opportunity to
sign .and escape the ogyspent of the
tax. Tax exemption warrants will
not be,. issued to any nonscontract-
ing -grower unless it is impossible
to give lim an ,eq-catable allotment
under a tobacco production ad-
justment contract. Application for
tax exemption warrants will be
made at the county agent's office.
An announcement will be made
later as to the date they will be
available.
Prior to the opening of the mar-
kets, marketing cards will be
issued to all contracting producers
and to all non-contracting grow-
ers for whom applications' for tax-
payment warrants have been ap-
proned. The amount Of tax-exempt
tobacco which "each 'grower will
be -allowed to 'sell -will be- stated
on 'his markeerng card.
Grant county has Made more
improvement 'in livestock shipped
to Use Cincinnati Union Stock-
yards than any other county. a
survey shows.
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
- -
order of sale of the,Callsway Cir-
cuit Court, rendered at the April
term thereof, 1934, in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of Two Thousand Eight Hundred
and Twenty-One and 97-100 Dol-
lars t$2.821.91) and six per cent
annum interet thereon from De-
cember 14. 1932. until paid and the
costs harem siassaark4•-3.--.1601, aer'...-fs-Ssetross •"
proceed to offer for sale at the Range 4. East; runs thence East.court 'house dour in Murray. Ken- 
with the Section Line and with
said Public Road eighty 030) poles
to a stake: thence North and
parallel with the Section line
eighty (80) poles to a rock: thence
West and parallel with the Section
line eighty (.80) poles to a rock in
the west line of said Section -21;
thence South, with the West line
of said Section eighty (801 poles Master Comm.ssioner
tucky: to the highest bidder at pub-
lic auction, on Monday, AugUat
1934, same being the first day of
the regular August term of Callo-
way Circuit Court. at 1 o'clock
or thereabout upon a credit of
six months, the following described
property, being and lying RI-rill-
lowavosCounty. Kentucky, towit:
' ' Callaway Circuit Court
New York Life Insurance.- Co..
Plaintiff
Vs Judgment
John A. Anderson
Defendant -
.,By virtue hi a judgment and
to the forty
(40) acres, more or less.
__Beings the siallig._19.0SL,SISSIIIKL40,_____
John A. Anderson by deed of R.
B. Lassiter and wife, M. A. Uhl- -
ter, dated Nov. 20. 1917. of record
In,. the aka, fth‘esestresiiii--
Clerk of Calloway County, Ken-
tucky in Deed 'Book 44. page 172,
aiads 1thill tat Vl_da-;—Lisasiain
dated August 28. 1920: of record in
laid office in Book. 4,5. page 633.
For the purchase pine* the pur-
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale un-
til paid. and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms—George S Hart,
Low first cost is only the beginning of Fora r-8 etonomy. rn
toe, oil, repairs and upkeep, this 80-horsepower, 8-cylinder
truck actually operates at a lower ton-mile cost than a "4".
A certain tract or parcel of land
lying and being in the lit. Murray
District of said Calloway County.
Kentucky. lying on the North stele
of a Public Road leading from
Murray. Kentucky, to Lynn Grove,
Kenttleky, and described by metes
and bounds as follows:
Beginning at the_ southwest cor-
13. UP51F.0.11, DETROIT
H 
FL AMERICAS
GREAT TRUCK VALUE
Only the Ford V-8 offers &these inliortantleatures
NEW V-S
ENGINE
.Impi., trouble-free. An
/4•- h. br MOW, wet. S-cylinder,
V-rype engine . with
power. ‘peed, ruggedness for
heeoest Yobs.
FULL-FLOATING
""111-AR AXLE
.. Housing, not ails. 
rise load. "Spills" Impos-
sible. Shaft removable with-
out lacking up. Insures
long trouble-free ...orrice.
DUAL DOWN-DRAFT
CARRURETION
• ..11114sorlosolis•aceson.y.
Gino lemlickar stunting In
cold wait-her. smoother
operation at all speeds, less
dilution of crankcase on.
PERFECTED
TORCEUE-TUSE
and radius rod dries . .
Transmits bra kIng and driv-
ing forces directly to tram..
Spit WA. free to absorb road
sho. ks.
ENGINE
EX.CHAA0.1
. After- normal life of en-
gine, for 14, S• (P. 0. B.
Parts Brant.10,you caa base
..• .-conditiasotle seir. la-
stalled—la a few Sours.
SPECIAL
FINISH
. Onky truck with this new
bakstiwarnel linish.ln wide
.•vive el colors, for ilieek,
oak beam timerr-wear-
int beauty.
AUTHOR IZED
TRUCKS
DV-8
termrs Film* CIWnvermil Crail Ca
- -Irsher,FeJ Feed Fissure Phis.
FORD DEALERS
•
HE TRAVELED 900 MILES...
AND LEARNED HOW TO SAVE MONEY.
MAKES "2-TRIP" TEST—Mr. J. P.
Cochrane, Waban, Mass.— Chevrolet
owner. Read how Gulf-lube made • air.
prising ahfference in his oil costs. -
• • •
..-r USED TO THINK shot all 25c
moior oils were about alike,"
says Mt. J. P. Cochrane,of Waban,
Mass.-But I 've changed my thinking!
-"Recently, -drove my Mr from
Boston to Montreal—using 2. well.
known 25c* oil. And at Chester-
town, N.Y., I had to add a quart—
?93 miles from Boston.
"Later I had occasion to cover
the same route—and this time I
used Gulf-lube. It took me the en-
tire distance between Montreal and
Boston (450 miles)-157 miles far-
ther than the oil I had previously used
--before a quart was consumed."
SAVE MONEY! Switch to
Gulf-lube—the oil that went 281/27,
. more miles per iluart.than 3 other
famous 25c* oils in AAA tests. At
all Gulf stations. *Plut tax.
C cos, GULF PIC/1141140 CO.. II,TOPUR014. PA,
GULF-LUBE
The "High-Mileage" MotOr 'Oil
MONTRE.41."7.
"First trip (Bos-
ton to Montreal)
—using a well-
known 25c* oil,
had to add a
quart-at Chester-
town, 293 miles
from Boston"
CHESTERT
•
F 
"Second trip (over
same route) — using
Gulf-tube I went the
whole distance, 450
miles, before a quart
" was needed"
BOSTON
-
•
s jp
*ASA%
•
Apo r-
